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New Publications
The Quaker and the
Uf^kvirA Trmn n
Highwayman

I

Cantata for Women’s Voices
Price, 40 Cents

liTL’DE, and tbe work mentioned, and also

By NEWTON SWIFT
Price, 75 Cents
A new volume of teaching pieces hy a successful
American composer. These pieces are full ol life,
vigor and originality. They are infc.^esc”1lJ for
secon^grtde pu^^Tfew oftile t i ties’’are as follows:
‘ The King and the Wind,’’
JagWj^InJhe
to play these pieces dispiay ^real^artmUc
thjv

tl0Free sample copies to aid in securing
subscriptions.
The following conditions are to be ob-

*nA ITAUSA

Compiled and Edited

By JAS. N. CLEMMER
Price, 15 Cents, postpaid
$10,00 per hundred, not postpaid ,
Oik? of the best books published for Suny-scbools, Young People's Societies and
! devotional meetings. It contains 110 of
e bm^ known ^ and^ popular songs and

Tone Stories

Stories of Standard
Teaching Pieces

For Boys and Girls to Play and Sing
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY
Words by Olive Hall
Music by Daniel Rowe
Price. $1.50
The unusual popularity of Mr. E. B. Perry’s “De¬
Price, 50 Cents
scriptive Analyses of Pianoforte Works” has induced
him to prepare another work, which includes just
jje™i tying chiefly
the first grade. The pieces are those favorite and standard compositions of lesser
difficulty about which teachers, pupils and music

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Price, 50 Cents

New Subscriptions

Time and Play Time
Give Thanks and Sing 12Story
Juvenile Pieces for the Pianoforte

e is a gent. The author has given the appeal to the youthful imagination.
isf painstaking care to this compilation.

left Hand Recreation
Album

AN OFFER TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS
TO AID IN SECURING

®jjb very .voting pupils, or in kindergarten work. grade of difficulty to the sixth grade. Mr. Perry
writes with rare poetic insight- His »r»nlvs#>« ar«

Cash must accompany all orders.
T*dre2sUCl<!S can bc stnt to any adEverytbing will be delivered free.
The order and the new subscription
must^ come together; under no cir-

Chopin.’

I-\,

Lighter* Com-

'><J

Clarke, °H8 A.’, Ti.irmony !125
Clarke. II. A.. Pronouncing
Dictionary . i no
Clarke.
II. A.. Students'
Pocket Dictionary .
25
Classic and Modern Urns
Iteed Organ .
Concert Duets

By DANIEL BLOOMFIELD
Price, 75 Cents.

By H, N. REDMAN
Price, 50 Cents

* ou

features.

By LOUIS C. ELSON
Price, $1.50

‘/it bad%?

Singers’ Repertoire

Musical Casino

Price, $1.00

monthly musical installment acts like a tonic in

^

reviving and freshening the interest.

FOR THE PIANO

ano playing. Miss Goodson has i
us an article which will appear shortly
and which our readers may anticipate
with much pleasure. Miss Goodson
has also established a reputation as a
mountain climber and the picture
given here shows her upon one of her
Alpine pilgrimages.

he has spent considers!
America upon different visits. He
has contributed an article and a new
composition to THE ETUDE. Be on
the lookout for them.

A Special Christmas_„a
Opportunity
a.i__
• .
. •,

"THE

-—

Last January we gave our readers
an Italian issue, which was so success¬
ful that it elicited the attention of the
King of Italy. Our next issue will be
devoted to a large extent to the music
of England. These special issues
have decided historical value, as they
contain information which you might
not even be able to find in a large
library.

) remember a mnQiral

ETUDE”

Built especially for people of high
artistic discrimination who appreciate
the difference between good and best
°

A Renowned Negro
Composer

To make your gift more generous and more effective send us your subscription early and we will mad heap“asurCe!rd
^ DeCember nUmber free to >'our ««&, « timers to arrte on Chr^fma“ n °

1712 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

_

Famous Contributors
The English issue will be especially
valuable, since several of the represen¬
tative musicians of Great Britain have
consented to contribute to it. Eng¬
land has been doing great things in
music lately and you will enjoy this
issue hugely. See page 787.

An English Issue for
January

Chorus Conducting !

--.xou.0i.«R00Din8Ave.
NEW YORK rITv
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. ~

Famous Physical Culturist
Tells How to Strengthen
the Hands
Dr. Latson, editor of Health Culture,
has taken up the study of how to de¬
velop strength in the pianist’s hands.
Dr. Latson’s articles are read by thou¬
sands of enthusiasts and this illustrated
article will have a decided value for all
enthusiastic piano students and teach¬
ers. Watch for it.

Presser’s First Blank
Music Writing Book

TRICH&ZFIDI FBI mms

F course we can’t give every
one of the vast number 01
ETUDE readers a ticket
for the opera. But we are
going to take you to the opera
through the pages of THE ETUDE
in a manner which we know you
will greet with delight. No matter
where you may live, we shall present
the main features of the great operas
in such a manner that you will
surely be charmed.
The interest in opera was never greater than
it is now. Watch the January issue of THE ETUDE for this new
and captivating feature.

A FEW FORTHCOMING ARTICLES
A Great English Pianist

Rr*ALE AT L0W advance prices
1 N
p R E S S
SEND FOR BULLETIN
[TA^ALBira FO,I|lTUv'e,'1J’hmPP'
I A!iTI,EMS 0F PRAYER AND PRAISE.
CHALRSaShmTI° STUDIE8 F0R the PIANO.
DIES in EMBELLISHMENTS A Sartorio
BET®R’S PUN0 INSTRUCTOR.
MASl>!jl,^RULES FOR SUCCESSFUL PIANO PREPARATORY TO COMPLETE SCHOOL OF TECIIi)KT>iDiNosFfREAIC0MP0SERS Streatfleld"practice.
clio!>])R ‘m. 'stu 1 t8tMaa Serrtce for Sunday I RIUIIARD WAGNER: HIS LIFE
A;-Jtunen.
r
WORKS.
T ANTHEMS OR RESPONSES. Anderson.
STUDIES IN STYLE AND RHYTHM. G. Eggeling.
THE NEW IDEAL. Giffe & Eichhom.
“For further information about New Works In Press
Publisher’s Notfes”

—■

No active musician can afford to miss the suc¬

cession of treats we have prepared for them.

Price, 50 Cents
Twenty-six of Mr. Engelmann's very best
ami most popular teaching pieces of easv
grade collected into an attractive and snht nil 1
mm
\
better recreation
tPbeeteLsCtana^
toa'workli-,
k|e them.
thh,‘He Pieces,
and are
are ofwilling
to
work at
The pieces
various styles and are arranged progressively
ihey consist of the various dance forms'
reveries, songs without words and charac¬
teristic pieces.
ai:ac

_eo- Presser Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Think of getting

nearly 200 pieces for piano, organ, voice, violin, etc.,
music which will prove invaluable to you, for $1.50
a year.

S

Won’t You Come to the Opera With Us?

The Music of THE ETUDE
[*t*1HE ETUDE has arranged with some of tbe foreU-A J most composers of tbe world to send us their
brightest, best and most attractive music. The

Collection of Sacred and Secular
Major-Minor Game
Songj for Medium Voice
By CARL W. GRIMM
Price, 50 Cents
Price, 10 Cents
mn tiCKLvnlup evei? offered in a song coiPrice, 50 Cents
“usical copy book containing 30
*bg*Whlebel dliaire f D nM 30 numbers. ! <j.j|| reaHv interesting and Instructive mu- pages ruled in staves with extra wide
spaces between the lines. Tbe nanP,. i«
substantial quality, suitable eltwPrL .
*appeared PhV'edin a manner similar to^TbeOrdinary
C* uauu.v UUOK in Which to cnmi
iro a few £ame of casino, but tbe matching, pairing.
v song is etc*’ ar® accomplished by means of the major exercises, to work out harmonv
or uninminor Intervals and common chords. or to lot down ideas. Included in the book
1 Printed
ganle. will tend to sharpen elements of music” a.*
of the
ie. hand- Y“e® J.e'of intervals and chords and hensive hints on the
J ])o«nd. aaaa genera! knowledge of elementary
y singer. , Tne01*- 11]e game is handsomely gotten up. «nDi,y^
tonisiiingly low. PF1“
’’

■

SOME SPECIAL FEATURES

1 60

Mistakes and Disputed
Easy Engelmann Album
Points in Music
°

Read this page carefully.

•> on

these problems The most valuable ^formation 'per*
taining to the successful carrying on of professional
work is imparted in a manner both right and

By F. W. ROOT

_

For twenty-eight years THE ETUDE has been incomparable in tbe amount, bigb character and value of
the material it has presented. Next year will be our banner year, with better music, better articles, better

leaf table n book ol this kind fa^^The McUUnTente*

Studies in Florid Song

365'DAYS‘OF
MUSICAL'DEUGHT
nuoiu/Ttli
L»GLlV>lJi,

*

Musical Games and Business Manual for Music
Teachers
Puzzles
By G. C. BENDER

’ronouncing Dictionary
of Musical Terms

II

these prices after the subscription
has been sent in.
Price Price
of
with
Book Etude
Bach, .1. 8., Inventions.so ou Si 7u
Balt/ell, W. J„ History of
-Music . l 75 215
Beethoven, Selections from
Piano Works . 1 50 1 90
Chopin, .Nocturnes, Complete.
75 1 go

COV..PW..C. ../.-V-T

Cut off the attached coupon ; pin to it a one-dollar bill and fifty cents in stamps • write your friend's r
spaces ; write your own name on the margin as the sender ; and mail to us in a seTd’emeTop °to-day
OUR CLUB PRICES ARE

l :;K«Z.:

:

: *i?S

j—;

:

• mg

..w*™

.

Address THE ETUDE, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The “Good Old ETUDE”
We want our old readers
to know that notwithstand¬
ing the new ideas, fresh
thought, bright features and
spirit of uplift which are en¬
tering THE ETUDE work,
not one valuable feature of
the good old ETUDE will
be sacrificed.
The same
helpful educational articles
by teachers great and
small, known and unknown;
the ably edited departments will all be
kept up and,
where possible,
improved.

_____THIS CHRISTMAS ISSUE CONTAINS : -

THE

[

MAGAZINE BARGAINS

“The Beautiful in Piano Playing, ’ by A. Griinfeld,
Court Pianist to Germany and Austria

ETUDE

rJKLr
^
|

The following offers contain only selected magazines of the

.zlrJzJlzLiil.

^t ^n at the Special Club rates offered below.

Quotatio

HHI^si^^..ETl,DE

SANEfuX.c“0N} ■ ■ $3.00 for $2.20 TBI gf&gg?™ 1 ■ ■ ■ ■ $2.50 for $1.90
mm,

^} $2.50 for $1.95 ftfEA^AaAZ,NE} ■ ■ ■ $2.00 for $1.60

«a

COSMOPOLITAN MAGAZINE
THE ETUDE

«£h

€See|I

McCLURE’S, WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION, ETUDE, =

fSSe"™EWlS2.5l hr SI.1I

SUCCESS MAGAZINE
THE ETUDE.

:}$2.50 for $2.10

HARPER’S BAZAR, AMERICAN, ETUDE,

NE} =■ «PO.UU
$3.00 IOF
foi IpZ.ZU
<M

Aft fA4.

I ■ $2.75 for $2.10

.'. isi a

■ $3.00 for $2.10

EVERYBODY’S MAGAZINE )
THE ETUDE.j

$4.50 for $3.30

thepeetlidebaz.ar

l{Bgir-aiiiE?5=Ill
AMERICAN MAGAZINE
*}
THE ETUDE

=

<M ^ft

= =

=

=

=

=

$4.25 for $3.10

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING \
THE ETUDE

$2.75 for $2.10

mmm
HOUSEKEEPER |
THE ETUDE . . I

$2.50 for $1.90

mm

MODERN PRISCILLA
THE ETUDE .

$2.25 for $1.70
ilfeiiill OK

DELINEATOR, HAMPTON’S, ETUDE,
McCLURE’S MAGAZINE
THE ETUDE
....

am lor *2.2#

$4.50 for $3.00
THE DESIGNER
THE ETUDE. .

flS:;

«KES*1 «B@k
REVIEW OF REVIEWS
THE ETUDE

$4 50 for $3 00

■ ■ ■ ■ $2.25 for $1.70

WORLD S WORK )
THE ETUDE

- -

■ $4.50 for $2.95

te“il mm.Ill mm.
PICTORIAL REVIEW, COSMOPOLITAN, ETUDE,
OTHER. CLUBS OF VALUE* the etude,f

.... $3.50 for $2.70
$1.50

American Boy .S fS

I

££sS

ss

THE ETUDE

1712

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Francis Macmillan on “Developing Violin Technic

A Charming Musical Christmas Story,
And Many Special Holiday Features

7b
T H E

LORENA BERESFORD

ETUDE
CHRISTENSENS INSTKUUiKi*
r ahOwtlmedian®^

DO YOU LOVE OPERA? -;;-":

.

g

2

New Christmas Songs
STAR OF BETHLEHEM

SWGER COMPOSER

four keys

Cauldron Rag j triPn

^^EtoG^

BD-F?oAF

LOVE’S MYSTERY
A
beautiful and artistic song,
with ad libitum parts for the
violin or violin and ‘cello, by
Albert Kiissner, composer of the
famous “Moon Moths.” This song
is being sung with much success by
Horatio Connell, Gertrude Auld
Thomas, Charles W. Clark and
others.

TEACHERS OF PIANO
GET MY LATEST COMPOSITIONS
For 25 c—I will send you 3
For SOc—I will send you 6
All different—All 1910 copyrights. Written expressly for teachlug purposes. Send U. S. stumps, Silver or Money Order.
BERT R. ANTHONY, Fall River, Mass.

TEACHERS’ EDITION OF
GRADED PIANOFORTE MUSIC

ECHOES

Three Songs of Parting, by Eliza¬
beth Youel Allen
High Voice, 75 Cents
Low Voice, 75 Cents
An exquisite collection already in
favor with the best singers.
Send for complete Thematic Cat¬
alogue, including Albert Kiissner’s
latest compositions.

rril^SjS^L l Soprano)
ivTlre'v .' the l'ircl'fOT Oboru”o°r <j“rLt)

LESTON. HAROLD
Op. 2

My Soul Is ffSiOk for *iu ' or “v!«)

Ilisgy!
GEIBEL, ADAM

L.C.KUSSNER, Publisher

REPENTANCE

Se1
"‘SfSJ'i SLKBSi0

HOLST, ED.

gsl'
DtY
An Ideal Chri.lma. Gift for Muaic Student.
AN AMERICAN GIRL IN MUNICH
By MABEL W. DANIELS

New sacred song. Copyright, 1910.
Five pages. Published in 3 keys:
Low (c-d), Med. (d-e). High (f-g).

\

sS5" -„„„
is:SSSrsi“""'

DGM/
MANN, C. W.
Op.

Ifl^f 1
’E have now ready fifty
new piano pieces, graded
from 1 to 5 for the use of teachrs and pianists old and young.
They are carefully edited,
fingered, and pedaled by the
best scholarship in this line
(a pupil of Moszkowski).
This Edition is artistically
printed on the finest toned
paper, the title pages art
two colors ar.d the designs are
in the finest taste.
There is nothing in
market superior from any
stand point.
It contains all the needs from
snappy fireworks to the somber
and sentimental. There is
|
temperament that cannot find
something pleasing in this col¬
lection.
It runs like this :
May Dance, • . By Rene L. Be
Clim : Gavo
eolian

, By Ji as Wich

WHITE-SMITH

MUSIC PUB.

NEW YORK

CO.

TEACH IVIE TO PRAY

By George Gr^aff,
Jessie Afac Jewitt. —This is the sacred song that was recently
the public as the immortal “ Palms ” is the consensus of opinion. The lyric is fervent and inspiring!

,0 young people who play »
tie piano, to represent us in 1
very city and town in Amer-

WILL NEVER GROW OLD
ABsaafiftdJMody,.

An artistic creation of the highest order—“Resitely poetical sacred song of modern times.
Your money refunded at once if you think other¬
wise. Sent postpaid on receipt of 30 cents; two
Published by
G. V. MECKEL
845 8th Ave.
New York City

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

A new and revised edition of their

Musical Literature List

The Arthur Bellinger Music Co.
Battle Creek,Mich., U.S. A
IN THE WILD WOOD
By KAItL MOEIILEK
Hopping Molly Cottontail.3.
Autumn Daisies.J
The Playful Squirrel.J;
Painted Butterflies.•■■••••• v •
This set of careftilly fingered teaching pieces [Grade II],
introducing left hand melodies, will be sent postpaid
A.fE. HOLCH," 1014Y^’"cab St., Urbona, Ill

INDISPENSABLE
SONGS AND PIANO PIECES
Thematlcs gratis. Special Teachers’ Rates
WASHINGTON MUSIC CO., Washington, D.C.

on a different plan, giving fuller
and more explicit information
about their books in every De¬
partment of Music.
: : : :
Invaluable to all Music Students,
Music Teachers and Music Lovers

gs25 cents Ws 5 i
pieces y ^ ENGELMANN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PETITE NOCTURNE
RONDO SCHERZO . .
BAGATELLE ....
MAZURKA REDOWA .
PETITE SCHOTTISCHE

Key

Grade

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS
153-157 Fifth Avenue

New York

“Revel of the Witches”

The demand for this splendid Concert and Teaching piece has surpassed Holst’s famous “Seguidilla, ” “Demon of the Wood" and “On to the Battle,” and is unquestionably Ho'st's Grandest
Composition. Every pianist should possess this
any of these famous pir-1
T

REVEL OF THE WITCHES

DEMON OF THE WOOD

Hexentanz <$> <$>
Morceau fantasque
W A very brilliant, characteristic piece, melo¬
dious, fluent and dashing. Every bar of this
fascinating composition is bewitching to the
ear. The title fully explains the character of
the composition. Grade 4.

Der Waldteufel <•> <$>
Grand Galop de Concert
q A bright and effective piece and sure to
please. Spirited and of incomparable elegance
and full of the most brilliant flashes of melody.
A famous and popular composition and a grand
exhibition piece. Grade 3.

SEGUIDILLA—Spanish Dance

ON TO THE BATTLE

Spanischer Tanz
Danse hspagnole
In this composition the Spanish dance is de¬
lightfully portrayed. It is excellently suited
for concert performance, especially when ac¬
companied with castanets, triangle and tam-

March Triumphaie
“Mulh g zum Kampf”
«J A stirring patriotic Military march of which
the title is suggestive. It is highly animated
in spirit and movement, while the leading
themes are beautifully melodious and catchy,
introducing octave passages. Grade 3.

q

PIANO INSTRUCTOR
CHILDREN’S PIANO PIECES
PIANO PIECES
PIANO DUETS
PIANO SELECTIONS FROM GRAND
PIANO__
SELECTIONS FROM COMIC
OPERAS
OPERAS
PIANO DANCE FOLIO
Are you interested in collections for instruments other than piano, or for voice?
Ask your Dealer to show you a complete Most Popular Catalogue or write us.
HINDS, NOBLE & ELDREDGE, 31-35 West 15th St., NEW YORK CITY

Address

Eduard Holst’s Grandest Composition

SPECIAL OFFER

Xu Xn/r

PHILADELPHIA

Charles Scribner's Sons

SENT FREE ON APPLICATION
new sa&<a!?s“
•S-AMERICAN BEAUTY“®a
Value briliante by FRANZ RUBENS _r

By ADAM GEIBEL

New Anthems

Six

THE STEFFEN MUSIC CO., Publishers, 950 First St., Milwaukee, Wis.

New Character Songs
FOR CHILDREN

STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC
A FIRST HISTORY

FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES

By JA1VIES FRANCIS COOKE
Price, $1.25
December Holiday Cash Price, 90c. postpaid

'H.11L

\wEmim

| A COMPLETE, CONCISE SERIES OF 40 STORY-LESSONS IN MUSIC-LORE |
r--- - ■ Trs.j.Li.L,

.u.

PROFUSELY
ILLUSTRATED

,

f

”*&!&£VJfSl “
25c.- Solo - 25c.
30c.-Duet-3«c.

m

Quartet Arrangements
“WtaiftSHT

3818 Laclede Avenue
ST. LOUIS, MO.

S

CHICAGO

Send ten cents for sample
copy of music, material and
work.

STARK MUSIC CO.

WE PAY BIG MONEY

“Sophomore” all the rage Qs,
in dancing circles.^only
.
Gavotte (new) by Chas.
E.( BB0|trf10ntroIj0(lctlonhonly and
mtffdc lealerf Order today.Y
CHAS. E. ROAT MUSIC PUB. CO.
Dept. A, Battle Creek, Mich.

IMMANUEL

SENT ON APPROVAL

TO MUSIC TEACHERS

This NEW WALTZ

Lincoln Park Station, Chicago, Illinois

(Words ad lib.)

MUSICAL BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Of exceptional merif, by A. B. PHILLIPS
WITHIN THE VEIL-Heart touching solo. 15

Have Just Issued

Price, 50 Cents.

kkSS.
swrSL.

TWO SACRED SONGS
“tHEKINOOF PEACE-Sublimely beautiful.
Don't miss it. 25 cents. Both Songs, 35 cents.
New 7c list, free.
PHILLIPS MUSIC CO., Porchesler, Mass.

MCHX b, g.H . W
in “hEmItFKSlX? OTLiAc!S,U«US°CR

«

SELF-PRONOUNC¬
- READ WHY THIS WORK HAS PLEASED SO MANY ING THROUGHOUT
Uses
sible
Composers of lighter piano pieces
such as Chaminaae, Godard,
Complete
Schiitt, Sinding, Bohm, Wachs,
Etigelmann included.
io previous experience i
eign terms pronounced, Illustrated Handsomely illustrated through¬
musical history.
out. Musical map in colors.
chnical terms explained,
how to organize and conter just long enough f<
Up-to-Date All j at present day singers, Appendix Tells
duct
a musical club.
ts, violinists included,
Self-Study Just the thing ior Amateurs, Con¬
ter covers one phase a.
can Music adequately
cert Goers and Self-Study StuLET US HELP YOU FORM A. MUSICAL HISTORY CLASS
We have a new, unique and extremely effective plan to help the teacher form a class in Mimical i-riqt
™SAv,nT,^Sr1 as add ^eat zest to the work of all the pupils jdfifteclass It will pay you toTn
vestigate this entirely at our cost. Absolutely no cost to the teacher. A postal request will bring you fuff particulars.

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

the

Secessities

THE

etud e

MUSIC FOR
XMAS GIFTS

nTi t i o n_

CENTURY

SHED BY

sic co.saaaagTfegfeffSaste. i
s&xs&zzr*
o
b"SS

..7B i

H

CENTURY EDITION
Sheet Music Ten Cents.
The Best That the Musical and Publishing World
Offers : : : : • : :
CENTUR.Y EDITION represents
over 1500 standard classics and popular com¬
positions.

Among them are many of the most

desirable selections for the

p?»;

791

ETUDE

HE most appropriate Cbm
mas present for your musk,
loving friend is one of tbt
splendid volume* of Stem
Edition. The book* are (ufactantial!
and attractively bound, preaenting =
* appearance thoroughly in keeping wii
their musical excellence. Tbt list u.
volume* given below offer* a variety
from which everyone can make r- propriate selection.

Half Hours with the Best
Composers

Voice

BEETHOVEN
CHOPIN
MENDELSSOHN
MOZART
SCHUBERT
SCHUMANN
OLD MASTERS (Hatttdd
Bach, Haydn)

Piano (two and four hands)
Violin and Piano

liii?4:

Mandolin and Guitar

DON’T PAY MORE
Than the Century Price
Century Edition Sheet Music at Ten
Cents a copy means practically unlimited
tions

of the best

the best paper, in
curacy

music
the

published,

selec¬

printed

on

finest manner, with ac¬

of copy assured.

Teachers and students of music should
become acquainted
EDITION.

to-day

with the CENTURY

It will mean a big saving on your

season’s purchases.

We do not simply state these

facts—you can prove them for yourselves.

Ask

your

dealer

to

show

you

Sonata,” Op. 27, No. 2, by Beethoven; No. 1179
—“Hungarian Rhapsody,” No. 2, by Liszt, or any

LRs^^no

,„

ttsr:fPi.M°.,oo
.vs

other number from the catalog.

If your dealer does not carry CENTURY
EDITION send

10c.

to

this

office

for

If our claims are not justified when
you receive the music, you may keep the copy and we
will refund the money.

If our complete Thematic and Descrip
tive Catalog cannot be obtained at your dealer’s

Every

teacher should

have

in stamps

this catalog.

Your

pupils’ entire needs can be supplied from it at an
immense saving.

Investigate to-day.

DEPARTMENT

E

Century Music Publishing Co.
1178 Broadway, New York

CARL BOHM
CHAM1NADE
GODARD
GRIEG (Vols. I and 2)
LISZT
MOSZKOWSKI
Albums

of Miscellaneous

MODERN CLASSIC REPERTOIRE
(Vols. J and 2)
FAVORITE RUSSIAN COMPOSERS
FAVORITE FRENCH COMPOSERS
FAVORITE SALON COMPOSITIONS

35 Cents the Volume

CENTURY

edition

For the friend who is an accomplished musician;
For the friend who is a constant attendant
on the best concerts or the opera;

You should certainly consider:
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A Merry Christmas, that’s the thing—a Merry Christmas.
Down through the ages have come every imaginable kind of custom
to make this day the gladdest day of the year. Well might it have
become a celebration of an entirely different character. In the
early days of the Church it was the custom to observe the anni¬
versaries of the deaths of the martyrs, but when the Christmas
feast was established in the fourth century it was made a festival
of the coming, the birth of “peace on earth and good will toward
men.” What if the Christmas tree does come from the Romans,
the holly, the mistletoe'and the Yule Log from the Pagans, Kris
Kringle from the Teutons and plum pudding from Old England,
we have appropriated them one and all to make this one day above
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all others—merry.
Feel that it is your right to be merry; insist upon being merry,
and don’t let anyone with a grouch or an undisciplined digestion
interfere with your merriment. Let the true Christmas spirit enter
into all your Christmas giving. When you give a present, let the
recipient feel that he is getting something more than your gift.
Let him feel that he is getting your good wishes, your Christmas
cheer, your love for your fellow-man. If you don’t do this your
Christmas giving will be a farce, and the whole beautiful festival
will become a parody upon the glorious Christmas spirit.
Although our gift-giving is little more than an expansion of
one of the first charities of the Church, it should not lose its con¬
secrated significance. In bygone centuries a box was placed at the
door of the churches, and the people cast their gifts into this holy
casket. On Christmas day the priests opened the box and dis¬
tributed the money among the worthy poor of the parish. From
this custom came the Christmas box. When you open your Christ¬
mas box, open it with love. Let your friends see in your notes of
greeting or in your smile that the true Christmas spirit still lives.
What can we say that has not already been said to make our
readers realize that when we wish them a “Merry Christmas” it
is something more than a mere formal statement set up in type
and sent whizzing through a ponderous modern printing press?
Our work is very different from that of many other journals. We
come very near to our readers, and, although they may be thou¬
sands of miles away from our office, we have always been conscious
of the warmth of friendship. Consequently, at this season Mr.
Presser and the entire staff of The Etude and the Presser Com¬
pany desire to make this an occasion of gratitude for your good
will, support and interest, and wish you A VERY MERRY
CHRISTMAS.

Digging it Out
We have an idea that the information which is of the most
value to us is the information we have worked the hardest to get.
Some of our large universities present infelicitous examples of the
results of educations which have been handed out to the children
of parvenus on silver salvers. Stop for one moment to estimate
the comparative chances of winning a position in the, world’s army
of real workers, held by the “drunken kid” who motors to and from
his fraternity house, and that held by the youth who, Lincoln-like,
is digging an education out of the solid rock of study at night, while
he spends his day in making his living.
Have you ever heard of the case of David Lloyd-George, Chan¬
cellor of the Exchequer of England ? An orphan, bom to compara-
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tive poverty, he was fortunate in possessing a shoemaker uncle who
realized that it does not pay to wait for an education to come to
you. The time came when it was decided that the boy should prepare
for the study of the law. It was necessary for him to learn French.
The uncle knew nothing of the language, but, undaunted, he purchased a French grammar, and the two spent their spare hours
trying to make out the new tongue. Carefully they wrote out all
the examples in chalk on an old piece of leather. Failure never*
comes to those who have the ambition and persistence to study like
this, no matter what the study itself is.
Many an earnest teacher, with an .instruction book about which
she knew little, has carried an enthusiastic pupil to successful ends.
It is the spirit, the will, the determination, the digging, that does it.
No matter what your surroundings may be, you cannot succeed
unless you dig. A four-years’ course in the best musical school in
the world would mean nothing unless you resolved to work just
as hard as though you were forced to dig out all your knowledge
without any assistance other than books and a piano.
This is the way in which every really great master has worked.
Read the life stories of Wagner, Schumann, Beethoven, Bach,
Handel and Haydn and you will find that every word shouts “Amen”
to everything we have said above.

A Crime in Education

by gas in her rooms in the Latin
Quarter early this morning. The young
woman had been in bad health and de¬
spondent for some time, and had mixed
little with the student world.
The occupants of the apartment above
that occupied by Miss - heard her
walking restlessly at about 4 o’clock In
the morning. Then there was a faint
cry, and after that silence. The neigh¬
bors did not attach any importance to
this.) but the caretaker of the building,
alarmed at not hearing the piano all
day. burst open the door and found the
girl dead. American Consul General
Mason was informed of the suicide and
has 1 notified the family.
The above clipping from a recent issue of the New York
Times needs little editorial comment.
The Etude has already
expressed its attitude against the custom of sending our girls,
with insufficient means and slight protection, thousands of miles
away from home, to secure an education in foreign cities.

Had

we not personally encountered cases of students in distress in
European capitals we might not he so emphatic. It is wrong,
wrong, wrong, horribly wrong. Our American girls are too pre¬
cious to be sacrificed in this imbecile manner. Self-reliant, capable
and ambitious as they are in comparison with the young women
of some other nations, they are nevertheless girls, and need suffi¬
cient support and the protection of the home.
The Etude is not a journal for “muck-raking,” nor does it pre¬
dict danger when none exists, but we should feel that we were
neglecting our duty if we failed to call the attention of parents to
these conditions. Naturally cities afford musical advantages which
in some cases cannot be found in the small town. The Symphony
Orchestra and the opera demand the support of millionaires. A
part of our musical education must be obtained in the citv, but
parents of young girls should no more think of sending them to
large cities unprotected than they would of putting a thrush in a
serpent’s cage for safety.

m
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In tha Monthly Journal of the Musical Society
Hugo Leictentritt gives an account of the old music’
performed in Berlin during the past season
It is
not the material, but the appearance of such an ar¬
ticle that is significant. Old music should cer¬
tainly receive attention, but it should not be so
unusual as to need special articles.
THE DRAWING POWER OF ANCIENT MUSIC.
One would think, from the involved and frag¬
mentary character of modern music, that composers
believed no longer in the direct clearness of the
early music. But if so, they make a mistake. When
a Bach suite appears in a symphony concert, it is
•always sure of generous applause from all real
music-°vers| When’ Paderewski, the “magnetic
pole in the , world of music, crossed the Atlantic
o discover America he brought with him a number
of works by one Scarlatti (or two Scarlattis) which
charmed all his audiences, Kreisler, prince of viohnists, went back to Couperin, “the great,” for a
Chanson Louis XIII et Pavane” that carried away
al hearers, and was more than ever desired by
otners because it was kept in manuscript.
In Boston there is at present a man who goes
farther, and gives the old music on old instruments.
This is Arnold Dolmetsch, whose concerts and
; are an event of interest for local musicians.
self has made many harpsichords
and hopes to revive their u:
'At Ms concerts, the brilliance of th
... ipplemented by the calm swHS
of the viols and the rich tones of obsolete oboes,
in smaller quarters the haunting and delicate tones
of the clavichord make their effect; but back of the
ciiarm of the instruments is the appeal of the music
-So varied is the early repertoire that Rameau,
after the first quarter of the eighteenth century, said
mat no new .combinations could be found. “Music
is dead, he put it. She has certainly proven a very
Bl,t ,Ra™eau's words, even though
Sllkf ’ h°W "Z C early that the music of his day
course f°T
bad an infinite variety. Good
courses of musical study usually include a thorough
grounding in Bach; but lie was not the first great
composer and the wise teacher may well adopt the
“ i, oo to the early writers, thou student."

TH E

MUSIC IN FRANCE.
In the French Bulletin of the Musical Society, G.
Carrand has an article on pure music in contem¬
porary France. A natural history student was once
required to write an essay on the flea. As he had
‘primed up” on the elephant instead, he at once
drew a contrast in size between fleas and elephants,
and then went on with his elephantine information.
J-V°. it would, seem, is the French situation; for
all the composers are devoted to -the program idea,
and there is more to be said on that subject.
The elder school of Massenet and St.-Saens. aside
from its operatic excursions, has been very faithful
to the program idea in orchestral music.
Mas¬
senet has given us “Scenes Pittoresques” and otherwhile the spinning-wheel and the death-dance of
bamt-Saens are not forgotten. Of the new school
Debussy has indulged in the afternoon revelry of
a faun, and painted the sea monotonously, while
haure has produced smaller pictures. Dukas won
fame with his “Sorcerer’s Apprentice,” though his
new symphony may be without a program.
Lalo
alone has written much that is pure and poor,
though even he has to add national titles as “Symphome espagnole,” “Concerto russe.” and" so’'on.
D Indy is almost all programs.

‘Tell it.”
"Her family located in
quite a reputation for ji
young lady herself bad s
a music school in a select

MI™Ce haTs been the
of program music. In
Jannequm wrote vocal counterpoint that
imitated the street cries of Paris, even as Charpen, • dld m h's L°uise.
Then came Couperin, whose
dainty and successful tone-pictures served as ,
who rj”; Ramfiau Paris savv thc tru,,r)ph of Gluck,
who revived the program idea in opera.
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THE LIMITATIONS OF TECHNIC.

OVERHEARD AT THE SYMPHONY
CONCERT.

Two middle-aged women walked up and down be¬
hind the second balcony at Carnegie Hall after
performance of
t'---- the
-— great
-- Tschaikovsky
-•>• “F<
‘Fourth
Symphony.” There was to be only a few mil
minutes
of intermission, and they filled that with earnest
conversation, regarding their work. It was evident
that both were enthusiastic teachers, and that they
were both talking shop.
“This is the first concert I have been to this year,"
said the elder teacher; “with me it has been teach
and grind, year in and year out. I can afford to take
in but few concerts like this. It is a great treat to
me. It is all I can do to earn enough to provide
for my little family.”
“You are lucky to be able to earn so much and
to live as well as you do,” replied the other.
“It isn’t entirely a matter of luck.’’ said the first
woman; “it all depends upon being introduced by
the right people in the beginning of your career."
"Provided you have the ability to 'make good' in
the long run.”
“Of course, that goes without saying.”
“But”—hesitated the second—“who art the ritht
people ?”
The older woman looked surprised
“What
peculiar question!”

Surely,’; energetL|Iv

f’e to g0 tQ
n°w and then.”*

"f " ”

rtfs

Pace<l and -vlf .rtj , , in,
d Cor,eerts and take a vacation
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diff heard "The Bard,” a cantata by David Thomas.
The Musical Times notes Visetti’s article on music
and insanity, but speaks, by preference, of the effect
of insanity on composers. Alacdowell and Schu¬
mann, it states, both tended toward slow harmonic
effects in their later days. No one has yet
vet taken
tat*.,
up the subject of music a* a cause of isanity.

WnH yfOUnger one laughed.
"I had in mind a
rience ° inine’ who had a ra,hcr humiliating expe-

musical novelties.
MORE ABOUT RICHARD WAGNER.
v Wagncr number.

etude

lectual,
essive, the impressionistic. Wagr.«t«.vu me emphasis on the last; Beethoven.
Weber and Schumann were masters of expression,
whether dramatic or romantic: while Bach was the
intellectual giant of music. Wagner’s music shows
intellect, though' in a different way from Bach’s;
and its expressive power is great; but the impres¬
sionistic factor, the endless melodic effect and the
“sea of tone,” have given a, special character to
his work, and through him to modern music. But
in music, as in art, impressionism should not he
used to conceal weakness of drawing or idea; so
the point again suggests itself that the future com¬
poser should be trained to understand the clcaucut form and direct -expression of Bach and the
pre-classical writers before he is allowed to revel
in the modern freedom of form and tonality.

Of the many important pianists who appear in
Vienna during each concert season, there is only one
among the few having the courage to risk a concert
in the large hall of the Academy of Music who is
always sure that he will be greeted by an audience
which will fill every nook and cranny of the enor¬
mous room. Alfred Griinfeld has been for many
years the “Liebling” (darling) of Viennese audi¬
ences, who are ever faithful to their chosen favor¬
ite at all of his public appearances.
Griinfeld is one of the few pianists who have
been able to make a piano recital a really popular
event among all ranks of music-lovers, for it is a
fact that although the piano is the most popular
of all instruments, the audiences at concerts where
it is the sole means of expression are composed
almost entirely of piano-teachers and students. The
piano-recital do'es not draw with such force the
average music-lover who is attracted to the or¬
chestral concert and the oratorio, not to mention
the opera, and the vast majority of those who are
well enough acquainted with the instrument as a
part of the customary household furniture are con¬
spicuous at the piano concert by their absence.
In the case of such a pianist as Alfred Griinfeld.
who draws his audiences from a wider circle than
does any other pianist who appears in Vienna, there
needs must be some peculiar quality in the man’s
playing, his personality, or both.
Griinfeld is rather under the average height, stockily built, and in looks has something that is akin to
our own Joseffy, which, he told me, was often re¬
marked at the time when both were rising young
artists together in the Vienna of some thirty odd
years ago. His stage presence is full of magnet¬
ism, and when he sits surrounded by his audience
on all sides—for there are always chairs on the
stage, as well, when he plays—he is like a king of
the piano with courtiers and fine ladies on every
hand.
Although equipped with a technic which stops at
no difficulties, the most characteristic qualities of
Griinfeld’s playing are his touch and his wonder¬
ful rhythm. Those who would know what taste
and rhythm in piano playing are should listen to
Alfred Griinfeld; the F minor Variations of Haydn
and the Schubert “Rosamunde” Ballet Music as they
come from his velvety fingers are not soon to be
forgotten. His programs are usually more lengthy
than those of the ordinary piano evening and are
never without a big number of Schumann and some¬
thing of Brahms, the two composers for the in¬
strument whom the pianist sets above all others
in their demands upon the musicianship of the
performer. Toward the end come dainty musical
tit-bits for which part of the audience has been
waiting expectantly; compositions by Griinfeld him¬
self and other living composers, for Griinfeld does
not take the attitude of most of his colleagues, that
a composer should be honored with a place on a
recital program only after his epitaph has been
written and carved out in stone. Perhaps at the
end there is an arrangement of a Strauss waltz,
or even the pianist’s own Hungarian Rhapsodie,
when those present recognize the Griinfeld of a
Viennese cartoon with which all‘are familiar, rep¬
resenting the pianist seated astraddle of a wild Boesendorfer piano, reining up his steed, which is careen¬
ing madly about a sawdust-strewn ring, its mouth
foaming notes and its eyes flashing fire.
One day in his apartment on the Getreidemarkt
in Vienna, full of autograph pictures and other trib¬
utes from Brahms, von Biilow, Johann Strauss, Ru¬
binstein and many other dignitaries of the art, and far

above the omnipresent noise and dust of the illpaved Vienna streets, I had the opportunity of hav¬
ing a little talk with him upon his ideas in regard to
beautiful piano-playing; what it is and how it is to
be striven for. Among many other things he said:
SPECIAL GIFTS IN PIANO-PLAYING.
‘I am no great believer in methods or systems
of teaching the piano.. Everything depends on the
special gifts or faults of the pupil, and each must
of course be treated in an entirely individual man¬
ner. In fact there is just one method in piano¬
playing, and that is—play beautifully.

“Technic is of course a thing of much impor¬
tance. but by no means the thing of importance.
Unfortunately there is all too much attention given
to the matter of technic at the piano to-day, to the
detriment of other things. The result is that nearly
all pianists play well nowadays; but how few there
are who really make an impression!
"For young students I would always recommend
plenty, of Czerny and Bach for the fingers, and a
thorough instruction in the use of the pedal right
from the beginning. I myself do not believe in
such frequent use of the damper pedal as many pian¬
ists indulge in. In passage playing one should rely
on the strength of the finger for tone quality and
for nuance, not being always dependent for help
on the pedal, the use of which is too often only
a sneaking way of trying to overcome the diffi¬
culty.”
Grunfeld gave me an example of his ideas on
enough pedal in passage work by playing through
his own “Etude.a la Jarantelle.” With the excep¬
tion of a few places he played the entire composi¬
tion without the use of the pedal, and still the tone
was always full and of great carrying power.
“This firmness of finger,” said he, “is a thing which
should be dwelt on by the teacher without any let¬
up from the very start, in addition to the very ‘im¬
portant matter of playing everything close to the
keys, in which position the biggest tone is to be
obtained from the instrument, the quality being at
the same time never hard. One loses tone—and
often the right notes, in addition—by attempting to
play far above the keyboard. In pianissimo playing
the fingers must be held just as firm and hard as
for the loudest fortissimo; in other words, one must
always have the feeling of concentrated strength at
the finger-tips, no matter what sort of tone may be
called for.
HOLDING AN AUDIENCE.
“Rhythm is one of the most important assets of
the pianist who hopes for public success. The per¬
former who possesses it can hold a great audience
in the palm of his hand with such naive composi¬
tions as the Schubert F minor “Moment Musical"
or the arrangement for piano of the E flat Minuet
from Mozart’s Symphony.
“Let young pupils begin with pieces right along
with their technical studies, and Czerny’s Etudes. It
is a mistake to neglect the cultivation of the musical
sense while months are being spent on technical
drudgery alone. The Songs without Words of Men¬
delssohn should form an important part of the edu¬
cation of each and every pianist, although there are teachers who pretend to imagine them a bit out-ofdate and who think that other things can well be
substituted for these compositions, which, however,
occupy a firm place in the literature of the instru¬
ment, and which cannot be overlooked in develop¬
ing the taste and the style of the pupil.

Alfred Grunfeld.
This,” he said, rapping the piano with his
knuckles, “is nothing in the world but a piece of
wood. Only under the influence of a touch that is
strong and at the same time delicate, sympathetic
and capable of every nuance does it become an in¬
strument which can sing and adequately express
musical thought. A beautiful touch; that is the.
most important of all the attributes of the player.
Of course the best way to get such a touch is to be
born with it, but proper training can do wonders
with a pupil who has any sort of a gift in this
direction.
' In the matter of touch Rubinstein stood preemi¬
nent among the pianists of the past and present,
surpassing even Liszt in this respect. The tone
of the instrument under Rubinstein’s thick, rather
short fingers was always full and luscious, and it
Still rings in the ears of all who heard him as a
model for all players of the piano. The idea that
long, slender fingers are the most advantageous for
the piano is a very erroneous one, dating back to
the days of Liszt, who happened to be possessed
of a hand with such fingers. The fact is that long
fingers are more than apt to be in the way on the
piano keyboard, and pianists with short, thick
ringers have at nearly every point the advantage,
getting naturally a better tone and possessing
greater strength in the hand.

come last of all. Even Chopin can be taken up
with pupils before these two, who require the ripest
sort of ripe musicianship. When it comes to pub¬
lic performance, however, 1 think I would say that
Mozart is the most difficult of all to play. Here
there is no covering up of the musical thought as
in modern music; everything is open and trans¬
parent, and woe to the pianist, who has not pored
over every note! This season in Vienna I am to
play two of the Mozart Concertos with Orchestra
the A major and the D minor, which I consider far
more difficult to play before an audience than mod¬
ern works in this form. Liszt I am quite content
to leave to the long-haired members of the pianoplaymg fraternity.
TECHNICAL ADVANCE IN PIANO-PLAYING.
“TechnicaHy piano-playing has not advanced
much since the days of Liszt, or even Chopin,
although some of the Godousky arrangements of
the Chopin Etudes might prove hard nuts for even
the great Hungarian master of the keys to crack,
were he alive to-day. Any improvement which may
have come about is due largely to the great prog¬
ress which has been made in the manufacture of
of effectrUmtent our Pianofortes of to-day allowing
of ^effects almost unci -earned of fifty years ago
In conclusion I might give as the most impor-
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gj ZntM°r th£ teacher t0
^ his work:
second "UltIV,aUonof km strong, sensitive fingers;
kevsao
tfyms of everything as near to the
t y.
P°.SSlble. where the best quality of tone is
•
ot)tained from the instrument; third, a most
vigorous course in pedalization; and fourth, the cul¬
tivation from the start of an exact sense of rhythm.”

follow the pianist through pieces which require,
above all, clearness in performance, where the pedal
is released or changed with every new harmony.
The more “impressionistic” effects may well come
later—and very gradually. The main point in the
whole matter is to learn to listen, whether to one’s
’own playing or someone else’s.
As mentioned earlier, the actual rules that can
be observed with advantage are few and elementary.
Until he has quite fully developed his art, the young
pianist might better adhere strictly to the principle
of absolute clearness of the harmonies. How far
one should go as regards melodic passing notes, and
other melody notes foreign to the harmony, is hard
to indicate, except in a very general way. Much
depends on the pitch. In the upper octaves consid¬
erable freedom may be permitted.

GRUNFELD’S career.
Griinfeld’s career has been a brilliant one. Born
at Prague, he began the study of the piano
when only six years old, Julius Theodore lloeger
being his teacher and guide during his boyhood
[The attention of our readers is respectfully directed to
upou tlje pedal which appeared In the last Issue
studies. At twelve he made his debut and then
of rim Etude. An understanding of the pedals is neces¬
gave up the piano for three years to devote himself
sary in order to secure an understanding of artistic
1
ing. Mr. Rogers, whose experience as a public
more earnestly to his school work and his studies
teacher and composer, qualities him to treat this
in harmony and counterpoint. At fifteen he went
with exceptional skill, has written a most valuable ar
Editok’s Note. |
to Berlin to study with Theodore Kullak, the teacher
who most influenced his work. He made his debut
Not long ago a young woman came to me for
as a ripe artist in Berlin, and in 1873 settled in
piano lessons. She had a fairly good technic and
Vienna, which has been his home ever since that
was tolerably familiar with piano literature, but she
time. He made long concert journeys, playing in
complained that her teachers had left her quite in
Paris, London and the principal cities of Germany
the dark regarding the proper use of the pedal. It
with great success, and also made a tour of America.
occurred to me, in considering this case, how diffi¬
He has all tfhe “Liebenswiirdigkeit” of the typical
cult it is to make general rules fit special conditions.
Viennese, is a lover of genial company and a teller of
It is all very well to take any given piece of music
good stories. At the age of twenty-eight he had
already been made Court Pianist to the Prussian and
and indicate the pedaling according to one’s own
to the Austrian courts.
ideas. Assuming these pedal marks to be musically
In spite of the constant demand on his time as a
correct, how much light will there be thrown on
concert pianist, he has found leisure for a great deal
the next piece the pupil attempts if the teacher
is by no means unpleasant, although both the G and
of composition. Besides his comic opera, “Die Schonon
is absent? A good deal, perhaps, if the two pieces
the B flat in the group of sixteenth notes are foreign
von Fogoras,” (“The Beauties of Fogoras"), which was
are of similar character and developed harmon¬
to the harmony. Contrast this with the same figure
produced first in Vienna, he has enriched modern
ically in somewhat similar fashion However, the
three
octaves lower:
pianoforte literature with a series of interesting and
pedal markings of the first piece may not help at
highly pianistic compositions for the instrument.
all in the pedaling of the second piece, and the ques¬
The three “Romances,” Opus 42, Opus 45 and Opus
tion mark looms up as big as ever.
47. are well known, and deserve their popularity. The
This reminds me of the predicament of Mathis
first one in F sharp major (Op. 45). with its tender
Lussy, the outcome of which was the Primer of
melody, is marked by a wonderful fineness of concep¬
Musical Expression. Lussy was a piano teacher in
tion and skill in workmanship.
one of the convent schools in Paris. One of the
The “Etude a la Tarantelle” is a virtuoso piece with
sisters in charge of the school asked him how his
the real Italian spirit of the dance, difficult, especially
pupils would know, after having finished their course
if played in accordance with the composer’s ideas but
of
study, how to play, with proper expression, music
worthy of study and highly effective. The “Gavotte
taken up without the guidance of a teacher. Lussy,
lm Alten Styl” (“in old style”), Opus 32, contains some
was at a loss for an answer, and after looking into
interesting work in strict canon. The “Mazurka a la
Here the blurred effect of the passage notes makes
the matter Le found, to his astonishment, that noth¬
Viennoise” and “Humoreske,” Opus 51, and the “Ga¬
the musical use of the pedal quite impossible.
ing had ever been written dealing directly with the
votte Caprice,” Opus 49. are characteristic and grateful
Even chromatic passages admit a free use of the
subject. As a result, he later wrote, with infinite
program numbers. Among the others of his composi¬
pedal,
provided they are not too low in pitch and
care, and after much research, his Primer of Musical
tions which are particularly interesting may be men¬
are fairly rapid in tempo. Interesting examples of
Expression. The rules laid down in this work are
tioned the “Dance Caprice.” Opus 46; “Petite Valse ”
this may be found in Chopin's Berceuse.
Opus 44; Nocturne and Prelude, Opus 49; “Causerie”
ingenious, and very explicit as well. The reasoning
and “Chanson Sans Paroles,” Opus 50, and the “Valse
back of them is sound. The examples given are
Mignome, Opus 51.
sufficiently illuminating, although based largely on
music much of which is now nearly obsolete. But
the book has probably had very little influence on
ciS S “’ m
• PrCfaCe to his book- “Tlx PrinWHAT DAILY PRACTICE MEANS.
catl
Express,on in Pianoforte Playing” indipiano playing, whether amateur or professional.
shafl enH PUrp°Se of h,s work >'i these words: “1
The truth is, that the only way to get musical
results is to train the ear musically, and this must
f the chiaf°r
-Pr°Ve th3t inte,li*e"ce. not feeling,
be done at the instrument. It cannot be done by
Far too few pupils realize what daily practice
courses of reading.
means. They think that if they spend an hour a
Pedaling is a most important factor in musics!
day for a few days of the week in front of the keyexpression. It is futile to lay down rules for it.
md keep their fingers actively in motion, they
except in the most elementary way. The secret of
\ They do not realize that if two day's
Sch^ld?:hsdtosar!eading' ior the quaH,y
good pedaling lies in the ability of the player to
n are omitted their progress will be
lutely defies analysis
TherTk Z
listen understanding^ to his own playing, and in
Jy impeded. Comparatively few pupils
by which one can lea™ s
•
, fixed pr,nc,ple
Sunday.
One day of rest in every ■applying to it the principles which may be learned
by studying the methods of good pianists.
t injurious to the pupil, but two days
ally result in failure.
the daily practice is worthless unless
OBSERVE GREAT PIANISTS.
touch (as in a v ’ \
** fertanl bmbre in inborn
1'
c 1
i ?,ne ,<Iay lays tIle foundation for the
emanating, as it were’
lnd®sc'libab,c something.
Past masters of the art of pedaling are—to name
work of the following day. This means that the
Which directKr in/
’
°m the fibres of tbe »«l.
two of the most eminent—Busoni and Paderewski.
pupils should have a plan and a good plan. The
Well
said
thoueh‘Ca
S’
a?d apptaI* *o emotion."
Undoubtedly
there
are
moments
when,
in
listening
narnt ot practicing upon one thing on one day and
to these pianists, one feels that perfect clearness ha"
an entirely different thing the following day and
been sacrificed to some extent to gain sonority or
upon another piece on the succeeding day is one of
the most aimless, profitless and injurious customs \ tone-color. Sharpness of detail gives way at times
board. Expression is indeed
’ UP°" the kev‘
one can imagine.
to breadth of conception of the whole composition
an inward grace and’nm
’e 0Utward siSn of
Sometimes, even, harmonies overlap, are interwoven
The technical work of the pupil should have unre¬
of three. Undoubtedly there6’ °U^0me of any ru,c
and the melodic outline seems vague. These are
lenting daily attention. The scales, both major and
mere finger dev
,s sc'<mce. not only in
flights which the novice will do well to follow at a
of the pgeda,dea?wtey1’1bUtn-1; PhraSir)g and
roTVf6 a2,e.8g'°s and the staves, should all
come in for their share of attention. If the pupil
respectful distance. In general, the effect of the
word “technic” instead
tvve use. of course, the
has any objectionable habits, such as Dermiitinw
a"y of the arts )
nj®cie"« in referring to
cSvg m ?Vhe great Piani8tS is that
extreme
Je^tkMMdUe joint to break in
hi, rmf0dteS’ passages and tuns sounding with
science, pure and
•
P°int is’ that while
fingered, or bolding the wrist stiff during the per¬
bell-1,ke clearness over a firm but never obtrusive
harjnonic foundation, the latter depending almost •‘‘science” or “technic” of an Sff* ,t0 itSe,f’ thc
formance of octaves the teacher should devise some
to an end—and that end •
ua 1 'S on y tbe means
wholly upon skillful pedaling
8
°St
ra"S °,f, remedying these fauTts
tion, or of moods be the ‘S •e exPressi°n of emokept continually in the pupil’s mind during the dailv
fixed rules for such
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practice period, until they have been corrected
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LESSONS FROM MEMORABLE
PIANO RECITALS
By W. S. B. MATHEWS

w

1

[Editor's Noth.—Etude readers will doubtless welcome the following article from the well-known American teacher,
writer and editor who has done so much to contribute to the interest of these pages in the past. From a lifetime filled
with rich m ideal experiences Mr. Mathews has selected tin memories of some of the most important piano recitals he
has heard and now presents their educational aspects in his helpful and entertaining manner.]
The piano recital is a comparatively recent develop¬
ment, not extending back much, if at all, beyond
1850. My impression is that Liszt in his concert
days (between, say, about 1825 and 1849) almost or
quite always had a singer, a violinist, or other
helper; the pianists before him, such as Mozart,
Clementi, John Field, etc., also did the same. More
often the concerts of these pianists were mainly
composed of chamber music, with one “number”
of piano solo interspersed.
Moreover, chamber
music was always played from notes. Solos were
also generally played in the same way.
A piano recital by Liszt, Thalberg, Chopin, Gottschalk, Moscheles and other virtuosos of those days
was a purely personal display of unusual pianistic
powers. The idea of playing pieces of permanent
musical value had not come into vogue at that time.
The player often improvised in “phantasie” style.
He also played excerpts from favorite operas. Thalberg’s recital programs were made almost exclu¬
sively in this manner, and Liszt depended upon
similar programs for his triumphs. So far as I can
learn, it was von Billow who introduced the modern
method of making the recital program consist of
master works from different composers and differ¬
ent schools, arranged in some kind of climactic
order. The young Rubinstein took up this idea
very spon, and carried it far.
The new idea led to some very important re¬
sults. It led to the comprehensive study of Bach,
Beethoven, and all the older masters, in order to
select compositions which could be made effective
for concert use, and in order to get a better under¬
standing of the respective composer’s ideals and
aitns. Thus the manner and quality of playing be¬
came very much elevated in style and extended in
scope. From playing a mere melody surrounded
with pleasing or brilliant embellishments, or other
pianistic embroidery, concert pianists adopted the
deeper idea of interpreting worthy compositions in
the spirit in which they were written. In this way,
both the pianists and the public came to look with
disfavor upon music which had nothing to recom¬
mend it save its technical difficulty, and to demand
instead the music of the greatest masters who have
written for the piano.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF BACH IN MODERN RECITALS.
There was one curious by-product of this prog¬
ress, for which I fancy the credit gives to Men¬
delssohn, namely, the versatility and musical rich¬
ness of Bach was discovered. Mendelssohn seems
to have been the fir.st of the new school to realize
what could be done with Bach. Immediately after
he had conducted the Passion according to St.
Matthew under Zelter at the Singacademie in Berlin
(1829), the Bach wave began to widen and deepen,
until in our time we rarely find a good recital pro¬
gram without at least one Bach composition is
included.
Another influence contributing very largely to the
success of the new movement was the continual im¬
provement of the concert piano. Sebastian Erard
(between 1817 and 1825) improved the action and
damper control, Jonas Chickering added Alpheus
Babcock’s iron frame to the grand (about 1830), the
Steinways produced a grand piano with wide scale
over-strung, and felt hammers (about i860). Since
1880 many other improvements have been made In
fact the piano has improved as much as the playing.

While the tradition is that no pianist has played
like Liszt (they mean so well as Liszt), I, person¬
ally, quite agree with Mr. Emil Liebling, who says
that in all probability Liszt in his best days did
not play with anything like the. technical perfec¬
tion we find in Godowsky, Lehvinne, or even
perhaps in Bauer, Gabrilovitch and Josef Hofmann.
Nevertheless the. standpoint has changed; the basis
of valuations has become other than it was. What

W. S. B. Mathews.
this other standaid may be, wifi appear as soon as
the four different manners in which fine piano re¬
citals influence the music-lover are set forth in
order. They are these:
(1) The personality of the artist stimulates the
hearer.
(2) The artist gives new ideas of technical pos¬
sibilities and of interpretation; and emphasizes the
meaning of the composer.
(3) The hearer gets a general idea of important
compositions not previously known to him.
(4) The hearer gets higher and finer ideas of
great compositions which he has previously studied
by himself.
Summing up then, we have two sources of benefit
from piano recitals, arising from:
(a) The qualities of the artist; and
(b) The qualities of the music.
The most marketable thing a piano virtuoso can
possess is still quite the same as it was when Chopin
played in Vienna in 1819, Liszt played in Paris as
a boy, and Thalberg made.,his tours; namely, the
gift of personality. If you happen to have that
magical something about you which leads people to
“sit up and take notice,” the highest rewards in the
profession are yo.urs.
THE PERSONALITY OF THE PLAYER.
Personality was the cause of Liszt’s splendid suc¬
cess. People flocked to his recitals not to hear
music, nor to hear Liszt’s compositions, nor yet
the compositions of any other writer, but to hear
Liszt, to see Liszt, and to be stimulated by Liszt’s

genius. And this factor which was worth so much
financially to the great Hungarian pianist was worth
even more to Rubinstein, although that great master
did not desire to exploit his own personality. As
we see from his later life, he greatly preferred to
exploit the best music.
Nor is the fashion altogether changed. Pade¬
rewski is able to make upwards of two hundred
thousand dollars in a season. It is doubtful whether
any other pianist is able to secure a quarter of that
sum. The reason of this is that Paderewski pos¬
sesses a highly magnetic personality. People desire
to come in contact with him, and to be stimulated
by his genius.
It is much the same with the great women
pianists, such as Mmes. Carreno and Zeisler. That
they play is the main thing; and much less im¬
portant is what they play or even how they play.
They have qualities which stimulate and awaken,
and the qualities are even more attractive than the
music. In Germany d’Albert seems to have this
effect on an audience, although in this country it
w4s not so marked. Busoni has it, although Boston
was not able to appreciate the fact when this
marvelous young pianist lived there some years ago
and played masterly recitals to audiences of twenty
or thirty. It was the same with Godowsky in Chi¬
cago. Not until after Berlin had set its seal upon
him did Chicago recognize the masterly pre¬
eminence of one whom it had treated a short while
before with indifference.
To return to the subject of possible benefits to be
derived from piano recitals, it is plain that of the
four factors suggested above, only the first, the per¬
sonality of the artist, can benefit the hearer who is
not already experienced in musical matters. All the
other factors need a certain amount of preparation,
especially the two last. The average hearer can
feel the personality of the artist, and be interested
and moved by it. He may even get a certain amount
of musical pleasure out of the music itself, as it
■lends itself to bringing out the qualities of the
artist. Such an experience might crystallize into a
treasured memory, but unless he possesses some
special knowledge of niusic beforehand, the expe¬
rience will be of little benefit to him technically.
The first piano recital that I personally attended,
was one in which the personality of the artists was
the most important consideration. It was Thalberg’s
concert at Rochester, N. Y., perhaps early in 1856.
(I may mention that I went up from Mount Morris
by packet on the Genesee Valley Canal. The fifty
miles was an all night ride!) Besides Thalberg’s
performance, Maurice Strakosch played one or more
small pieces of his own, pleasingly, and his wite,
Mme. Patti-Strakosch, sang. Her young sister, one
Adelina Patti, also sang. She was then a girl ot
thirteen or so with short dresses and braids down
her back, but also with that marvelous voice which
as yet had not been discovered to be epochal in its
purity and beauty.

—, um UUL Know any
operas in those days, the melodies were new to me
and it was not easy to keep my mind upon them.
Thalberg sat perfectly still, and played, as Hamlet
expresses it, “as easily as lying.” His melody was
something prodigious. It sang wonderfully, and
possessed a high-bred and masterly modulation of
quality according to the rise and fall of the emo¬
tional intensity of the piece he was playing. (Thal¬
berg studied singing five years with the older Garcia
for the sole purpose of learning what singing should
be and how melody should be interpreted.)
The most wonderful thing was his running work.
One of those long arpeggios of his would start from
one end of the keyboard and pass down or up to
the other, changing from one hand to the other with
a delicacy, evenness and “pearly” quality that was
like magic. It reminded me of the shadow of a
cloud passing over the landscape; or of what astron¬
omers tell us of the shadow of the moon as it
sweeps across the plain in an approaching moment
of total eclipse. I have never heard anything so
magical One went off in dreams under its influ¬
ence. Thalberg’s art was of the kind which con¬
ceals itself. Nothing at all seemed planned to “make
an effect.
He simply played
Technically, I got later from this experience new
ideas of what piano playing could do. Especially
how melody ought to be sung with the fingers, how
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running work might be played and I heard, for the
first time, really fine and musical chords. While he
employed arm action in his chords, there was finger
work also, so that the chords were singularly full, sen¬
sitive, at times delicate, and always musical.
DR. WILLIAM MASON’S RECITALS.
The next really good piano playing I heard, aside
from the late S. B. Mills in a few of his own unim¬
portant compositions and a Liszt fantasia or two, was
when the late Dr. William Mason came into Root &
Cady’s store in Chicago, on his way to South Bend to
assist the late Dr. George F. Root in a summer class,
where I also was a second piano teacher. (It was in
1870.) Mason played Schumann’s Novellette in E, the
first time I had heard it. And from that moment I
learned how those octaves should sound and how the
playing should look (for the look of it has always
been a vital element with me in criticizing piano tech¬
nic) ; I also learned how that beautiful middle section
should sound. It was a splendid introduction to Schu¬
mann, for at that time Schumann had not made his
way into this country at all, except in New York, and
a little in Boston.
During that summer and the next five or six I heard
Mason in some twenty or thirty recitals in every one
of which there was at least one thing, and sometimes
several things, beautifully done. Although Mason was
terribly nervous before an audience, when he forgot
himself, as he . did in playing a program for musical
purposes, he often played splendidly. With lovely tone,
fine discrimination, and much bravura. I remember
that his Liszt repertory seemed to consist largely of
the “Lucia,” the 2d Rhapsody, and I think the 8th
(the one with so many octaves). However, I never
heard him play those much better things of Liszt, the
concert studies in F Minor or in D flat.
Mason always played in these recitals from notes
(except in the case of the Liszt pieces). To mention
this is to define the limitations of the recital. For even
if we admit what so many tell us, that Liszt used
.to" pi ay even a new composition from manuscript notes,
with the abandon and interpretative insight such as
few pianists reach after the longest study, the fact
remains that nobody else has done this. Playing from
notes in public is quite on the same level as acting
Hamlet with a book in hand. A good Hamlet becomes
Hamlet and speaks what Hamlet thinks. The man
who reads it from the book simply “reads” what Ham¬
let would say. The difference is vast.
Immediately after the first three years of my school¬
ing under Mason (in summer schools where I taught
with him) came the recitals of Rubinstein, during the
winter of 1872-73. I heard him many times alone,
with Wieniawsky, and also with the Thomas orches¬
tra. Singularly, the clearest memory I have of Rubin¬
stein’s playing was from one of the latter, when he
played the Beethoven Concerto in E flat with Thomas.
I shall never forget how magically piano and orchestra
worked together in that marvelous slow movement. It
was like a dream. If Beethoven imagined this move¬
ment finer than then played, he certainly exercised his
imagination to the limit. Curiously enough, I never
heard this absolute perfection of piano and orchestra
together again until some time after 1900, when Busoni
played the same work with Thomas, and played it also
to perfection.
(This very interesting article will be continued in on
next issue, when Mr. Matthews will give some vah
able technical and educational points he gained froi
Rubinstein, Godowsky, von Billow and others.)

Even in Europe, four centuries, during whic
music has been sedulously cultivated, have not produce
an overwhelmingly long list of composers of the fir<
rank. Therefore, America should not be impatier
because there has not been born to her a Beethoven o
a Wagner Her time will come. The Americans ar
serious. They study music assiduously and assimilat
what they learn in a marvelous manner. The program
of the concerts m New York contain almost every wor
of importance long before it is produced in London, s
great is the eagerness to be au courant with the progres
of art in Europe. The ultimate result of this devotior
allied to the artistic temperament, which, I think i
indisputably a birthright of the nation, cannot fail t
produce an original development of the art as well a
of the artist.—Guilmant.
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HOW ONE TEACHER RAISED HER INCOME.
BY MRS. A. Di GLASCOCK.

appointed to stop there were two "left on each
division, so I divided the flowe; , I had for a gift
between the four as a reward. Minor scales could
be done the same way, making pupils • take more
interest on this part of the work which cannot be
obtained under the old routine.
POPCORN AND MUSIC.
Most teachers contend that boys give them a
great deal of trouble, and I admit that they do
keep a teacher pretty busy, but it’s worth the while.
Having only four boys in my class, and desiring to
see what could be done to make them take more
interest, I had these boys give a recital at my home1,
each boy inviting two boys each as guests. Then
I invited a boy who played the flute and one who
played the violin and another who sang. The
program was very interesting; we concluded with
a musical guessing game, and I served generous
plates of popped corn. Inside of four weeks eight
new boys were taking lessons. Six weeks later I
gave another “Boys’ Recital," inviting a cornetist
and a young man who played the piano well, and
this was more successful than the first. The boys
were all talking about it, and their good-natured
rivalry to see who would get the first diploma was
a great help to their practice.
At the beginning of the next term my class of
boys numbered fourteen, and later, when all could
play with more assurance, the young ladies of my
class were invited to the boys’ recital.
Three of
these boys are now exceptionally good players, and
I am proud, indeed, of my boys’ class. By taking
pains to help the boys and creating a continued
interest I found the charm that did the work.
Never say that boys are too much trouble, TRY IT!

Some years ago I returned from a course of music
study in a large city determined to make the ad¬
vance in my business of teaching which I believed
my increased experience entitled me to. Our city
is one of about 12,000 inhabitants and I was the
only teacher who derived her sole income from
teaching. The other teachers all had other sources
from which they received, funds. My studio, of
course, was in my own home, and in this way I
avoided an added expense.
I was already well known in the town, and most
everybody who knew anything about music knew
of my musical experience and of the fact that I was
engaged in teaching. Consequently it would have
been more or less useless to publish circulars de¬
scribing ,my advanced work. I realized that if I
wanted to raise my income I had to adopt some¬
what unusual measures and fight for results which
would be so pronounced that the musical public of
the town would at once admit the superiority of my
methods. I also foresaw that I could not depend
solely upon my good musical training for results.
Several of the other teachers of the town had had
good musical experience, and it was very apparent
that teaching methods of a distinctive kind, as well
as original business systems, must be relied upon
to raise my income.
No teacher in my town received over fifty cents
per lesson. They were for the most part all good
teachers, but, not having -to depend upon teaching
for their daily bread, they were not very business¬
like in their methods. Could I set up a new stand¬
ard, keep my old pupils or get any new ones? I
SOME SUGGESTIONS ABOUT RECITALS.
resolved to try, and had neat circulars about les¬
Divide the advanced class into four sections;
sons issued with a scale of prices as follows:
through the winter season have each group study
Grades 1 and 2, 50 cents for 30 minutes.
in their places the different modern schools; have
Grades 3 and 4, 75 cents for 45 minutes.
each group give an interpretative musicale, an
* More advanced pupils, one dollar.
evening with American composers, one with Polish,
All lessons to be paid for at the beginning of each
one with Scandinavian and another with the French
month.
composers. If a teacher is located in a place where
What was the result? I lost two of my best
people do not have the advantages of concerts and
pupils, but the number of new pupils steadily in¬
operas, the pupils’ recitals can be made of great
creased.
educational value. It was my good fortune to have
a number of talented pupils, and one season I had
them give in groups musical evenings (in the
Following are some of the new ideas I installed
Sunday-school room of the church) from Gounod’s
in my work, and which met with favor from my Faust and Bizet’s Carmen. A course in musical
patrons. Their very simplicity is in their favor:
history, elementary harmony or any kindred musical
Every pupil in my class had a five-cent note-book,
subject will add not only to the interest of the
in which I wrote down each lesson. One section
pupils and the appreciation of the parents, but, if
was used for definitions or items of interest in the
conducted in a business-like way, will add greatly
work studied, and in the back part a page for books
to the teacher’s income. The teacher who neglects
or sheet music purchased; payments for lessons
such opportunities as those I have described in the
were receipted in this book also after each month’s
article should not complain about a small income.
work. In this way there was no doubt as to the
Success in dollars is usually to be had with very
number of lessons taken and paid for. Many fellowlittle extra effort.
workers have to struggle with the “missed-lesson''
problem when in small towns, and it seems impos¬
-my BIKST COMPOSITION.”
sible to get. the parents to pay for same or take
One of the troubles which beset the path of the music
any responsibility in the matter. I issued a report
publisher is the individual who sends in his ’first com¬
to each pupil every two months, to be taken home
position” under the impression that it is worth pub¬
and signed by the parent. Work done on scales,
lishing. If. only the people who do this kind of thing
sonatas, pieces, etc., was marked as in the graded
were just ‘very young” much might be forgiven them,
schools, ten being taken off for absence. When
but frequently the offenders are much older people, who
a new scholar began the report card was made out
would never dream of doing it if they knew how foolish
in the pupil’s name, and the necessity for good
it is. And it is foolish. Nobody would dream of sendwork and regular lessons impressed upon the pupil
ing in a plan for an aeroplane who had no knowl¬
at the outset. At the end of the spring term the
edge either of mechanism or of aviation. Yet
pupils in each grade would be averaged, the one
many musical manuscripts submitted show that the
missing the least lessons and doing the best work
composer" is not even acquainted with the elementary
receiving the gift of honor. Certificates given at
rules of notation, let alone harmony, counterpoint or
the finish of each grade’s work was another help
musical form.
towards regularity a. d better practice.
I then planned several entertainments, including' a
The letter accompanying a manuscript of this kind
scale contest. Scales to most pupils are a great bug¬
usually runs in something of this style: “This is mv
bear. What can be done to make this subject more
first attempt at composition, and I do not know anv
interesting? One scale was studied, written and
thing about writing music, but I am sending it in to von
learned at each lesson, and then I planned a scale
because I think it will be a great success.” Could anv
contest, the sharp and flat majors to be taken up
thing be so foolish, amusing-or sad-according to the
three octaves and back; then the same in contrary
way you look at it? Would anybody dream of writing
motion
Interest in scales became much more
out of nT’LSay'"g:
Sm sendi"S >’ou
’oil
noticeable after I had announced the contest.
out of my back garden. I don’t know anything about
When the pupils assembled I had them take sides
as in old-fashioned spelling- down, arranging the
cafled oVTh Sen,i;Ci!CleK 1 Sat by the
and
l
u SCa,le „t0 be PlaYed’ asking the sig£ °f *ach scale first. One mistake was allowed
timiditv Tfc
arTd
Until began
they had
worn offand
their1
timidity.
Then
the game
in earnest,
was very much surprised to find how well each
pupil kept up the honors of her side. At the time

heH °Sy’tland u kn°W nothinS °f engineering, but 1
be eve this soil contains some gold, and I should like
you to invest some money in it as I think it n. u
be a great success.” There is no more excuse lor a
composer not knowing his business than there is for "
Sfar? enHrelCVe
become the dupes of frau^nt
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other words, the equal general ability, talent and
training of his European confrere, the quite special
gift of teaching, and the special understanding of his
countrymen and their musical needs, which no one
can have unless he has lived in America for a long
time and studied conditions and people with inter¬
est and regard.
Thus it happens that in Berlin Paris, Londan,
Vienna, Dresden, Leipsic, Munich we find ' Ameri¬
cans who are wresting the laurels from the native
teachers, because they not only can produce better
and quicker results by their advanced methods* Jntt
because, as I have said above, so many things are
distinctly in their favor when considered particu¬
larly as teachers of and for Americans.
THE AMERICAN’S ADVANTAGE.

In one other point, hinted at above, does the
American teacher abroad also have a decided ad¬
vantage; he has nothing to forget, nothing to dis¬
card,
nothing which holds him down to a past gen¬
fEditor’s Note.—Mr. Vernon Spencer has been one of the most successful of American teachers who have located
in Germany. While many American teachers win the highest laurels in European capitals, American teachers at home
eration’s effortsi and he has fewer prejudices to
are often neglected for teachers whose main claim for often ion is foreign birth and ancestry. When will our musicovercome when confronted by the new. In .one
loving citizens cease to confound musical ability with nationality?]
word, he is able to perceive quicker and meet an idec^
half way. So does the European teacher, but he
ter, who had evolved through centuries of effort to
Just when the invasion of American teachers,
takes his club along!
the enjoyment of a musical culture of rare perfec¬
singers and artists in Europe commenced, it would
These are big factors, when considering how it is
tion, deeply rooted in the people and a national pos¬
be difficult to say. To-day, however, we see a for¬
and why it is that the American teacher abroad has
session, can hardly be censured for taking an atti¬
midable array of American talent distributed over
been successful.
the continent, and in particular over Germany, main¬
tude of almost personal dislike to the American, stu¬
Do not think that his class is comprised only-of
dent and his teacher when his taste and more re¬
taining itself most successfully against competition.
Americans and his success limited to his countrymen.
fined musical perceptions were subject to everlast¬
The American teachers and artists have shown
ing shocks and disappointments in his dealings with’ On the contrary, the European student is often ,
such superior ability, have given such tangible’proof
shrewd
enough to discern superior teaching ability,
of their excellence, and have so often,, when meas¬
no matter what the nationality of the teacher-Mor
And so to-day, though things have changed very
ured by the strictest standards, justified their repu¬
tation, that they are without doubt deserving of
much, and the American is beginning to feel the
they cannot but see the results, and while, of course*
special consideration.
confidence which comes of conquest and accom¬ the great majority patronize the conservatories with
plishment, the European, for the most part, asso¬
To get a proper understanding of many things
their old-established curriculums and teachers ap¬
ciates the word American with humbug, fraud and. pointed for life-officials with a right to a pension
as regards the attitude of the European towards
American teachers, artists and Americans them¬
pretentiousness, and at the best credits the student
at the end of so many years’ service—still many -of
selves, and further to understand the basic reasons
and teacher with a certain cunning and practical talent.
those who can afford it study with the Americanfor the success of the latter abroad, one must glance
teacher, and are his most enthusiastic champions.
backwards a few years and remember that not even
EUROPEAN PREJUDICES.
To me one of the most striking proofs of the ad¬
so very long ago the American teacher was consid¬
vanced skill of the teacher hailing from the States
The European teacher as a class has not outlived
ered more or less of a charlatan, who eked out his
is to notice, as I have done repeatedly in my own
the
somewhat
justifiable
prejudices
and
dislikes
of
a
actual knowledge by bluff and trickery, and whose
teaching, the effect of a real lesson—an American
previous generation as regards Americans. He has
success was attributed to herculean advertising on
read of American grafti, muck-raking, of dishonesty
lesson—on some European student who has: been
Barnum’s lines. He, in fact, had many of the ear¬
in politics and city government, of the wild and
accustomed to different treatment. I have two par¬
marks of the badly taught or self-taught man, who
woolly, of music schools with catalogs like those
ticular cases in mind where I remember their actual
covered up the defects of his insufficient and spas¬
of a department store, of fearsome religious sects,
consternation when I commenced to teach thenl~to
modic musical education by that peculiarly Ameri¬
of the hysterical behavior of the American woman
make them think—to show them underlying prin¬
can ability df making the most of what he knew.
when
“hero-worshipping,”
of
opera
ventures
alive
ciples of technic or interpretation which they had not
The music student on coming to Europe could
to-day
and
dead
tcf-morrow,
and
what
not.
To
such
seldom say with justifiable pride that he had studied
grasped, either instinctively or by reasoning! I
a person, used to a quiet and peaceful development
at home with So-and-So and be prepared to defend
saw by their expression that they were actually wor¬
of art, business and finance, and accustomed to set¬
his acquirements against the assaults of some con¬
ried and somewhat disgusted, and I felt that th'ey
tled and permanent conditions, the mere mention of
servative German teacher. As a matter of fact, he
were in doubt as to, whether they had come to a
America means nightmares even to-day.
was prepared to make excuses for what he could
pedant or a kindergarten teacher.
The European teacher has never studied America
and could not do, for his teacher, his town and his
On inquiry from one, a Dutch student—a most
nor her institutions, nor does he know the offsets
very existence. What he had learned was gen¬
remarkably
talented young musician, now touring
to the conditions which the yellow journals parade.
erally surface work in the form of technical agility
the Dutch East Indies and India—I found that her
The real American is not he the yellow press holds
and a smattering of the classics. He played a few
previous teachers had listened to her playing, made
up for the nations to laugh at, nor is he the “followmodern compositions, generally without much
a few remarks, generally about the composition only,
the-man-from-Cook’s” type, with a red Baedecker,
understanding, because his musical knowledge was
and not her playing, told her to bring something new;
but the European knows this not. He also knows
poor and also because they had been “taken” and
next time, and had occasionally played to her. 'it
nothing of the earnest, conscientious American
not led up to in a proper manner. His musical
teacher of the little town, who works hard all winter
appeared that she had never taken a piece for a sec¬
attainments were backed up by euphonious “we
so that she may attend some summer course, moved
ond criticism, had chosen her own works, memorized
was’s,” a very poor general education, and his spell¬
solely by her desire to do the best and most she
by rote, and practiced without any thought of what
ing twenty years in advance of the publications of
can for her pupils. He knows nothing of the young
the Reformed Spelling Board. Such was a type
she was practicing for—merely enjoying herself, so
man or woman who works years in uncongenial
met very often indeed not so very long ago.
to say. The actual interest I took in her and her
surroundings so as to save enough to go abroad
work puzzled her, the requirements I made worried
for further study. He knows nothing of the efforts
MANY METHODS.
her (for, according to my view of teaching, she had
of the numerous musical clubs which are paving a
never
received lessons before—simply encourage¬
The one pupil—and by the pupils we know the
way for a greater art. In short, he does not know
ment;. nor had she studied or practiced with under¬
teachers—had the “wiping-the-keys” method, another
the real American, nor his country, his conditions,
standing of what she was trying to master and over¬
a new and certainly unique kind of pedaling, a third
aims, talents and prospects. He merely knows the
a knack or method of producing a “big” piano tone
come). Several weeks elapsed before she felt at
American of the newspapers, who is as unlike the
by holding the diaphragm tense; one had “table
home ,n her work-work this time-and considered
real thing as the newspaper John Bull, Johnny Crawork” and another based his claim to attention on a
it with sympathetic interest. Another pupil-a tal¬
pand or the wurst-eating, beer-drinking German and
series of manual gymnastics which he had gathered
ented. Swiss young lady, with whom I had a similar
the American of a past and almost obliterated gen¬
up in a summer course, and about which he was so
eration.
experience, confessed that her teacher had spent
enthusiastic that he could only talk of corks. Yet
most of her lesson period in a dark room developing
And right here is where the American teacher comes
none of them could play the piano, despite their
Photographs, and had directed her studies from
in and wins, and proves to be a success and neces¬
various “methods”—or, at least, not play it artis¬
sity abroad.
remark
“**"$8*” generally being limited to
tically and pianistically—and none of them could
He knows his countrymen, and sympathizes with
remarks such as Practice that five hundred times
have played a theme from a Haydn symphony.
a day, and the like!
them and their aims; he knows the real American
And, just as the pupil’s work was patchy, faddy,
of the real America, and what he needs and wants,
thin and superficial, so was the teacher’s knowledge,
t*3i!eSe
bC extreme cases> but the American
and he knows how to get the best out of him. He
teacher who js accustomed to work for his fee comes
ability and training.
knows his strength and weaknesses, values his emi¬
across them so often abroad that he is not wrong in
The American teacher, then a,s now, was judged
nently practical sense and turns it to account. He
drawing the conclusion that there is room and ne¬
by his work, and although some good teachers suf¬
uplifts and encourages by getting tangible results
cessity for him there, particularly among his own
fered unjustly by the general contumely which the
in a fair time, and he has no antiquated prejudices
countrymen, who are not accustomed to such
Europeans heaped on the class as a whole, the lat¬
to overcome when dealing with him. He has, in
genial instruction.
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-^^THOSE MISSED LESSONS

THE AMERICAN TEACHER A WORKER.
Indeed, the fact that he, in the vast majority of
cases, works for and earns his fee, and does not
depend on some conservatory or institution to pro¬
vide him with the comforts of life, lends him a
peculiar distinction abroad by the very contrast, and
has, more than anything, contributed to his suc¬
cess. He is a worker, a hustler) and a man of deeds,
and the fact that “Art is long and life is short”
does not have such a depressing influence on him
and with many of his European colleagues, who,
when faced by the American coming for some rela¬
tively short period of study, generally overcome the
dilemma confronting them in the gordian way of
admitting the futility of trying to accomplish any¬
thing.
It is, of course not my wish to overstep the
bounds of professional oourtesy.tfor a moment by
making strictures which may, to some people, seem
unjustifiable, therefore, it is but fair to say that
among the vast army of European teachers are
many indeed who are ahead of their brethren, and
accomplishing as much as any one can accomplish.
Such men, for the most part, have, indeed, a point in
their favor, viz: they are instinctively musical and
have a finer musical endowment than their Ameri¬
can colleagues, for not only does the musical nour¬
ishment of centuries stand them in good stead, but
their whole nature leans more to art expression than
that of the American. The latter will accomplish
by hard work, bulldog persistence and glorious opti¬
mism what-his more sensitive, shrinking and retiring
European friend will do with genial, instinctive ease.
And here again is a point in the American’s favor:
he generally has had to work for what he can do.
hence he can trace all the processes which led to
final achievement—and the better teach them!
PEDAGOGICAL LEADERS.
When I speak of the American teacher in words of
recognition and praise, I refer not to the great mass
of American teachers, who are now probably as
good as the mass of any country, but to the indi¬
vidual teacher, who, by his superior talent, equip¬
ment and high ideals, is in the vanguard of peda¬
gogic progress at home and abroad. It would be
wrong to interpret my remarks so that apparently
simply because a man is an American and a music
teacher he is carrying the flag to the front! On
the contrary, I meet them all the time unable to
play or recognize the principal themes of the nine
Beethoven symphonies.

1

NOT ALL AMERICANS SUCCESSFUL.

Nor must one for a moment imagine that every
American teacher abroad is an authority and a shin¬
ing light in his profession, for here also is found
every type, including those who cannot teach. In
Berlin, for instance, is one who has devised a method
of playing the grand piano by.kneeling in front of
it, whereas, the upright he puts on stilts and stands
while playing. Heavens! another method—and
American, at that! This same erratic genius puts his
bed on champagne bottles, so as to be insulated from
the wickedness of the world when sleeping!
Another one, in London, and this time in the more
profitable vocal field, has • his students lie on the
floor and lift' Heavy weights with their diaphragms.
Alas! Alas! the -faddist is .' ‘ever with us, at
home and abroad. Then the type who are musical
second-hand dealers, so to-say,-are also represented
abroad. They count on the pupils who want to study
with some well-known man, and they give you
something “just as good.” They are the certificated,
has-been assistants—lunar lights reflecting weakly
the great intelligence of' the master. They have
grasped a few essential points of'-the “method”—gen¬
erally mere external points—and parade their
knowledge to those who imagine that the great
art of playing or singing is an art of externals, or
can be learnt from people whosednstruction is from
lip to car—the mere .passing on of what "lie" said
and “he does.
The real American teacher, the successful teacher,
has opinions of his own, and does not mouth those
of someone else. He may accept them, assimilate
them or draw on them, but he makes them his own,
quite his own, and stands on his own feet; admit¬
ting gratefully what he had gained from his own
masters, but not living on them and their reputation,
like a parasite! His very independence has been
one of the most vital factors in his success abroad
And who are those successful American artists,

the reader asks? A glance at the principal musical
papers will show that in Berlin there are five piano
and three violin teachers, three composers and three
critics; Paris has eight singing and four piano teach¬
ers, one composer and one theorist; Leipsic one
vocal and one violin teacher; Vienna one piano and
one vocal, one violin teacher; Dresden two piano
and one voice teacher and one composer; Munich
one piaho teacher and a critic and theorist; Hamburg,
one piano teacher; Stuttgart, one piano teacher.
A FEW FAMILIAR INSTANCES.
To mention some of the more familiar names we
have: Hugo Kann (German-American), StillmanKelley, Arthur Bird, George Fergusson (ScotchAmerican), vqn Eweyk. Godowsky, Frank K. Clark,
Charles W. Clark, Alvin Kranich, Campbell-Tipton,
Isadore Luckstone, Wager Swayne, A. J. Goodrich,
Mrs. Mackenzie-Wood, Mrs. Schon-Rene, Courtland
Cooper, Mrs. Potter-Frissell, Harry Field (Cana¬
dian), Dr. Blumenschein, Mrs. Carl Alves, Mrs.
Cahier, Oscar Seagle and the writer among the
teachers. Among the American performers who
have located in Europe for lengthy periods recently
and who have had success here we can mention
Ernest Schelling, Catherine Parlow (Canadian),
Arthur Spaulding, Francis MacMillen, Augusta
Cottlow, Julius Caspar, Cornelia Rider-Possert and
Arthur Shattuck. With the names of only a few
of the opera singers, Geraldine Farrar, Francis
MacLennan, Putnam Griswold, Leon Rains, Hannah
Osborne, Vernon Stiles, Marcus Kellerman, Ellison
van Hoose, Lucy Gates and Paul Petri and a half
a dozen of the more prominent younger artists,
such as the pianists Mavic Sloss, Lillian Sheinberg,
David Sapivstein, Wynni Pyle and L. T. Griinberg,
the blind singer Lelia Holterhoff and the conductor
W. Riegger, we have an imposing list of some
fifty successful American artists abroad. This list
though is very incomplete and a conservative esti¬
mate will give us at least one hundred and fifty
names, all more or less distinguished.
AMERICAN SUCCESS NOT DUE TO CHANCE.
It is evident, then, in the face of this host of
jnusicians who have earned distinction : in foreign
countries, that their success has been based not on
chance, but on an absolute law of necessity. As
long as the American student must come to Europe
to Complete his education and reach his full devel¬
opment the American teacher—the successful Ameri¬
can, teacher—will be found; successful because, as
I have stated, he knows how to get the quickest and
best results, understands his countryman and his
language, values his possibilities and . divines his
...future.
Yet few of these teachers abroad are earning as
much as they could earn in some large city at home.
They are making this sacrifice either in order to
gratify an ambition and have a more international
class, reputation and environment; to live closer to
an ideal, to be in circumstances more congenial, or
for the mere lust of .battle. Some few, because of
“the call of the Continent,” which there is no with¬
standing in spite of patriotic ferVor!
Finally,, in closing let me quote) from two articles
recently published, the one by Mr. A. J. Goodrich,
the. noted theorist, and the othel by Mrs. Corinne
Rider-Kelsey. Mr. Goodrich says: “the'se venture¬
some professors from the United States, who have
entered into friendly competition with their Euro¬
pean confreres, are possessed of so much mental
energy and thought force that students may well
congratulate themselves upon this innovation, for
without it they would better remain at home.” Mrs.
Kelsey says: “The American seems to be a born
teacher. He has the faculty for making things clear
to his pupils, and the practical element in his char¬
acter leads him to strike directly for essentials and
not ,to waste time over non-essentials.”

What is the use of always letting on that we are
great men? How many have regretted that they
have received homage before it was due! Only to
him who knows how to make Use of blame can
praise be salutary; who without wrapping himself
up egotistically in himself keept his admiration
fresh for the different, and to him foreign, kinds of
mastership which he finds in other men. Such' an
artist long preserves his own youth and strength.—
Schumann.

BY NELLIE L. WITTER.
This is a talk to pupils and to their parents. It
is not intended for teachers, although they will want
‘to read it and show it to their pupils and their
pupils’ parents. It is simply a plea for fair play.
Suppose you invested in a fruit business and after
you had gotten fairly well started one of your cus¬
tomers came in and ordered six boxes of peaches.
He demands that the peaches be in ripe condition,
and you, after much other ordering and running
around and selection, secure the kind of peaches your
customer wants. You pay your own money in pur¬
chasing the peaches and they are your property until
your customer demands that you turn them over to
him. Then your customer calls you up on the telephone
and tells you that he has changed his mind and has
lost his appetite for peaches and refuses to buy those
you have on hand. You then have the pleasure of
watching the money you have invested in peaches
slowly and surely rot away—unless you can find
another purchaser. The chance purchaser is un¬
likely and you are certain to lose unless you sue
your customer. It is unprofitable to go to court for
less than $25.00 as many have found to their regret.
What is the result? You have to sustain a loss
caused by your thoughtless customer who forgets
that he is really stealing your profit and your capital.
Do you call this fair play?
FAIR PLAY.
The teacher who arranges to give you lessons at
a certain time for a fixed sum is in'much the same
position. If you do not take your lesson as you
have contracted to take it, you are honor bound to
pay for that lesson. There is no way. of squeezing out
of this in a manner which will entitle you to hold
your head up. Not to pay, is to take something that
does not helong to you and which will cause vour
teacher to lose time and money. There is a short
and ugly name for an act of this kind which we
will leave with the suggestion.
Of course, there are reasons when it is impossible
for children to take their lessons, and in case of
death or real sickness the teacher is always willing
to excuse you and put down her missed lesson to
profit and loss. Teachers lose about five per cent, of
their income in this way each season. They prepare
for epidemics and sicknesses by making hay when
the sun shines. But this is all the more reason why
you should never miss a lesson unless you are
forced to do so.
The following are some of the flimsy excuses I
have heard in the past few years. Every conscientious
parent or pupil should be ashamed to make such
excuses.
“We have had company and I couldn’t practice.”
We are going to have a picnic and it was too late
to notify you of it.”
“Mary has played too hard in the street and was
too tired to take her lesson.”
Mary hasn’t practiced—so we are punishing her
by not letting her come for her lesson.”
A REMEDY.
years aS° } bought out a plan which ac¬
complished so much that I thought I would tell
the readers of The Etude about it. I told each one
•a
tb*re .was not one lesson missed by them for
six months they would get a prize. At the end of
Prizes w!?
bS twenty-eight received prizes. The
prizes were nice story books
di^ not win prizes I tried to make amwas viv^n
C g,trl.wh? was ha1f way through her book
did not mU Certau? tlme in. which to finish it She
book ThenSfbny euS°nS 4,11 She was through the
throuVb W
! 7lsb to see how fast she could get
bov whohwam h +b°?k Was a CTeat incentive. A little
alwaJIh Wnr t
learn music very eaSerly. hut who
bout his afe 1°
was toId that nnother boy
he could bfat L-S a-ttle ahead of him- He knew that
lessons On
1 he tried’ 50 he missed no more
dav t!
Was. ^en a piece to learn by a certain
was learned on time

sis TSUrfr m?"y
The plece

o^X^sT^^ ?UP!,S StartCd 5n habits
get^them
1%
will in ?he ma?oritvrefUlar,y f°r three months they
time.
J
ty f cases» come regularly all the
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THE STORY OF THE GALLERY
In February 1909 THE ETUDE commenced the first of this series of portrait-biographies.

The allowance from Mme. von Meek continued till
the end of 1890, at which time she feared she was on
the brink of ruin. In writing to her, he remarked: “1
may say without exaggeration that you saved me. I
should certainly have gone out of my mind and come
to an untimely end but for your friendship and sym¬
pathy, as well as for the material assistance (then my
safety anchor), which' enabled me to rally my forces
and take up once more my chosen vocation.”
Fortunately his pecuniary situation was at this
time greatly improved, and the receipts from his
operas, notably “Pique Dame,” more than covered
the loss of his private pension. Beginning with
1888, moreover, the Czar paid him an honorary
public pension of $1,500 a year.

and enormous appreciation.

The 1 ea, w rcTjj|f b™graphje> have been written by Mr. A. S

was an original project created in THE ETUDE offices and is entirely unlike any, ^eV;T ^^y^uslnds of'delighted students and teachers. One I
Garbett, and the plan of cutting out the pictures and mounting them in books haslbeel?
*
jed readers with information which cannot be obtained in
thirty-eight portrait-biographies have already been published. In several cases these havM?ror^^
voluminous a work as the Grove Dictionary.
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BERNHARD STAVENHAGEN.
(Stah-ven-hah’-gen.)
Stavenhagen was born in Greiz
(Reuss), Germany, November 24, 1862.
He was a pupil of Kiel at the Meisterscijvle, and of Rudorff at the Hochschule,
Berlin, where he won the Mendelssohn
prize for pianoforte playing in 1880. He
remained in Berlin for five years, but
eventually went to Weimar, where he be¬
came a favorite pupil of Franz Liszt He
remained with Liszt, accompanying him
•on all his fours, until Liszt died in Wei‘ mar. In 1890, Stavenhagen became Court
pianist to the . Grand Duke at Weimar,
; and in 1895 he became Capellmeister.
Stavenhagen left Weimar in 1898 to go
JO Munich, as Capellmeister, and was
eventually elected director of the Royal
Academy (1901) in that city. In 1904.
■however, ire retired and returned to Wei¬
mar, where he still lives as teacher, pian¬
ist and conductor. He has made sev¬
eral . brilliantly successful piano tours
through Jjermany. Austria, Hungary,
France, Holland, England, and the United
States (1894-5I
Stavenhagen has com¬
posed a few piano pieces, of which the
best known are the Caprice and the Menuetto Scherzando. He is an intellectual
pianist of a very high order, and is uniloubtedly one, of the most brilliant of the
Liszt pupils now living. <™“ Etutle 0allcrr )

LUIGI BOCCHERINI.
(Bok-er-ee'-nee.)
uni was born at Lucca, Febru¬
ary 19, 1743, and died May 28, 1805. He
was first taught by his father, an able
. bass player, and the Abbe Vannucci. In
1757 the boy was sent to Rome, where
’ he rapidly became famous as a composer
and player. He returned to Lucca, where
works of his were produced. Later, he
went on tour, and eventually arrived in
Paris, where he became very popular. He
isit Spain, but the reBoccherini and his party re¬
ceived in Madrid was disappointing.
They managed to gain some support,
however, and remained there- for some
" time, but Mater, probably between 1782
and 1787, Boccherini went to Germany.
A composition dedicated to the King of
1 Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm II, procured
him a valuable post, which he retained
until the .death of the monarch left him
again friendless. He returned to Spain,
where he ^regained some of his old-time
. favor. 'BSRjjyas the victim of many mis' fortunes, Sjiowever, and eventually died
in great poverty. Much of his music be, came very popular, and is even heard to¬
day, though it1 is somewhat characterless.
' His powers as a composer • were aptly
: sunjitied Up by Puppo, the violinist, who
■ s$id that “Boccherini is the wife of
iHaydn.” Boccherini was extremely pro¬
lific, and his instrumental works amount
• to 467‘pieces, and consist of all kinds of
Works.
tT Etu<le Gallery.)
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CARL MARIA E. E. von WEBER.
(Vay'-ber.)
Weber was born at Eutin, Holstein,
Germany, and died in London, June 5,
1826. He was the son of an army officer
who eventually became a professional
viola player. After some years of a
wandering life he was taught music by
Michael Haydn, the brother of Franz
Josef, in Salzburg, where Weber was a
chorister at the cathedral. While in Mu¬
nich from 1798 to 1800, he studied under
Valesi and Kalcher,. and appeared as a
concert pianist. Freiburg was his next
abiding place, and his first opera, Das
Waldmddchen, was produced there. He
returned to Salzburg for further study
with M. Haydn. In 1803, Weber settled
in Vienna, where he was a pupil of Abt
Vogler, the teacher of Meyerbeer. A
year later Weber was Capellmeister at
Breslau city theater. In 1806, he went
on tour, going to Prague, in 1813, as Cap¬
ellmeister of the National theater. He
was appointed conductor at the Royal
opera, in Dresden, in 1817, and retained
this position until his death. His chief
.compositions are Der Freischiitz (1821),
Euryanthe (1823), and Oberon (1826).
His other compositions include two sym¬
phonies, the Jubilee overture, concertos,
chamber-music, the famous Concertstiick
for piano and orchestra, besides other
works of a similar nature. His early
life was wild and reckless, but he after¬
ward became a model husband and
father. Weber is regarded as the founder
of the German “Romantic” school of
music. He was unquestionably an orig¬
inator as well as a composer.

MICHELLE FERDINAND PAUL¬
INE VIARDOT-GARCIA.
(Ve-ar-doh Gar-thea.)
Viardot-Garcia was born in Paris, July
18, 1821, and died there May 18, 1910.
She was the daughter of Manuel Garcia,
the elder, and, of course, sister to Malibran, and to Manuel Garcia, the inventor
of the laryngoscope. She declared that
her only singing teacher was her mother,
but she acted as her father’s accompanist
until his death, and in spite of her youth
learned much from him. She was with
him in his American travels,-when he
was made to sing by brigands, in Mex¬
ico. She studied piano with Meysenberg
and Liszt, and was also an accomplished
painter. Her operatic career commenced
in 1837, when she made her debut in
Brussels. A brilliant success in Paris
followed, and she soon established her¬
self as a favorite, and appeared in fhe
operas of Rossini, Meyerbeer and, later,
Gounod. In 1840, she married Viardot,
the impresario, and critic.
She was
greatly admired by Liszt, and Chopin,
and indeed, by all who realized her re¬
markable histrionic powers, and her con¬
summate mastery of the singer’s art.
Her Paris success was equalled wherever
she appeared in Europe, and she bears
one of the most honored names in music.
In 1863, she retired from the operatic
stage, and went to live in Baden, but as
the wife of a Frenchman was obliged to
leave Germany in 1871, and went to Paris,
where she became professor of singing
at the Conservatoire. She also composed
. many operettas.
(Tlu>
ornery.)
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CESAR ANTONOVITCH CUI.
(Quee.)
Cui was born at Vilna, Poland, Janu¬
ary 18, 1835. His father was a French
officer, left behind in the retreat from
Moscow, in 1812, afterwards becoming
professor of French at the High School,
Vilna.
He early showed a precocious
talent for music, and studied the piano,
and during holiday times he studied the¬
ory of music with Moniuszko. In 1850
he went to the School of Military Engi¬
neering in St. Petersburg, from which
he graduated in 1857- At the same time
he came under the influence of Bala¬
kirev, one of the pioneers of the “New
School” of Russian music. This re¬
vived Cui’s keen interest in music,
and he continued to work at composi¬
tion during his spare time, and enjoyed
the friendship of such men as RimskyKorsakoff and Moussorgski. Eventu¬
ally he became an acknowledged au¬
thority on fortifications, and rose to
the rank of Lieutenant-General, and at
one time the present Emperor of Rus¬
sia was one of his military pupils. As
a musician, Cui is best known by his
compositions, and may be regarded as
self-taught.
He has composed eight
operas, many choral and orchestral
works and works for strings, besides
a large number of pianoforte pieces and
songs. His best-known piano pieces are.
perhaps, the Berceuse and the Cansonelta.
Since 1864 he has added to his laurels
by his brilliant contributions to musi¬
cal literature.
(The Etude Gallery.)

HUGO WOLF.
(Vohlf.)
Wolf was born at Windischgraz, Aus¬
tria, March 13, i860, and died February'
22, 1903. His father was opposed to
young Wolf adopting a musical career,
but eventually allowed his son to study
at the Vienna Conservatory, in 1875. He
got into difficulties with the authorities,
as his musical opinions made him dis¬
obey all the contrapuntal rules, and his .
temperament made him indifferent to
most other rules.^ For a while he lived
in great poverty m Vienna, and was on
the point of emigrating to America, but
was offered the post of second Capell¬
meister, at Salzburg. Before two months,
however, fie was back in Vienna. From
1884 to 1888 he was musical critic for
the “Wiener Sonqnblatt.” Gradually he
became known, first among musicians,
and later to the public, as a writer of
songs. He was an ardent admirer of
Wagner, and was greatly influenced by
that composer. His instrumental works
consist of a symphonic poem, Penthesilea.
an Italienesche Serenade for strings, and
a few other works of a similar nature.
As a song-writer he ranks with the very
highest, but never lived to attain the posi¬
tion which is now accorded to him. He
possessed a furious mental energy, which
manifested itself at intervals throughout
his life, and eventually broke all bounds.
He became a raving lunatic, and died in
an asylum.
He was buried near the
graves of Beethoven and Schubert in
Vienna.
‘(The Etude Gallerv.)
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It is well known that a wealthy man living in
Boston who wanted to do something for the cause
of music in America asked Paderewski’s advice on
the subject, and that the great pianist told him the most
useful thing he could do would be to make it pos¬
sible for Edward MacDowell to give up teaching
and devote all his time to composing.
Unfortunately, the foremost American composer
was unwilling to accept such an offer. He had a
good income, and he enjoyed his teaching—why should
he give it up? Then came the offer of the Columbia
University professorship of music, which I was
foolish enough to urge him to accept—as I saw
when it was too late. Fie had been in the habit of
doing most of his composing during the summer
months, but now I found him at Peterboro, prepar¬
ing his college lectures—lectures which some one
else might have written as well—or possibly even
better,‘but no one ever can give to the world the
songs and piano pieces he might have written during
those summers.
If he could have foreseen the shortness of his
career he would have acted differently; but he was
a-young man of robust health, with, supposedly,
thirty or forty years before him, and plenty of time
to write doyvn everything worth while that came
into his head. He hesitated to accept another man’s
money from a feeling of pride which was, of course,
creditable on general principles, but which he should
have suppressed in view of the consideration that,
while his teaching .was most helpful to some gifted
students, it was of infinitely greater importance to
the country at large that he should give all his time
to creative work.
MADAME VON MECK AND TSCHAIKOWSKI.
Often, since the death of MacDowell, I have
wished he might have read Modiste Tschaikowski’s
admirable biography of his brother, Russia’s greatest
composer. Peter Tlich Tschaikowski was quite as
sensitive and proud as Edward MacDowell, but, for¬
tunately for the musical world, which otherwise
would' never have possessed the greatest of his
works, he consented to accept from a wealthy ad¬
mirer an annual sum which enabled him to give up
teaching and save his energies for the composing
of masterworks.
The story oi this episode in his life is a most in¬
teresting one, and almost as romantic as that most
beautiful pf all musical romances (the courtship of
Robert and Clara Schumann) which I had' the pleas¬
ure of relating to the readers of The Etude a few
months ago—though of an entirely different char¬
acter.
The wealthy admirer1 referred to was Nadejda
Filaretovna von Meek.
She had not always been
wealthy; indeed, as she once wrote to the com¬
poser, she was poor, very poor, the greater part
of her life. “My husband,” she continued, “was an
engineer in the Government service, with a salary
of 1,500 roubles ($750)-a year, which was all we
had to live upon, with five children and my hus¬
band’s family, on our hands. ... I was nurse,
governess and sewing-maid to my children, and
valet to my husband; the housekeeping was entirely
in my hands.”
She did not mind' that, however; but there was
one thing that made life .unbearable. As a Govern¬
ment employee her husband was “a puppet, an au¬
tomaton.” She persuaded him to give up this serv¬
ice, although that reduced th'em to a dime a day
for everything. iHe was at last free, however, and,
becoming engaged in private railway enterprises,

he gradually amassed a fortune of some millions
of roubles.
In 1876 she was left a widow, with eleven chil¬
dren, four of whom had grown up and gone out into
the world. She now became an anchorite, shunning
society, invisible to all but the members of her
domestic circle. Three things took up her time; The
education of her younger children, the love of nature
and the passion for music. She was particularly fond
of Tschaikowski’s compositions'.
Through a young violinist named Joseph Kotek,
who was a pupil of Tschaikowski at the Moscow
Conservatory, and. who used to come and play with
her, she learned a good deal about the personality of
her favorite composer, finding out also, that he was
in pecuniary straits.
With feminine cunning she
helped him by asking, through Kotek, to make for
her special arrangements of certain of his pieces,
for which she paid him extravagant sums—so ex¬
travagant, in fact, that, he presently began to suspect
her motive, and refused to comply with her next
request. “Of course,” he wrote, “it is not a degrada¬
tion for an artist to accept money for his trouble;
but, besides labor, a work such as you now wish
me to undertake demands a certain degree of what
is called inspiration, and at the present moment this
is not at my disposal. I should be guilty of artistic
dishonesty were I to abuse my technical skill and
give you false coin in exchange for true—only with
a view to improving my pecuniary situation.”
Mme. von Meek *was not offended by this frank
refusal; it led, on the contrary, to further explana¬
tions, the result of which was that she sent him
$1,500 to pay his debts. This was in the spring of
1877. In the autumn of the same year it became
apparent that he must have at least a year’s rest to
recover from the nervous illness from which' he had
long been suffering. In this emergency the kindhearted and enthusiastic widow made up her mind
to take upon herself, once for all, the responsibility
for his maintenance; so she offered him, with many
apologies, an annual allowance of $3,000. He was
sensible enough to accept, and thus he was enabled
to give up his professorship at the conservatory and
live for his health and his compositions.
A RUSSIAN ROMANCE.
The romance of this story lies in the fact that
Mme. von Meek and Tschaikowski never met during
all the years she helped him, except accidentally,
for a moment. She wished it so, preferring to know
him only as her imagination painted him. Even
when he accepted her invitation to visit her chateau
she was not there, but resided in Moscow while he
enjoyed the comforts of her home, with its gardens,
servants, carriages, and other luxuries.
Yet, though she had no personal intercourse with
him, she knew him better than any one else except
his family. In her letters she constantly asked him
questions regarding his works, the circumstances
attending their creation, his opinions on other com¬
posers, and various other topics; in answering these
questions he laid bare his soul as he did to no one
else. Therefore the world owes Mme. von Meek
gratitude not only for making it possible for him
to concentrate his energies on composition, thus
multiplying the number of his masterworks, hut also
'for being the means of his giving to the world a
large number of extremely fascinating letters, the
confessions of an emotional composer. They have
been translated into excellent English by Rosa Newmarch and cannot be commended too highly to those
interested in the inner life of a musical giant.

Another great composer who was not too proud
to accept pecuniary aid for the sake of his work was •
Richard Wagner.
He needed such help from the beginning of hi's
career to the end, for divers reasons: his genius was
too far ahead of his time to be profitably appreci¬
ated; a strangely persistent misfortune attended
most of his efforts to earn money; royalties and sal¬
aries were much lower than they are now; for ex¬
ample, for conducting a whole season of Philhar¬
monic concerts in London he got only one thousand
dollars (in other words, he received for four months’
rehearsing and conducting half as much as some
singers of his operas have obtained habitually for a
single night); fourthly, having the artistic tempera¬
ment excessively developed, he could not resist the
temptation once in a while, when he had some
money, to indulge in the luxury and extravagance
which he so thoroughly enjoyed. “By nature I am
luxurious, prodigal, and extravagant, much more
than Sardanapalus and all the old Emperors put
together,” he once wrote to a friend. Finally, his
Bayreuth festivals involved so much expense for a
new theatre, new scenery and a thousand acces¬
sories that he was bound to rely on help from gen¬
erous patrons.
One of the earliest helpers was Frau Julie Ritter,
of Dresden, who supplied him every year with a
small but regular sum till 1856I Her son, Alexander
Ritter, has just been made the subject of a biog¬
raphy by Siegmund von Hausegger, which includes
some letters written by Wagner to Frau Ritter—
letters full of gratitude and cordiality. In one of
them, dated April 4, 1852, he said: “You alone make
possible what I am doing now, because, it is owing
to you that I am independent and can work without
thinking, of money.”
How much' Liszt did to help Wagner, not only by
writing brilliant essays on his operas and producing
these works at Weimar, but by giving him pecuniary
assistance, is vaguely known to all the world. It
was Liszt who, as I summed it up in “Wagner, and
His Works,” “helped him with funds when he would
otherwise have been compelled to stop composing
and earn his bread like the commonest day-laborer;
Liszt who sustained him with his approval when all
the critical world was against him; Liszt who
brought out his operas when all other conductors
ignored them;
Liszt who wrote letters—private
and journalistic—about his friend’s works and aims,
besides three long enthusiastic essays on ‘Tannhauser,’ ‘Lohengrin’ and the ‘Flying Dutchman,’
which were printed in German and French, and,
with the Weimar performances of these operas, gave
the first impulse to the Wagner movement,” acceler¬
ating it by fully ten years. For all these efforts we
may feel sure he felt fully rewarded by the glowing
expressions of gratitude in the letters hp got from
Wagner, such as these: “You were the first and only
one who made me feel the ecstasy of being com¬
pletely understood,” “Your friendship is the most
important and significant event in my life,” “Where
has there ever been an artist, a friend, who did for
another what you have done for me!”
At the time Wagner was composing “Siegfried”
and ‘Tristan” another of his chief benefactors ap¬
peared on the scene—Otto Wesendonck, a wealthy
merchant who lived in a villa overlooking the Lake
of Zurich. He invited Wagner to dwell and work
in a cottage on his grounds, and frequently, for
years, he also gave him pecuniary assistance..
A general appeal for help was made by Wagner
to the German sovereigns in' an essay in which he
promulgated his plans for model performances of his
later works. No one heeded this appeal until the
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youthful Ludwig II ascended the Bavarian throne.
The hearing of “Lohengrin” had inflamed his enthu¬
siasm, and he had made up his mind to come to its
composer’s assistance as soon as he became
mg.
He did so, paying Wagner’s debts, giving him a hne
residence in Munich, staging his “Tristan
and
“Meistersinger” in superb style, and providing him
with the leisure required for completing his Nibelung
PBut for his timely assistance it is doubtful
whether Wagner would have ever composed Gotterdammerung” and “Parsifal.” Certainly, without
it, there would never have been any of those Bay¬
reuth festivals which, at great cost, established cor¬
rect traditions for Wagner’s art. Many a time did
this King diminish “the burdens which would other¬
wise have (crushed me,” to cite Wagner s own wor s,
and Ludwig’s royal reward therefor is immortality.
Had he not helped Wagner he would now be forgotten,
as it is, his name will be in the histories of music tor
all time.

etude

general. The Prince was insatiable £
a^pCydn
for new pieces by his inspired conductorandHayd
was thus encouraged to exercise his creative tac
ulties daily. The important thing, however,
that as soon as he had written anything he was aW
to trv it over with his orchestra and to note all tn
places capable of improvement Thus he learn
the true idiom and style of each mstrument gaming
a facility in writing for all those then in use whicn
made the'historians speak of him as the father of
BEETHOVEN, LIZST AND CHOPIN.
Beethoven was not a poor man, like Schubert and
Mozart, whose lives might have been saved had
some one given them a few dollars in the hour of
need and illness. He was constantly bargaining
with his publishers, and was comparatively well pai<i
for what he wrote in' his ripe years. He mignt.
indeed, have lived in great comfort had it not been
for his good-for-nothing spendthrift nephew, on
whom he squandered his earnings.
It was customary in his days to invite Kings ant
members of the aristocracy to subscribe considerable
sums in advance for the printing of important com¬
positions, and Beethoven usually got his fair share
of these ’ contributions, although he disliked asking

PATRONS OF DVOSXk, FLUCK, AND HAYDN.
More space is given in this article to Tschaikowski and Wagner than to others because their cases
are of peculiar importance and interest. No other
for them.
.
.
.
T • 1,
composers owed so much to benefactors as these
For two years he was a member of Prince Lichtwa did, unless it be Anton Dvorak, who wrote his
nowsky’s household, and in 1809 he enjoyed the hos¬
best symphony and chamber works after an Ameri¬
pitality. of the Countess Erdod.
Eight years previ¬
can woman, Mrs. Jeannette M. Thurber, had engaged
ously Prince Lichnowsky had begun to pay lum a
him, at the munificent salary of $15 000 a year, as
pension of 600 florins a year, and in 1909, when
tlie Director of the National Conservatory of Music
"Beethoven received a call to Kassel, the same Prince
in New York, a post which left him time to do
united with the Archduke Rudolf, Prince Lobkocreative work. too.
witz and Prince Kinsky in offering the great com¬
In earlier epochs it was customary for members ot
poser the sum of 4,000 florins a. year to make him
the aristocracy to help composers with their influence
remain in Vienna.
or money I When Gluck had completed his IpheLiszt, as a child, was helped by a similar syndi¬
genie en' Aulide” and was negotiating for its pro¬
cate of magnates (Amade, Apponyi, and Szapary),
duction in Paris, violent opposition arose to this
who contributed 600 florins a year for six years to
project, and had it not been for the efforts of
enable him to continue his musical education. Had
the Dauphiness Marie Antoinette, who had formerly
he become a composer only, he would have sadly
been Gluck’s pupil, lie might not have gained that
missed that income after the expiration of his term,
footing at the Grand Opera which' was so important
but as a pianist he soon made a fortune.
for the development of his genius and of the French
Chopin had no one to help him at the beginning
school of opera.
of his career, but a kind-hearted Scotchwoman, Miss
To Prince Paul Anton Esterhazy music owes as
__. made the last months of his life easier by a
much as it does to King Ludwig 11. He engaged
present of $5,000.
Haydn as conductor of his Eisenach orchestra_ of
sixteen, which subsequently was increased to thirty
STATE AID AND MILLIONAIRES.
at the Prince’s Esterhaz castle on the Neusiedler
The Scandinavion countries, long ago began to
Lake. In. this capacity Haydn served nearly thirty
endow genius. Grieg received an annual pension
years, and when the orchestra was disbanded in
1790 Haydn was allowed a pension of 1,400 florins, from Norway. Gade from Denmark, and others were
similarly helped in these enlightened countries.
which left him independent and free to accept those
Hugo Riemann, in the new (seventh) edition of
offers from London to which we owe the best of
his admirable “Musiklexikon,” devotes, under the
his symphonies, as well as his oratorios, which were
head of “Preise,” six columns to an account of sti¬
inspired by his hearing of Handel’s choral works in
pends and prizes for the benefit of students of music.
England.
Among them is the Paderewski Prize of $10,000, by
The many years with the Esterhazy family were
which Horatio Parker, Henry Hadley, Arthur Bird
of incalculable importance not only to Haydn per¬
and Arthur Shepherd have been benefited. The
sonally but to the cause of musical development in
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S3 S.^de.-mifThf no. have done so well k.d
they not succeeded in borrowing large sums, which
they afterwards repaid.
Enough has now been said to prove that MacDowell made a grievous mistake in refusing the
proffered bounty of that Boston millionaire. As the
editor of The Etude has well said: People come
into this world gifted with wonderful natural ability
and often quite devoid of anything like business
ability. They need support just the same as an
orchid needs the atmosphere of the hothouse to
foster its bloom. Unless somebody provides the
hothouse the orchid dies.”
A CRYING NEED IN AMERICAN MUSIC.
by william c. bell.
One of the most glaring defects in musical condi¬
tions in America is the lack of the “amateur spirit.
Mr. Finck, the well-known New York critic, once wntributed an article to The Etude, in which he pointed
out the need for more listeners. It is exactly this need
which strikes the foreigner in America to-day. There
is in America no lack of splendidly trained musicians
who are second to none, either as teachers or per¬
formers. On the other hand, there are far too many
engaged in the musical profession who are fitted for
it neither by ability nor education. It is these, perhaps
more than anyone else, who do the most to clog the
wheels of musical progress in America. The worst of
it is that if they would only keep out of the profession
and remain amateurs they would be of very real use.
If more people would be content to work for music
for the love of it, and fewer for what they can make
out of it, progress would be ever so much more rapid.
In England and Germany there is a strongly marked
difference between the “amateur” and “professional”
musician.

SOME WAGNER CARICATURES.

No plundcring'politican or money-grubbing trust magnate has ever been more cartooned than was Richard Wagner.
published in Julien’s famous biography.
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One did not need to look at the calendar to know
that Christmas was coming, for every student in
the Lawtondale Conservatory displayed that pardon¬
able unrest which always precedes the Christmas
season. Christmas, to most of them, meant more
than the ordinary holiday festivities. It meant
a trip to a distant home, with the warm welcome
of friends, parents, brothers, sisters and a tem¬
porary rest from the routine work of the Con¬
servatory. One could feel the holiday spirit in
every part of the building. Keyboards and violin
bows were being neglected for needles and paint
brushes. In the girls’ dormitories one saw on
all sides evidences of Christmas presents being
hurriedly finished, together with bundles of care¬
fully wrapped purchases, decorated with the
bright and cheery red and green reminders of
the evergreen woods.
Best of all was the Christmas happiness which
shone from the faces of the students as they
passed each other- in the halls. Old differertces
were forgotten, and even old Professor Bergenthal, whom everybody declared never smiled more
than once a year, actually beamed with the
recollection of the good old Weinacht day in the
Neckerthal, when he went out with his father
from glorious, gorgeous old Rothenburg, to cut
down the tannenbaum that was soon to glisten
with candles and trinkets in the living room of
a very happy little German home. Yes, old
Bergenthal smiled, and the crusty old janitor
smiled, and everybody got out his very best holi¬
day smile, until it seemed as though the Christ¬
mas spirit was ironing out the wrinkles that
Time had been carving upon the foreheads and
cheeks of so many of the people of Lawtondale.
Yes, Christmas was coming, and everybody was
glad of it, and was overjoyed to show it. The
true spirit of Christ was born again in the hearts
of millions. The world seemed to be filled with
Christian generosity and Christian love.
For weeks the days to Christmas had been
carefully counted by the enthusiastic students.
The- Conservatory was to close on the twentythird, in order to enable students who lived at a
distance to get home in time for the festival. On
the 'evening of the twenty-second the annual
Christmas social was to take place. This social
and the grand concert following were the chief
events in the year for the Director, Professor
Wilkinson. Moreover, many of the old graduates
took it upon themselves to make the Christmas
social a reunion of the alumni.
The concert this year was to take on a new im¬
portance, since the Alumni Association, through' an
unexpected streak of fortune, had managed to in¬
duce a widely-heralded singer to take part.
Professor Wilkinson had learned to forgive the
poor lessons and poorer excuses which preceded
Christmas. In fact, as far as the students could see,
he usually showed a much greater interest in help¬
ing the janitor tack up the great bands of green
and red decorations in the Recital Hall than in
teaching Bach Inventions or Haydn Sonatas at that
time of the year. The parents of one of the girls
had shipped in several boxes of holly and mistle¬
toe ^as a present to the Conservatory. Professor
Wilkinson distributed this among the girls, and soon
the entire building was decked in its Christmas
attire.
Professor Wilkinson was still quite a young man.
His handsome face and deep, sympathetic eyes made
him the ideal of the girls, to say nothing of the
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teachers. But, it was whispered that there had been
a romance which* had steeled the Professor's heart
against all feminine attacks. Many an ambitious
student with over-sentimentat tendencies found to

her dismay that the Professor was provokingly blind
to all the artifices of Cupid. Some of the girls had
noticed, however, that Professor Wilkinson was not
in his usual spirits at this time. For the past two
months the teachers also observed that he was
absent-minded and apparently much worried over
some matter he had not chosen to divulge to them.
His interest seemed more mechanical than real.
This was so entirely different from his usual enthu¬
siasm and good soffits that it attracted much atten¬
tion. As Christmas approached the Director
seemed to be veiling a kind of melancholy.
Finally, the night before the Christmas concert
came. A light snow was beginning to fall, and soon
the streets, houses, carriages and pedestrians were
covered with the sparkling flakes. The Director
was seated at his desk in the Conservatory office.
He looked down upon the happy throngs in the
streets, rushing along under the white mantle which
was descending upon them. Somehow he wished
that a mantle might fall as gently over the past, and

obscure the memory of many happy, prosperous days
which seemed to rise and haunt him now
There was no getting away from it, the Conserva¬
tory affairs were in bad shape. The ledger lay upon
his desk, where the .bookkeeper had left it or his
inspection. That told the story very plainly. It
showed more than anything else why the Conserva¬
tory had taken such a high artistic standing. It was
a story of sacrifice after sacrifice made by the Director. How many students he had helped, supported,
given free instruction and even sent abroad, nobody
really knew.
The bookkeeper and a few others were aware that
the mortgage which the Director had. placed upon
the inst'f ’tion as a result of his sacrifices to help
others was now overdue, and also that the last inter¬
est had not been paid. Plainly, the Director was not
a business man. No conservatory in the Middle
West had a higher standing than that of Lawtondale,
and anxious parents knew that their daughters were
as carefully provided for under Director Wilkinson’s
care as they would in their own homes.
A good location, a capable faculty and plenty of
students gave the Conservatory the outward evi¬
dences of great success. Carelessness in collect¬
ing accounts, prodigality in giving assistance to
students and an inclination to spend more time
upon a much-loved manuscript of an oratorio
had brought the Conservatory to the verge of
failure. Salaries were due at the end of the
month, the holder of the mortgage had refused
to wait any longer, and other creditors of the
institution were writing or calling daily. The
Director was in despair. Oblivious to the on¬
coming of night, he laid his head upon the desk
and soon fell into a deep sleep.
His mind took him back through the years he
dared not face when awake. First came the
long and sunny boyhood in a little New Eng¬
land town. Ah! then there were Christmases—
Christmases that really were Christmases. A
nut-brown turkey, sending a column of steam to
the very top of the dining-room, celery made
crisp by the bracing air of the Berkshire Hills,
and mince pies—um! um! what mince pies they
were!
Could anyone ever forget that spicy
taste ? Then the cider and nuts—ah ! those were
Christmases. Then the college—Dartmouth. Oh
to be back at Dartmouth again, oh to sing in
the old Glee Club, to tramp along the splendid
roads on moonlight nights with the best fellows
on earth; then Harvard, fair Harvard, where he
had started his real musical training; then
Munich and cranky old Rheinberger, who made
fun of his best work and praised his stiff
mechanical exercises—what a dream it was!
Then came his first teaching experience in the
Lawtonville Conservatory. How he had worked
to get ahead! How he had sacrified himself so
that his pupils might succeed! Then he remem¬
bered he had foolishly invested all his private
means to secure the controlling interest in the
Conservatory. Why did he, a man with no busi¬
ness ideas or business tendencies, ever do such
a thing? The very first year he had rdvanced
money to one of the best vocal pupils to com¬
plete her work abroad. Fearing that the other
students and teachers might think that his per¬
sonal interest in a very attractive and charming
young lady would be set down as the cause for
this sacrifice, he had very carefully obscured the
name of the donor.
Moreover, he knew that Karolyn Perry, she of
the glorious voice, a voice that sang straight from
a.beautiful soul would never have accepted such a
gift from him had she known the real donor. Some¬
thing-more than a mere musical interest had induced
the Director to make this first sacrifice. Deep in
his heart he felt that Karolyn was the most beau¬
tiful woman he had ever seen, and one night when
they were walking home after a lesson he brought
er his message of love full of the sincerity and exnbe-ance of youth. They agreed to wait until their
careers were established.
At first frequent letters came back from the pupil
reporting progress, and then she apparently dropped
completely out of sight. Time and again the Director
had confessed to himself that something more than
mere musical interest had induced him "to make the
first sacrifice. Ten years had passed since Karolyn
Perry had gone to Dresden, but every day her face
had come up before the Director as fresh and as
bright and as sweet as when he last saw it through
tne window of a departing train.
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Now, in his troubled sleep, he seemed to ?*”J**t
singing again. He saw her upon the stage of a grea
opera house. Was it Dresden or was it Vienna. He
could not make out. The cheering throngs rose in

taSSttd tot!*S “'thiTl*ST1“
^
,
^ b
®r pardon,” said the abstracted
1 “ g * think that I am not interested,
Directo .
think that they are fine.”

w.s?-*■“-:ft~Z
“I must have been dreaming, said the Director.
“What have you there?
“Only the games you told me to prepare for the
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Hand-drill
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come ,fof a mere SOng,’” said the Director, laughing at his pun.
«ohf 1 know it will be a great success, Pro-
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’*Th°.»U' »id Miss Watson. .“Let m <*M*
them to you. The firtt 1 have caUed la Music 1 A t
Museum. It Wm be lot
Ust laid
Seet’oTa tlble Each article is supposed to suggest
musical term of some kind. When all the stuIwTcoiL in they will be provided with slips of
naoer with numbers corresponding to the articles,
Ld will be asked to put down the terms they believe
that the articles suggest. Here is the list of articles
and the terms they suggest:
' R
.sharp.
•
’ piat_ivon. .flat.
' piece of rope with knot
J
tied in it.tie.
Cane
.staff.
5 A beet . .a beat6 A short letter.a note.
7 An hour glass.time.
& A pint cup.measure.
9. A signed check.signature.
io. Sarsaparilla bottle ..tonic.
n. XL .forte.
12. Picture of prison door.bars.
13. Letter “0” chalked on the
sole of a shoe.solo.
14. A centipede .a-leg-row (allegro).
;s another nine ” said Miss Watson. “I
tried it once in the East.’ I have taken a popular
song and divided it into eight sections. Each section’is copied on a separate piece of paper. These
slins will be distributed among eight Students, and
they will sing the song according to The numbered
sections. That is, the first singer will sing the first
four measures, the next singer the next four measures. and so on. After this. Professor Johnson at
the head of the Voice Department, has consented to
give a little skit he has worked up with on? of the
boys. It is called ‘His First Voice Lesson,’ and is
awfully funny Then we will have the musical spell7
J
1
. „„„n
ing game, and an attempt will be made to spell

“^ifec^s f.c,«.rk.ned, ..d he bit his lip
******** ^*£'^***5*
^ ^ Mood came- Then he turned to Miss WatAuction, j>
™
■’ *
‘
d;iV
...
hi<
son, and said, with a touch of bitterness:
: ^ t& arm so quiet that a glass of
“I’m sorry, but-but 111 have to ask you to wait
could fee Tpported upon it.” In much modern
until after the concert. The truth is, Miss
piano piaying the pressure touch may be employed
son-I-L-well, payments have been coming in a
yery effectively.
little slowly lately, and Im afraid I trusted -too
The-parallel poise of the hand in pianoforte scale
many people--”
,
playing is. in the same way. often acquired by placing
' Miss Watson saw how deeply troubled and chaQn the back o{ the hand a button or a cent, or any
grined the Director was, and hastened to say:
other small circular article. Combining the greatest
“Oh, I can wait just as well until after the conflexibility with the greatest length, is.
r should he.
?ert. Don’t worry about me. When I was teaching
tbe flrst attention of student and teacher. The muscles
privately I learned just how hard it was to make
of arm, hand and finger need to be kept a- free from
collections at the Christmas season.”
undue tension as possible. Any stiffening of the liga“You will do me the favor of not mentioning this
ments at once weakens the free action of the joints,
to the other teachers?” asked the Director.
and anything like rapid or brilliant execution becomes
“Certainly,” replied Miss Watson, with a smiledhalting and uncertain.
“but surely they will understand! You have always
Some theorists are in favor of regular gymnastic
id their salaries so regularly.”
exercises, especially in the case of the pianist. DoubtAs Miss Watson left the room, Professor Willess, with judicious application, such drill for hand and
kinson felt as though he had just committed Sdme
arm, away from the keyboard, strengthens and presort of a cr{me. It was the first time he had ever
Pares the muscles for their work, and thus saves much
been obHged t0 refuse any of his teachers. This
ear-spl.tting drudgery. The \ irgtl Clavier and similar
foretaste of the impending close of his beloved instldevices, have all their uses m this respect. l>m. commg
tution made Mm 8^dder with dismay. There was
to the '^dispensable five-finger exercises themselves,
f foresta,Hng time. With every revolution
“°re attention might be pa.d by teachers to the weaker
y '
•
e
.....
members—the third and fourth lingers—than :> otten
the hands of the big Conservatory clock the end
done. Taking a singIe hand at a time, a gentle raising
of "ls y*ars of hope and labor represented by Ute of these more fettered digits from the knuckle-joints
Conservatory came closer and closer.
with the disengaged hand when playing a five-finger
(This interesting Christmas story will he continued in
passage, has been found of advantage. On no account
should they be strained or exercised beyond their enmusical short story in The Etudb. If you will take a few
durance.
lhe remedy might thus prove worse than
seconds of your time and one penny for a postal card you
the disease.
A fr“
** moves as if on an oiled pivot
“I would enjoy reading occasional short musical stories iti
can best he cultivated by taking sixths lightly and
Etude,;; ".“IwuWme ta sM a musical serial in
freely up and down the keyboard. Any stiffening of
etude is too valuable to devote to any subject matter which
tbe wrlst at once prejudices the result,
does not meet with the approval of the majority of our
readers. Won’t you help us decider Don’t bother to send
-a lettcr; s{mpty send us a postttl. addressed “Editor of The

,,f

Jl't,.,,,, „r „.,,d and >™ ,n

backwards the hardest musical names we can think
of; then we shall have a history test, for which I
ha’ve prepared these questions:
“*i. What was the singular cause of Lullys deaths

Etude.” We will value your co-operation. After all. this
%anUou?aown—Editor^Tni t°T™°t)your approv(a rather
°r °
BTDI>B'
-

THINGS FOR STUDENTS TO REMEMBFR
_
by matilda t. frelborne.

“ i WhatTorition'did Bach occupy in Lelpsic,?’
“‘4 How old was Handel when he commenced
to write his great oratorios?’
‘“6 Who was Haydn’s famous patron?’
. n
y
at
tt j ->*
l- W,baV‘"fl«ence d>d
ozart have on Haydn.
8. Which famous queen assisted Gluck?
“ ‘9. Tell something of Beethoven’s habit of keep-

Theoretically, all well-trained young musicians
°“ght .t0 be con?Petent teachers' Actu.ally they are «otThey do not make so many nor so serious errors as they
used to do, perhaps but however well they may perform
^ey generally lack entirely what the medical schools
call materia medica, that is, a knowledge of the materials
of teaching-the studies and pieces with reference to
their educational value, whether for mind or fingers, or

Listen ! Listen! And then listen some more.
Accust,?™ the e>'c .to take in at the same time
notes, all dynamic signs, phrasing, sectional divisibns. even the tiniest mark on the printed page.
Everything means something
Count aloud. Give every note its exact value
as you would give exact value In a business t an ae
tion.
business transac-

inLn0tu°°kS’
... e , , '
v ,,
io. How many songs did Schubert write?
“For prizes, continued Miss Watson, “I secured
these pretty postal pictures of the composers mentioned in the questions. At the ten-cent store I
purchased these attractive little mission frames
for ten cents apiece
“The last game will be a guessing contest. The
students are to guess the number of notes in Mendclssohn’s ‘Consolation.
You have no idea how
wide apart their guesses will be—but, you are not

b°th. For want of this kind of training or acquirement, young teachers make very serious blunders, of
which one hardly knows which is worst, the unwise
introduction of alleged “classical music” (music by
writers following classical models without classical
inspiration), the premature attack of moderate difficulties, or the introduction of positive trash. In any case
the instruction too often fails of doing the work it
should do, and after several years of lessons the musical
education remains so shallow that the pupil easily dismi,.,, it to the limbo of the fotjotten.-lfotW.
‘

Take nothing for granted. Do not dav what von
think it is. or what it mav look like ii Vo„ • \
what it really is.
’ ^
Before commencing to nlav rend oner e r
measures in your mind, so that you mav catch thT
swing of the rhvthm
Toni- ear Jr u
: , cn the
mark at the bednnine
l
-emf0
of playing something’marked admffn
speed.
*
^
a rea^cneck
Remember that one Half
c i
, ,
tiee i”™rtt L,o
rf faTworifP™>

ON MAKING THE HOST OF A
POOR INSTRUMENT
B, E. R. KROECER

It is but natural for a student to wish to practice
upon a beautifully toned grand pianoforte which re¬
sponds to every variety of touch. But how many are
there so fortunately situated as to possess such an
instrument? Indeed, it is more than likely that the
greater number of grand pianofortes are in the pos¬
session of people of wealth, who consider them as
simply a part of the furnishing scheme of their elaborately-fitted-up mansions. “Art pianos” costing from
three to ten thousand dollars are in the homes of
families who seldom raise the lids: and the reverse
is often the case. Students of talent are often com¬
pelled to practice upon pianos which should go to
the scrap heap. How dearly they long for better
instruments! One gifted young fellow, laboring sev¬
eral hours a day over a poor piano with a cracked
sound board, or with a thin, metallic tone, envies to
the bottom of his heart an acquaintance who possesses
a “baby grand” of one of the best makes, which is
closed most of the time. He imagines the exquisite
delight he would have in reveling in the luscious sound
of such a piano, and thinks of the extraordinary im¬
provement he would make in conquering difficulties
of technic and touch. But the very obstacles in his
way are probably the- means by which he becomes an
artist.
Unquestionably one of the greatest enjoyments of
life is the conquering of difficulties. When a severe
task is given, what a sense of satisfaction comes over
one when it is successfully accomplished! Some of
our greatest virtuosi were so poor in their student
days that they were compelled to practice on the most
inferior instruments; but they were absolutely deter¬
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mined to achieve success, and they labored faithfully
until they did so. The lack of the possession most
to be desired in order to ease their pathway was only
a stimulus to them. The enthusiasm necessary to
inspire the student was in these instances redoubled.
DEFICIENCIES OF TONE.
Probably the first thing one observes in a poor in¬
strument is thinness or deficiency of tone. Some
might claim that its being out of tune is noticeable
before anything else, but a fine instrument may also
be out of tune. This defect is quickly remedied by
calling in a competent tuner; but a wiry tone is due
to poor construction or to common materials. The
difference between a good pianoforte and a poor
pianoforte is mainly in the quality of materials used,
the ability of the workmen and the care exercised in
doing the best possible with available materials and
labor. The object of the manufacturer of inferior
instruments is, of course, mainly to supply a piano
at a price which persons of ordinary means can afford
to purchase. It is also a well-known fact that makers
of second- and third-grade pianos gain a greater pro¬
portionate profit than makers of first-grade pianos.
The demand for medium-price instruments is so large,
however, that it is imperative it be recognized. At
first one of the lower grade pianos will have a bril¬
liant tone and the action will seem to be even; but
ere long the brilliancy develops into wiriness and the
action becomes too easy.
BAD ACTION.
Of all the disagreeable features common to an in¬
ferior pianoforte, the unevenness of the action is the
most, objectionable to the player. He strikes a key
and follows it with the next, using precisely the same
weight in the finger stroke that he did with the former.
It fails to respond. His patience is sorely tried by
this. He realizes that it is absolutely essential to
concentrate his mind upon the production of every
tone,'and by constantly observing those keys which
respond readily and those which do not he is event¬
ually able to obtain fairly even scales and arpeggios.

His delight when playing upon a really high-grade
pianoforte- may readily be imagined.
Then again, the lack of resonance and of a singing
tone is conspicuous in poor instruments. Instead
of sonority there is noise. All the careful manipula¬
tion of flexible wrist and arm attacks seemingly has
but little effect. Quality is not there. “One cannot
extract blood from a turnip.” Still, the sincere pianist
makes the effort. All his skill and intelligence are
given to the accomplishment of his purpose. His
touch becomes- more plastic, his accentuation is more
systematic, and the damper pedal is managed with
unusual care. Of course, it stands to reason that all
this extra effort will serve him to good stead when
he has the opportunity to play a fine instrument.
In chords and octaves the thinness of tone seems
to be especially noticeable, and the pianist has to
restrain himself from forcing his tone, using so much
power that there is danger of breaking the strings;
and to the student of limited means the replacing of
broken strings is an unwelcome expense. In the
Polonaises of Chopin and the Rhapsodies of Liszt the
tendency is irresistible to play with much energy,
and in fact the very poverty of tone of an inferior
instrument is apt to incite one to use more strength
than would otherwise be the case. All of this indi¬
cates that in order to practice properly upon a poor
pianoforte a very large measure of intelligent con¬
centration is essential. With a fine grand of a' re-nowned make there is so much which seems to take
care of itself. Even if little intellect or heart be
given to the work in hand, the quality of tone is so
lovely that the mere flow of notes gives the pianist
a purely sensuous delight. To be sure, when a con¬
summate artist sits down before such an instrument
and utilizes all the resources of his talent and training,
then the results seem to be of superhuman beauty.
But if this artist has had to undergo the experience
of dealing with a poor piano at a time when he was
doing his best to secure a musical education, such
an experience is of decided value in bringing him to
the exalted position occupied by him when the goal
for which he had long been striving is attained.
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THE SOCIETY INSULT.
Just why some Ill-bred people feel that they h
o whisper
soon as a musician commences to play Is hard to
h^vl’ni tfrnUfSf M ye8, year8, *° P1rfect a“ mrerpreiauon ana aoes not relish
by tbe ,bad man.n?rs
the ignorant. To converse during the perform¬
ance of a worthy mimical
i« „hc„f „s SPns|Me as visiting an art gallery for

ONLY TWENTY-FIVE MINUTES LATE.
fw t'ltt'ie,Davi<J.has been playing in the street and the minutes passed by just so quick
be bovs^etr1
‘ s ™s
real cute In David because7all 'hove will
be boys, etc. But David s teacher doesn t think that it is cute at all because if one or
p^ctuaUty^t^E^lessimsf ^^the^Ars? things" which ^he^upil^houW ^StivSrto^riS
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_<\„a an excellent treatment of
fir subject in'the fourth book of Mason’s “Touch

THE TEACHERS' ROUND
TABLE
Conducted by N. J- COREY

A CORRECTION.
misapprehension that might arise in
connection with a statement in my artic e o
chetizky, in the October Round Taw.
“Leschetizky has
forestalled. The statement reads:
L
; he has
never produced another Paderewski, because
i pupil.” Lest

in mind ... that no otk.r . P»n»« J>»* “

“

«”X,
“ hTnc th.ro
ta,Pb..n no other player who has c.o.ed Le.ch.tizkv’s name to be widely known. When Fader
y- ' -rst sprung into fame, he almost immediately
universally known, even to people who are
sense musical and who are never seen a
of any other virtuoso, and lus name was
constantly coupled with that of Leschetizky. nence
he. practically did more to spread a knt™f
.
i
irreti.Ws oreatness as a teacher than all the rest
put together. Paderewski in the piano world, and
Patti in the singing world have been the most wide y
talked about [musicians of the past quarter century.
Thev have made the most money from their public
y
musicians in their respective fields.
inces have been wholly unique, and
plicated. Leschetizky, nor any other
had another phenomenon like
out from his studio. Several of
<tmtemporary virtuosos have also enjoyed
the advantage of study with Leschetizky. Whether
any one of these and other famous virtuosos, who
any one or
Leschetizky are as great artists
seems to be largely a matter of
Universal agreement of opinion
seems well nigh impossible. Aside
nination of the delicate, point of Padmerit among artists, which is
» in this consideration, the fact
The has been more acclaimed by .the
e than any other virtuoso. His name
ha’s also been almost constantly associated with-that
of Leschetizky, and hence has been most influential
in helping to create the fame of his great teacher.

2. In key release at a rest, the wrist should rise
in such manner that the hand is left hanging loosely
from it, with the finger tips in contact with the key|.
In beginning the next phrase let the wrist descen '
thus producing the first tone of the new phrase anq
letting the hand assume correct playing position at
the same time. If the rest is a very long one tne
hand should not be held stiffly in the one position
but should resume its position before playing
next note
For any average rest, however, it is
better to hold the hand and arm in readiness for the
next phrase.
NOTES AND GLISSANDO.
1. I teach my pupils the
count the lines and spaces.
lesson by^having^ther- —
l the second space.
all the others may be computed,
lesson I teach the notes
h*
the thum
it permissit
like a° scale? If so, plea=c
of the hands and when It may be used.

and TeChn^cALES IN DOUBLE THIRDS.
i -«aiv tell me through the columns
kindly*the
fingering th„
of
of Will
the you
Etode
in /he 8standard
i 1(.arned
of the scales In douDie ru Technic> but on el.
fingering given
stem9 0f technic. Includ
aminlng several other
pischna studies. I
ing Liszts,finfmma divergence. The question
tod “riS what flngeringgis the standard one
L'
that I“should teach my pupils?
the Mason book is the
The fingering given i
Each fingering which you
one in most general use.
[
the
different
books
has
its points
have observed in the diff'
nf excellence, but the system i' l Mason has stood
■
the test of almost universal use by teachers^ and
Snists A student that has thoroughly learned one
fingering should not be disturbed, however as noth¬
ing is more confusing than to unlearn a fingering,
Lnd there is no doubt but that brilliant playing has
been done with various fingerings. I s.dor Philipp
has published a system of double scale finSerln8
that is thoroughly revolutionary, a system that, uses
the same formula for all keys, with but few excep¬
tions Whether this has been adopted by many of
the great teachers or not, I do not .know. ! In
Philipp’s latest system of technic, I notice that he
has abandoned his own peculiar fingering in favor
of the one in more general use. It only differs Korn
the Mason fingering in the scale of A flat major for
the right hand. I would recommend that you con¬
tinue to use the Mason fingering, and do not confuse
your mind with others. You cannot do better than
use the fingering employed by many of the greatest

Your first lesson should be spent in teaching
the pupil to make correct finger motions with
the hand in proper position, and placed upon the
table. Pupils should not begin to read notes and
play them at the same time. Some muscular con¬
players.
OVER-ADVANCED PUPILS.
trol must first be secured. During this process, howI have recently taken a pupil whose former
' ever, ypu may teach pupils to read the notes aloud
teacher has never been exacting in the manner in
by the method you mention. They should acquire
which hor work has been brought up. and hence
she now does not take the interest 1 should like
some fluency in reading the treble notes, however,
to see because her work has been too difficulty for
befoi-e attempting the bass. You should have no
»—
>.«« Grade VI in tin Standard
her other studies
Should I
stated time for introducing the various topics, but
teach them as soon as the pupil has become pro¬
The various numbers of the Standard Course
ficient enough in a given topic to take up another.
should never be relied upon to supply all the study
2. Sliding the thumb or fingers in the manner
material needed, except it be in the first book.. Be¬
you mention is known as the glissando, and pasginning with the second book, however, supplemen¬
' sages in which it is used are always marked with
tary etudes should be used. The term Standard
that term. When using the thumb, the thumb nail
Course inay be interpreted literally, if you will, and
is placed on the keys and drawn along. The same
become truly a standard or measure of attainment.
with the finger, the hand lying practically upside
None of the volumes contain enough music or etudes
down in order to produce the run. The glissando
to enable one to finish the given grades which they
sometimes excites merriment among uncultivated
severally represent. The probability is that your
listeners, who seem to assume that it is used solely
student needs to review the ground passed over
for that purpose, not understanding that it produces
with much more careful attention to technical con¬
> other
a musical effect that can bk procured in
ditions, It . is impossible to counsel as accurately
manner.
as one would like without knowing exact conditions,
THEME AND INTERPRETATION.
but pupils who have been advanced too rapidly may
usical “theme”
Will you please explain
HAND AND FINGER POSITIONS,
often correct their technic by taking selections from
subje■ct, and bow it is Intel
the “First .Study of Bach.” “Bach’s Little Preludes,”
tils 'it wrong when playing slowly (praeticHow should children be
and Bach’s “Lighter Compositions.” The closest
study of finger conditions should be made while
i. Tile two terms theme and subject have at times
working on the easy “First Study,” and the same
been used to indicate the two principal melodies
corrected conditions maintained. Then Cramer’s
of a composition, although more generally they are
“Fifty Selected Studies,” may be taken up, and at
used interchangeably. A theme is a short melody
improper to raise the hand
least half of them should be mastered before the
at “the wrist, or sbould'the wrist rise first? Again,
that makes complete musical sense. It may be a
Sixth Book of the Standard Course and Czerny’s
short sixteen measure melody, like a hymn tune.
Opus 740 are undertaken. During this grade Bach’s
be in contact with the keys? 1 do not see the
Or it may be still shorter, as for example the subject
Two Part Inventions may also be studied.
of a fugue, which is sometimes very fragmentary
in character. A theme may be complete in itself,
or it may be unfinished in its nature, as is the case
i In [practicing slowly the player needs to make
Is not phrasing very Important? My teacher
with many themes which are used from which to
belittles it when I mention it, but I desire to
use of exercises in which the fingers rise, high
know something about it, and I fear she Is in the
develop elaborate compositions. A sonata move¬
above thi keys, and strike suddenly and firmly.
wrong.
g.
ment. for example, may have a principal and a sec¬
This in order to develop strength, evenness of ac¬
ondary thdme, both of which will be short. Out of
Ifyouwilltrytoreadfhissentencealoudwithproperpunc
tion, muscular control, and rapidity of motion. Many
thes.e
the
main
body
Of
the
movement
will
be
de¬
tuationandinflexionyouwillknowwhatphrasingisandwh
pupils have difficulty in understanding that the mo¬
etheritisimportantornot. Many an average student
veloped.
tions of the fingers should be made just as rapidly
2. The ways in which children may be taught in¬
plays the piano in exactly this way. Musical phras¬
in slow practice as in the fastest passages. Hence
terpretation are as many as the minds that teach
ing bears the same relation to correct piano playing
in slow exercises they use a heavy, draggy action.
them. Assuming the student has learned to play
that verbal phrasing does to reading. Punctuation
Slow practice really'should mean holding the finger
his piece perfectly from a technical standpoint, and
in music is just as distinctive as in literature, or
in stroke position until time for the tone to sound,
speaking only of the most practical aspect of inter¬
spoken language. Some teachers avoid giving in¬
and then 'there should be instantaneous action of the
pretation, he should be taught to observe note values
struction in phrasing because they do not under¬
muscles. The same conditions should prevail for
and
rests
exactly;
should
take
note
of
phrasing
stand it. It is not difficult to learn to understand
the up motion. As velocity is gradually approxi¬
its elements, although to follow it through the vari¬
mated there must be less motion of the fingers, marks carefully, and all marks of expression; should
endeavor to understand the mood that dominates
ous complications of elaborate compositions may
holding them almost in contact with the keys for
the piece and bring it out. In other words, try and
require some study. Any of the standard works
a high fate of speed. In soft cantabile passages,
make him enter into the spirit of the composition,
on musical form will help you to gain all the knowl¬
also, the fingers should maintain a position close
and play it in such a manner that others will also
edge you will need to begin with. Learn the ele¬
to the keys. Your idea of stroke positions seems to
feel it.
mentary principles and try and apply in everything
he a little vague. Stroke position is that position
3.
There
is
not
space
here
to
enter
into
the
sub¬
which is correct for the production of any given
you play. You will soon learn how to divide your
ject
of
chords,
as
it
is
hardly
possible
to
explain
effect. In velocity work stroke position is close
music into sentences, and make the proper punctua¬
them briefly. It may be desirable to take the sufito the keys, and not an elevation above the keytion. By so doing your playing will have much
^ ject up fully a little later when there is more room.
more meaning

[ /liberty Christmas to all “Blube” jfrienbs.
1 cannot take you by the hand and let you know how earnestly we wish that your Christmas season may be filled with the best
that life can give. Some of you are thousands of miles away from our offices, but we want all to know at this time, when
the spirit of good-will, gratitude and human sympathy which annihilates distances, makes the whole world one, that the publish¬
ers, editors and the entire business staff of “The Etude” wish you the most exhilarating and joyous kind of a holiday. Several of the
well-known “Etude” contributors have availed themselves of this opportunity to come in more personal communication with“Etude” friends.

WE;

Music is the natural expression of the uplifted
soul; it is the link which connects the human
and the Divine. At Christmas time it brings us
■v yjsry near to the “gates ajar,” until our glad
songs seem' to blend with the Angels’ Song of
Glory, Peace and Good Will.
DANIEL BATCHELLOR,
Teacher and Author.
Good-Will for -one another, peace and good
cheer! How much we all can learn from the
Christmas spirit applied to daily life—making
every task easier and more pleasant!
We could spread Love, Truth and n”w Spir¬
itual Life through our Melody, Harmony and
Rhythm rightly understood and sincerely ex¬
pressed.
GUSTAV L. BECKER,
Teacher and Writer.
Allow me to extend to The Etude a hearty
greeting at this time of year, and at all times,
and to thank you on behalf of singers for the
sanity of your paper, and the moderation of your
views upon all vocal matters, in which so much
immoderation, not to say insanity, prevails.
DAVID BISPHAM,
Opera and Concert Singer Teacher.
Christmas is at hand.. We celebrate the birth
of Him whose gentle doctrines have been spread
over all the earth by his disciples and followers.
Let us not forget that we, too, as musicians and
teachers, should be, as missionaries in the
cause of our noble art, rightly called “divine,”
and that it is our duty to labor to the utmost
for the upbuilding of he musical art in our
country.
ROBERT BRAINE,
Violinist, Teacher, Editor.
Gloria in excelsis 1 Glory to art! Art is not
a chariot in Svhich man may ride to self-glorifi¬
cation, but she is a benign and divine power
which gives its greatest blessings to,those who
serve her in sincerity and faithfulness.
FRANK DAMROSCH,
Educator and Conductor, Director of New York
Institute of Musical Art.
Through The Etude I send cordial greetings
to my fellow musicians at this Christmastide,
wishing them all good health and prosperity.
In the realm of art there are many standards,
but as “in learning there is no end,” the true
artist is never satisfied, but always striving for
perfection.
CLARENCE EDDY,
Distinguished Concert Organist.
With you who feel the Christmas cheer,
May peace and happiness abide;
And mayi the gifts you hold most dear
Be yours upon this Christmastide.
But, better than the gift of friend.
May hope and trust with you repose,
And life’s great music ever end
In sweetest cadence at the close
ARTHUR ELSON,
Critic and Author of Numerous Valuable Musical
Books.
To all of the great Etude family a Christmas
greeting. It is a holiday around which music
has been woven for centuries. But just as music
carols forth on Christmas, let us remember that
it can also make every other day brighter and

better. We art all working together for an up¬
lift of the world when we are working for the
cause of Good Music.
LOUIS C. ELSON,
Critic, Teacher and Historian.
A merry Christmas to all readers of the val¬
ued paper which seeks to bring both teachers and
pupils to a better understanding with each other.
Long be the circle of The Etude unbroken,
but ever widening in its influence for the best in
musical art, and let the many carols and joyous
chimes of Christmastide thrill our hearts and in¬
spire redoubled effort to bring music into every
home.
AMY FAY,
Pianist, Teacher and Author of “Music Study in
Germany.”

4

Try to remem!.er next year that while success
is a peak, difficult to climb, you can have a royal
time even if you do not reach the summit. There
are splendid viewpoints all the way up, if you
will only stop to look at them.
HENRY T. FINCK,
Eminent Critic and Author.
Cordial Christmas greetings to every earnest
student and teacher, for whom I wish an ever
increasing devotion and consecration to the high¬
est ideals; freedom from envy and jealousy, and
a willingness to lend a helping hand to every
struggling brother and sister in art.
P. V. JERVIS.
Pianist and Teacher.
For the Christmas season and the coming .year
may we all take “Good Cheer” for our watch¬
word. It rises so much higher than the bodily
needs, meaning helpful loving kindness to all.
with joyousness and courage to meet every duty.
So to friends far and near—“Good cheer.”
■
MRS. HERMANN KOTZSCHMAR,
Teacher and Author.
May Christmas cheer glad home and hearth—
But not alone at Christmastide;
The joy the Christchild brings to earth
Should ever in our hearts abide.
FREDERIC S. LAW!
Teacher and Author.
As the Christmas season brings thoughts of
kindness to others, so I wish to every earnest
student of music the joy of labor and the satisfaction of achievement.
ARTHUR L. MANCHESTER,
Editor, Teacher and Author.
Let the humblest musician whose soul is in his
work take heart, for ours is a glorious calling.
Shall we not send a word of appreciation to The
Etude for its inspiration. Let us count our bless¬
ings and be grateful.
Sometimes I think there is no greater virtue
than gratitude.
JOHN ORTH,
Teacher and Composer
While the air is vibrant with “Upon earth
peace, among men—good will,” may we take to
Mendelssohn,” Mmelyf'“E^ryone^esStett
he really knows how.” Then *let -knowledge
crease, not by scorn of shortcomings, but by rec¬
ognition of the good; by clear precept and in¬
spiring example.
ALBERT ROSS PARSONS,
Teacher, Editor and Author.

*A happy Christmastide to every earnest reader
of The Etude. May the season suggest a new
thought to each, and may the coming New Year
give each an opportunity, in however modest a
way, to help raise the standards of art apprecia¬
tion in his or her own community. We must all
build for others as well as ourselves.
MAUD 'POWELL,
Most Distinguished American Violinist.
One of the ancient sages wrote thus—“ft is
music by which the world is to be humanized.”
Humanized means harmonized. Let each mu¬
sician now resolve to do his or her part to bring
about this universal harmony of souls, by recog¬
nizing the Divinity of Music.
MADAME A. PUPIN,
Pianist and Teacher.
May the Christmas tide bring a deep and last¬
ing joy, which will make your life ’valuable,
through the happiness you give to others.
CARL G. SCHMIDT,
Musical Director and Teacher.
There is no better time to swear off knocking
your brother-professional than the gladsome
days of Yule-time.
There is no better time to bury the hammer
and give the human anvil a rest than the merry
days of Christmas.
Let us conclude that all singers, except our¬
selves, are not putrid; that all players, except
ourselves, are not punk; that all composers, ex¬
cept ourselves, are not pifflers; and, in the words
of the Saviour.
“Let your light so shine beiore men that they
y,JU good works, and glorify your
may see your
Father which is in Heaven.”
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA,
Conductor, Composer and Author.
The significance of Christmas awakens a won¬
derful resoonse.
Its message of “Peace on
Earth. Good Will to Men” is logical and con¬
vincing.
But it has always seemed to me that the real
significance of Christmas lies in this: That we
endeavor, though the endeavor is not always an
easy one, to make three hundred and sixty-five
days carry from us to all others the message it
so universally impresses on the one patticular
dayTHOMAS TAPPER,
Educator, Author and Lecturer.
Cordial Yuletide greetings to all atound The
Etude’s Christmas board. May their Yule logs
burn brightly and their stockings be well filled.
To those at the top of the ladder, congratulations.
To those at the bottom, “if thy heait fail thee,
climb not at all.” But if your heart is in it. Work
and Will will take you safely up.
GEO. P. UP TON,
Critio and Author.
To the earnest music students of this great
land a cordial Christmas greeting and best
New Year wishes.
Let us, i:
r musical duties, think more of
S'
re<|™natIn8> !,s fa‘ as possible
the personality of the performer.
The mote self-forgetfulness, the greater the
ettect of performance.
R. HUNTINGTON WOODMAN,
Organist, Director, Teacher and Composer.
■^Owing to
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SOUVENIR D’ALSACE—TH. LACK.

S
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each measure. The left-hand melody in this piece
particularly fascinating.

\T SCHOOL—TOY SOLDIERS’ PARADE—
C. GURLITT.
Two very characteristic teaching pieces by the popu¬
VALSE EXCENTRIQUE—G. EGGEL1NG.
lar German master. Young students will f^pleasm
This clever piece may be regarded both as an octave
and amusement in these pieces. They :^ P a^
study and as a study in syncopated rhythms. It is one * in descriptive style and with humor. Endeavor to imi
of a new set of studies by this talented modern com¬
tate all the effects as suggested by the composer.
poser, announced for the first time on another page ot
this issue. This waltz has a very fascmatmg swing and
SPARKLING EYES—B. R. ANTHONY.
a: haunting melody. It must be played in a spirited
This is a lively and rippling waltz movement of easy
manner and in strict time, to gain the best effect.
grade It must be played with precision and with
crisp, clear touch. Mr. Anthony is a very successful
RAPSODIA ZING'ARA—H. NECKE.
American writer of melodious teaching pieces.
This “gipsy rhapsody” may be regarded as a minia¬
ture •'Hungarian Rhapsody.” The various rhythms and
movements of the characteristic gipsy dances are vwy
cleverly introduced. In order to interpret this piece
properly the various metronome markings must be ca e
fully observed, and considerable freedom of movement
must be cultivated. This is a splendid teaching piece
of intermediate grade.
MELODIE ALLA VALSE—J. LEW BERG.
This is a high-class recital piece in modern style, dig;
nified and sonorous. It must be played with grace and
abandon, with considerable freedom of the tempo. Th
harmonic structure must be well brought out. This
piece has a splendid climax.
convent BELLS—H. BOLLMAN.
This is one of the most popular of all drawing-room
pieces. As here presented, it is newly revised and care¬
fully edited. It must be played in graceful, elegant
style. Pay,particular attention to the delicate bell¬
like effects and to the rippling arpeggiated passages.

YOUNG TROUBADOURS-D. ROWE.
This is a prettv and useful first-grade piece, both
•hands on the treble clef. It will be found valuable
as a study in time and in balance and independence ot
the hands.
CUJUS ANIMAM (FOUR HANDS)—ROSSINI.
Rossini’s “Stabat Mater” is perhaps the finest setting
of the fine old fourteenth century hymn on the Cruci¬
fixion; at any rate, it is the most popular. It is bnl* liantly written, and its charming melodies seem never
to wear threadbare. The “Cujus Animam” is one ot
the best-known numbers. In the original it is for tenor
solo, but it has been arranged for all possible combina¬
tions. Its martial character renders it specially avail¬
able for four-hand transcription. As here given it
makes a sonorous, well-balanced duet, festal in charac¬
ter, with plenty of work for either player, and only
moderately difficult. This would make a fine recital
number.

MELODIE NOCTURNE—H. D. HEWITT.
The first theme of this attractive drawing-room piece
is assigned to an inner voice, much in the same man¬
ner as Rubinstein’s well-known Melody m h.
me
middle section is in the style of a Field or Chopin noc¬
turne, with delicate ornamentation. The entire com¬
position is interesting and well, worth playing. It will
make an excellent study in style and contrast.
INTERMEZZO PIZZICATO—J. NEURY.
An intermezzo is an interlude or any short movement
played between two larger movements or between the
scenes or acts of a play. The word pizzicato means
“plucked,” a direction given to violinists when the
strings are to be plucked instead of bowed. This effect
may be imitated on the piano by playing extremely stac¬
cato. Performed in the above manner, this modern
French composition will have a charming and piquant
effect.
BELLS OF CHRISTMAS-H. KAROLY.
This is a typical Christmas piece, introducing two
well-known melodies: the “Sicilian Hymn” and the old
carol, “Holy Night.” This piece is very effectively har¬
monized, and the themes are cleverly treated. This piece
is easy to play, but brilliant in effect. Just the thing
for a Christmas recital.
jV SUR CAPRI-G. HORVATH.
"Sur Capri” is a vivacious tarantella movement by
the well-known Austrian composer. Capri is an island
lying in the beautiful Gulf of Naples. “At Cdpri” is a
very fitting and suggestive title for a piece of this
character. As in the case of all tarantella movements,
this piece must be played in a fiery manner and at a
brisk rate of speed.
'
CAUSERIE—A. MAILLY.
This clever and taking piano piece is the work of the
famous Belgian organist, Alphonse Madly. “Causerie”
means, literally, “chat” or “gossip.” The gay and jocose
principal theme must be played in the manner of a
’cello or baritone solo, well brought out, with full,
round tone. The tempo rubato may be used to advan¬
tage in this piece.

The subject of our sketch has such a large following
of admirers in Germany and in America that something
of his work will be of interest to the readers of The
Etude. He was born on November 8th, 1850, in Wiehe,
a town in Thuringen, and was brought up in that
delightful and historic section of Germany. His early
education was conducted under the guidance of several
able teachers in Germany, and he early gave evidences
of a desire to compose. His compositions attracted the
attention of many publishers, and soon thereafter popu¬
lar appreciation was not found wanting.
Mr. Hermann Necke is now Municipal Musical Di¬
rector at Duren, and the work under his direction had
GAY:SENORITAS (VIOLIN AND PIANO)been noted for its excellence. He has also conducted
F. P. ATHERTON.
several singing societies with uniform success.
This is a capital exhibition piece for violin. It is in
His compositions, which include songs, choruses and
the characteristic bolero rhythm. The bolero<, also
instrumental works, as well as piano solos, are
known as the cachucha, is one of the most distinctive
marked by a vein of pleasing originality which, in a
Spanish dances. Mr. Atherton’s “Gay Senoritas” is
measure, accounts for their popularity.
an excellent idealization of this type. It must be played
in a manner both vigorous and jaunty.
VIRGINIA INTERMEZZO (PIPE ORGAN)—
R. DIGGLE.
This! is a pleasant recital piece for the pipe organ by
a contemporary English organist and composer now re¬
siding in this country. This piece is in the style of a
gavotte. It should be taken at a moderate pace, with
close attention to variety in registration. It will be
found effective on organs of any size.
THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
As is fitting, in view of the approaching season, we
present a new Christmas song this month.
Mr.
Minetti’s “Christmas Night” is admirable in every
way. Beginning in quiet, pastoral vein, and, after a
clever modulation into E major, introducing a chiming
effect, it finally works to a splendid climax. A real
festival solo, churchly and devotional in conception,
yet modern in execution; a song that congregations
will be glad to hear.
Mr. Lieurance’s “Felice” is a waltz song for exhibi¬
tion or recital use, brilliant and showy, not difficult to
sing, but requiring some flexibility. It must be sung
rhythmically and in a spirited manner.
The tiwo quaint old English songs will be of interest
to many. Both are of the primitive ballad type in
which the< music remains unchanged through any num¬
ber of verses. The “Bailiff’s Daughter of Islington”
tells a sentimental story, while the “Vicar of Bray” is
humorous and satirical. Both have good old-fashioned
tunes, diatonic and strong in rhythm. No song recital
program is complete without a .representation of the
English ballad.

THE NEED OF BETTER SIGHT READING.
WILLIAM HENRY MITCHELL.
It is probable that if you were to ask the average
organist, or club organizer, what most stands in the
way of forming a choral or orchestral society, they
would tell you that it is a lack of sight-readers. All
kinds of experiments are continually being made to
entice people to learn how to read from sight. Any one
who can read music at sight is usually regarded as a
highly accomplished personage. As a matter of fact,
everybody ought to be brought up to read at sight
from early childhood, at least so far as singing is
concerned. Reading from sight in music is merely a
question of reading certain symbols which represent
certain tones and their duration. The difficulty of read¬
ing ordinary spoken language at sight, with its compli¬
cated signs and difficult pronunciations, is far greater
than that of reading music at sight, yet children learn
to read, as a matter of course, and even the dullest of
them experience little difficulty.
The reason a child learns quickly is usually because
he wants to know. It is just as easy to learn to read
music if only you want to know badly enough. There
is nothing mysterious about it. The system of nota¬
tion now in use is perfectly simple, and contains no
“exceptions.” The quickest way it can be accomplished
is by doing it. There is no sight-singing “method” half
so efficacious as getting a piece of music within range
of your ability and reading it off. You will do it badly
and inaccurately at first, but you will “get on to it”
in time, and will add much to your own and everybody
else’s convenience.
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THE ETUDE
INDEX FOR 1910
The following, owing to limitations of
space, gives only some of the leading articles
for the past year. This may prove of .great
value to our readers who desire to refer to
special articles. The list also serves to give
un idea of the enormous amount of musical
Information, inspiration and entertainment
given in The Etude for one year.

Wh“

Italian Biographies .—
Italian Opera... .Antonio Scotti, Jan
Italian Operas, Famous Piano Tran
scriptlons. .TV. H. Sherwood, Jan
Italian Writers for the Piano.
Juroslaw de Zielinski, T— 17, Feb
Italy, the Land of Music,
‘”8:7 Starch, Sep
Italy, Organ Music,

1%

MUSIC

13

Piano—2 Hands

21
93
588
56

Arthur Elson, Jan

Arthur Judson, Nov.,
Advertisements, Writing Copy for,
George 0. Bender, Mar.,
American Musicians, A Plea for Recogni¬
tion. . .William II. Sherwood, May,
American Taste in Music,
John Philip Sousa, Oct.,
American Teachers Abroad,
Vernon Spencer, Dec.,
America’s Weakness in Musical Educa¬
tion, Symposium.Apr.,
Analysis, Lessons ^in,
^
^
teachmyflock I
nev. er miss’d,Kings were by God ap - point - ed, And damn’d are thosethat dare re-sist Or touch the Lords a - noint Churchof Rome I found would fit Full well my con-sti . tu - tion; And had be-come a
Je-su-it, But for the Re-vo lu - tion.l

•, Aug.,
P. Arriola, Feb.,
Becoming a Teacher, On,
Barren B. Oaul. Oct.,
Beethoven, A Trio to the Shrine of,
Richard Wagner,
Aug., 515 ; Sep., 589 ; Oct.,
Beethoven, Friends of,
Katherine B. Wilson, Mar.,
Biographies of Italian Musicians . - Jan.,
Business Letters of the Music Teacher,
George 0. Bender, Feb.,
Changing Teachers,
Eugene E. Ayres, Nov.,
Chopin, An Appreciation,
Antoinette Szumowska, Aug.,
Chopin, A Dream Letter from,
Cox and Chapin, Aug.,
Chopin and His Works, Symposium.

When gracious Anne became oiir Queen,
The Church of England’s glory*
Another face of things was seen,
And I became a Tory;
Occasional Conformists base,
I damn’d their moderatioh,
And thought the church in danger was
By §uch prevarication.
And this is law,&c.

When George in pudding-time came o’er,,
And moderate men looked big, sir,
I turned a cat-in-a-pan once more,
And so became a Whig, sir;
And'thus preferment I procured
From our new Faith’s defender,
And almost every day abjured
The Pope and the Pretender.
And this is law, &c.

The illustrious house of Hanover
And Protestant succession,
To these I do allegiance swear,—
While they can keep possession;
For in my faith and loyalty
I never more will falter,
And George my lawful King shall be
Until the }imes do alter.
.And this is law,Ac-

The Bailiff’s Daughter of Islington
Smootlily and rather slowly

1 I?ut when hi Jw
hisfriendsdid
(But when hisfnendsd.d
o( And there he toild for
j She start. ed up with a

we^e-l<^dyouth,And
he was a squire’s
Un - der. stand His‘ fond and fool-ish
sev-en long years, Buf
nev-er his love did
col-our so
red, Catching hold of his bri- die -

Development of Musical Taste, The,
Eduard, Schiitt July,
Descriptive Compositions, Some Modern,
E. B. Perry, July,
Diatonic Scale and the Masters, The,
Carl Retnecke, Apr.,
Don't Vegetate.Charles Watt, Apr.,
Double Bar, A Better Understanding
of the_Charles Johnstone, Oct.,

IfMvC U.^ad’lhen take my horse1
My saddle and bridle aUo
For I win to some far country,
“oY,ntrenn°. man sha11 me know.”

A”a "»a'y to'tetty’bSec”1'

MacDowell’s Triumph,
Carol Sherman, Nov
Making Your Music Really Valuable,
Mrs. Gustav L. Becker, Feb
Map of Musical Europe.Sep
Famous,
649 Marches, Three
Edward Baxter Perry, Feb
799 Mason, Lowell.Cuthbcrt Hadden Mar
Minuet, The Story of the
E. B. Perry, Sept
223
^ Mistakes in Time and Rhythm,
Louis C. Elson, Apr
Moscheles, Ignaz... C. A. Browne, Mar.
517 Mozart W. A., Scenes from Boyhood
(Playlet). J. F. Cooke, Sep., 626, Oct.
83 Music As a Profession,
Thomas Tapper, Mar
654 Neglected Details in Piano Study,
Feruccio Busoni, Apr., 225, May
Neglected Highways in Piano Technic
661
Harriette N. Brower, Apr
Nevin, George B.Sep
159
7 Oehmler, Leo.Oct
94 Offenbach, Jacques .July
Opinions of Eminent Authorities o
Piano Playing. ,F. A. Thomas, July
Oratorio and Opera, Beginnings of,
J. F. Cooke, Jan
Ordinary Miss Brown (Fiction),
Eva Higgins Marsh, Oct
195

301

or
204

441
233
287
660

89
Familiar Teaching Pieces, Some,
Edward Baxter Perry, Apr.,
Famous Salon Music Composers. Some,
J. F. Cooke, Mar.,
Finger Technic.Oscar-Raif, Nov.,
First Lesson, The,
Harriet M. Brower, Nov.,
vals f
"Form, Principles
Herbert Wrightson, July.
Fiance, Some Famous Musicians of
Olden.J. F. Cooke, May,
Future of Italian Opera, The,
Antonio Scotti Jan.,

Handel, George F., Scenes from Boyhood (Play).H. Elwood, July,
Hands, Care of the. Fannie Gilbert, July,
Harmony, Development of a Sense of,
Daniel Batchellor, May,
Haydn and the Symphony.
’. Cooke, F
Heredity and Music.
Arthur Elson, Oct.,
Heredity and Robert Schumann,
,
C. G. Hamilton, June,
High Finger Action
„
.
Mme. A. Papin, July,
How Much to Practice,
J. S. van Cleve, Nov.,
How She Fought Obstacles,
Jo. Shipley Watson, Aug.,
Individuality in Pianoforte Playing,
T .
Theresa Carreno, Jan.,
Interpretation in Singing,
David Bispham, Jan.,

“

227
166
734
729

Recitals, Memorable,
W. S. B. Mathews, Dec
Repose In Music Study,
Harriette M. Brower, Feb
Reinecke, The Passing Of Carl....May
Rhythm, A Studio Symposium,
Harriette M. Brower, Aug
Schubert, An Imaginary Letter from,
Cox and Chapin, Oct
Schumann Robert, Special Issue, Jun
1910.
Chronological View of Schumann
Life .Jun
The Most Beautiful Romance in Mus
cal History.H. T. Finck, Jun
Schumann’s
|£-- Fateful Accident,
Francis Lincoln, Jun
Song-masterpieees of Schumz__
Johanna Gadski, Jun
The Triumph of Robert Schumann
Edvard Grieg, Jun
The Personality of Schui

348

29 ‘
qqq
368
°
369
370
371

Giuseppe Campanari, Jan

13
Suite, The Origin of the,
Leroy B. Campbell, Mar
Summer Music, A Day of.
Harriette M. Brower, Jul

Technic, Some Puzzling Aspe ....
J. S. van Cleve. Mar
Three Notes Against Two (Winning E
say, in Contest) .Mrs. Hughey, Feb
Three Notes Against Two,
651
Perlee V. Jervis, Jul
Trill, A Lesson on the,
378
James F. Cooke, Sep
450 Verdi, Giuseppe, Personal Recollections
of .Leandro Campanari, Jan.
735 Violin Technic.Francis MacMillen, De
516
...
Henderson, Mar
Women and Russian Music,
” — n Tidebohl, Aug

Kling, Carl, At the Blacksmith’s. .Aug.
Krentzlin, R., Dragon Flies.June
Lack, Theodore, Souvenir d’Alsace.Dec.
Lamberg. Jos., Melodie alia Valse..Dec.
Laurens, Ed., Paladin.June
Lazarus, G., Souvenir de Naples ..Aug.
Lent, Ernest. Heart of the Rose...Jan.
Leschetizky, Sextette from Lucia di Lammermoor.Aug.
Lindner, B„ At Night.Mar.
“
“ Loving Glances.Feb.
Lindsay, Chas., Fraternal March. .Jan.
“
“
The Bumble Bee..Feb.
Lieurance, Thurlow, The Nightingale
and the Rose.Nov.
Maillv, A., Causerie .Dec.
Morrison, R. S., Golden Leaves... ..Tan.
“
“
Oriental Festival..May
Moszkowski, Moritz, Miniature, Op. 28,
No. l.......Jan.
__
in B Flat ..May
Nassberg. L.. Ga
in^B minor. .July
Neeke, H., Good __ ....
“
“ Parade of the Tin Soldiers.
Oct.
“ Rapsodia Zingara .Dec.
“
“ Roguish Eyes .July
“
“ Think of Me.Sep.
Neury, J., Intermezzo Pizzicato_Dec.
Oehmler, Leo, Moonlight in the Forest,
,
Op. 172 .Oct.
Offenbach, J., Barcarolle from Tales of
Hoffmann ....Aug.
Peabody. A. Jackson, L’Arrivee_Nov.
Petrie, H. W., Le Tambourin.Nov.
Rathbun, F. G., Dream of My Mountain
Home .Oct.
Reinhold, H., Badinage...Sep
Riehardy, J., Love Affair.May
Ringuet, L., Valse Sentimentale... June
■ Rogers, James H., Marche Militnire. Apr.
_
,
“
Trot de Cavalerie.Sen.
Rohricht, P., Forget-Me-Not.Feb.
Rolfe, Walter, Fleetfoot.July
“
“
Love and Roses-Mar.
Rowe, Daniel, On Rollers.Aug.
“
Young Troubadours. .Dec.
Sanellnikoff, W Polka Caprice... .Nov.
Schubert, F„ Three Themes, from Schubert .
..Feb
_ .
Two Grenadiers ..Tan.
Schumann, R„ First Loss. Op. 68..June
“ Nocturne in F, 23, No. 4,
Schiitt, L„ Petit Scene de Ballet.. .July
“
“ Impromptu, Op. 18, No i,
Uar.

At the Fair.Jan.
Gloomy Day .Mar.
Vesper Chimes .. .Jan.
Marching Home. ..Feb.
Marching in School,

“
“ On the Deep Sea, Jan.
“
“ To a Daisy .... Sep.
“
“ Youthful Lovers..June
Storer, II. J., The Barber of Bagdad,
Feb.
Tschaikowsky, P. I., Funeral March,
July
Turlet, A., That Little Girl.Nov.
Wachs, Paul, Evening Party.May
Wagner-Lange, Siegmund’s Love Song,
Webb, F. R„ Spinning Song.Apr.
Weil, Henry, Butterfly Waltz.Jan.
Williams, T. D., Valse Briilante . . Feb.
Wolcott, J. Truman, Full of Play, Apr.
Worden, Hugh, Secret of the Flowers,
June
PIANO—FOUR HANDS.
Atherton, F. P., Morris Dance....
“
“
New Virginia Dance,
Blon, F. von, Banner of Victory.. .July
Brahms, Johannes, Waltz, Op. 39, No.
13.May
Engelmann, Anvil Chorus from 11 Trova..Mar.

Nocturne, Op. 16,

Galbraith, J. Lamont, Military March,
Sep.
“
“
Sweet Lavender,
Aug.
Garland, A., Welcome Message-Mar.
Grondahl, A. B., Danse Norvegienne.May
Gurlitt, Cornelius, At School.Dec.
“
“
Toy Soldiers’ Parade,
Dec.
Harding. Will A., Gipsy Revel.May
Hewitt, II. D., Melodie-Nocturne.. .Dec.
Holst, Edward, Beetles’ Dance. ... June
Horvath, G., Hungarian National Dance,
No. 1 ....Aug.
“
“ Mystic Procession.May
“
“ Sur Capri.Dec.
“ Turkish Patrol.Not.
e...June
>. 6,

373
F. S. l,
374
Schumann the Romanticist,
E. B. Perry, June,
The Influence of Heredity on Schu¬
mann .. Clarence G. Hamilton, June,
Schumann as a Journalist..Tune,
Schumann’s Best-known Teaching

448

“

Burnand, A. B., Gavotte Moderne.. June
Button, Lily R., Fairies’ Waltz...Aug.
Calvinl, A., Valse Fugitive.June
Cooke, James Francis, Forest Voices.Nov.
Cramm, H. L„ Good Night, Little Girl,
Aug.
“
“
The Flying Witch. .Mar.
Drumheller, L. A., Dancing Stars. .May
Eggeling, Georg, Congratulations.. .Mar.
“
“
Valse Excentrique.Dec,
Engel, II., Slumber Song.Mar.
Engelmann, Hans, Jolly Comrades..June
“
“ On the Stage...July
“
“ Pure and True..Sep.
Ferber, Richard, Echoes of the Past,

Paris Conservatoire, Methods of,
Moritz Moszkowski, Feb
Pedalling, Art of-J. B. Rogers, Dec
Pedals, A Lesson on the,
J. F. Cooke, Nov
Perry, Edward Baxter.July
Petrie, H. W.Nov
Piano-Playing, The Beautiful in,
A. Uriinfeld, Dee
Polyphony and Its Origin,
J. F. Cooke, Jun
Practice Advantageous,
Laura R. Copp, Feb
Preparing the Hands for Study,
J. Romeu, Oct.
Prodigies and t1-- "'“• -■*

439

Anthony, Bert R., Arrival of the Brown¬
ies .Apr.
“
“ Rob Roy .June
“
“ Sparkling Eyes.. .Dec.
Astenius, A. O. T„ At Twilight ...July
Atherton, Frank P., Adoration... .Mar.
Beaumont, Harry, Dream of Spring.May
Beethoven, L., Gem from Beethoven, Op.

noliman, ti., uonvent ceus.ow.
Boscovitz, F., Morning Song.Feb.
Braun, Leonard P., Dancing Nymphs.Apr.
“
"
Napolita .Mar.
•“
“
Petite Farandole.Sep.
Breslaur. E., Parting.Mar.
Brounoff, Platon, Children's Waltz.Oct.
“
“
Indian War Dance,

738

Ear Playing, Benefits of.
Laura Remick Copp, Aug., 508
England's Gift to Music,
J. F. Cooke, Apr., 237
Essentials the Teacher Must Possess,
L. Ehremayer, Oct., 662

ionary) .!.Nov.,
Great Performers of the Present,
J. F. Cooke, Oct.,

Tun/ ienV him ,up T
f^ir Lon-don, An ap - pren-t’ice for No
Till it chancd one day that
he
rode by Where she sat in the shade of a tree
ie pen-nv.kind sir.” she sJh “WiU
ease me of much

Before I give you a penny, sweetheart
Pray tell me where you were born;'
“At Islington, kind sir,” she said,
./‘Where I have had many a scorn.”
’ I prithee, sweetheart,tell to me,
0 tell me if you know
The bailiff’s daughter of Islington.’*
ohe is dead, sir, long ago.”

Traditional

Circulars that Bring Business,
George C. Bender, May,
Clementi, Muzio,
C. A. Browne, Jan., 60 ; Mar.,
Common Mistakes in Technical Points,
Louis 0. Elson, May,
Composers, Patrons of.
B. T. Finch, Dec.,
Composition, The Art of,
Liza Lehmann, Apr.,
Concentration, The Power of,
Perlec V. Jervis, Sep.,
Cramer, John Baptist,
0. A. Browne, Mar.,
Culture of the Great Masters,
Oscar Gauer, Feb.,
Czerny, Carl.C. A. Browne, Mar.,

Sochting, Emil.,
“
“
••
Steinheimer, S.,
“
“

Behr, F., Perpetual Motion.Oct.
Bendel, F„ Prize Song, Wagner... .Oct.
Bisping, M., Lieber Augustin VariaLiszt, Fran; and the Symphonic Poem
Liszt, Lessc s With. .Emil Sauer,’ Nov

When William was our King declar’d,
To ease a nation’s grievance,
With this new wind about I steer’d,
And swore to him allegiance;
Old principles I did revoke,
Set conscience at a distance;
Passive obedience was a joke,
Ajestwas non-resistance.
And this is law, &c.
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n Faust,
“
“
Marche Romaine, Mar.
Moszkowski, Moritz, Germany.May
Rossini, G. A., Cujus Animan.Dec.
Schumann, Robert, Evening Song, Op.
28, No. 2.June
“
“
Romance, Op. 28,
No. 2 .June
“
“
Waltz, Op. 130,
No. 2 .Jun
Seeboeck, W. C. E., Fairy Tale... .July
Wagner, Richard, Sketches from Tann
hauser. *nr
Wolf, Carl, Two Fairy Stories . ..

:

1
!

VOCAL MUSIC.
Adams, Mrs. Carrie B., Honey Chile, Dec.
Bird, P. Douglas, O Ye Who Love, Sept.
Brandes, A. U., O How Lovely .... May
Chapman, Geo., A Lover's Envy... .Jan.
Galloway, Tod B., O Heart of Mine,

03Z
179 Geibel, Adam, Bonnie Jennie.Apr. :
319
“
“
Hail, Glorious Morn.Mar.
825 Hartwell-Jones, Be of Good Cheer, Aug.
“
“ The Crystal River, Nov. 1
825 Lerman, J. W., Guide Me, O Thou Great
324
Jehovah .Jan.
818 Lieurance, Thurlow, A Garden Corona¬
398
tion .July
‘
“
But the Lord is
540
Mindful of His
322
Own .Feb.
819
“
“
Come, Holy Spirit,
752
July, ■
,, ‘
“
Felice .Dec.
MacLean, E„ Moon Song .June
Martin, G. D., One Day I Gathered
-1, Geo. B., The Robin.wv
Petrie, H. W., My Jack.Nov.
Pontius, W. H., There Is Ever a Song
Somewhere.Oct.
Pierson, William T„ Sleep, Honey, Sleep,
Oct.
Quinlan, Agnes Clune, Love in a Garden,
Robinson, C. C„ If Only Thou Art True,
Rockwell, G. N., But What Must It Be
to Be There.July
Hark! Hark! My
Soul.Apr.
„
The Homeland ...Oct.
Schumann, Robert, The Two Grenadiers,

313
462

, . Aug.
Sake,
Tourjee, Homer, Ah! That Was Many
_
Years Ago .Mav
Two Old English Songs .Dec.
Wlls0n’ L B-. Love’s Flowers Shall
Woodward, Agnes, Lullaby'.’ '.Aug6
VIOLIN AND PIANO.
Atherton, F. P., Gay Senoritas_Dec. ;
.Engelmann. Ilans, Remembrance. . .Aug.
Berber, Richard. Sweet Souvenir. ..Feb.
5?” . V,E'b Andante Religioso.Apr.
S'
the Seasons-May
Greenwald, M., Dance of the Crickets.
Grieg, Edvard, Ase's Death.Mar*
Kern, Carl' WiIhMfe''j;; %£
Mascagni, Pietro, Intermezzo from Cavalleria Rusticana,
Parker, Henrv W„ Semner Fidelis Nov
Schumann, Robert, Slumber Song. Op.
124, No. 16 . .June

176 Ql?,y' C-„J- Commemoration March, Apr.
586 tt v
Offertoire ....
seDt
824
E,enry,' ABa Marcia in D.' Mar!
738 Read, Edward
™ aelr'jv
Tl'iomphale.
Feb.
738
M.,Pe4n
Evening
M. Prelude,

256
610
188
116

111 Rossini, G. A., March of the Priests from 684
zoo r„ ,
Bemiramide .Jan.
44
« ,rn* Lari Wilhelm. Marche Le^ere Nov 7<v>
oqo
w>bf»r*’ JraumereiJune 404
52- Waghorne. W. R., March in G
Auff
455 Wagner, Richard, O Thou Sublime Even178

Williams, T. D., Romanann E flat, jSy 474
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See them, with capricious pranks,
Ploughing now the drifted banks,
Jingie, jingle, ’mid the glee
Who among them cares for me.’
Jingle, jingle, on they go,
Capes and bonnets white with snow.
Not a single robe they fold
To protect them from the cold;
Jingle, jingle, ’mid the storm,
Fun and frolic keep them warm;
Jingle, jingle, down the hills.
O’er the meadows, past the mills.
Now ’tis slow and now ’tis fast;
Winter will not always last.
Jingle, jingle, clear the way,
’Tis the merry, merry sleigh.

KRIS KRINGLE’S MUSICAL
PARTY.
A Musical Recital in Two Parts for
Clubs or Private Classes.

These cblmne
$5.00, and wl
and holly the

nie may be emphasized
ind little brown charaeinav easily be made at
b Etude.]

A little Brownie sits by a fireplace,
where empty stockings hang.
The Opening drill is given by six girls
in white dresses, carrying green garlands,
and six boys in white suits, carrying
wreaths of evergreen.
They can work up any drill or follow
these directions, as desired, while “Under the Mistletoe" is being played:
1. Girls enter from right, swaying garlands right and left in time to the music,
go through same motion with backs to
audience, repeat the first motion, kneelmg.
As “Animato” is played, boys enter
from the left, line up back of the girls,
and wave wreaths right and left.
Hold wreath:
faces, for measures
(4. 8, 12, 16).
3. Girls wave garlands to and fro, boys
hojd up wreaths.
4. At "Trio,
s swing wreaths to
and fro, girls knee with garlands touching the floor.
5. At “Graziose,’ the girls swing garlands to the right, oys swing wreaths tc
the left, and then
6. At “Animato’
five, but
marching right and left.
7. March to opposite sides of stage,
face each other 'and two children step
forward and hang up mistletoe, reciting,

I am very sad because,
I don’t' believe in Santa
Claus!
You don’t believe 1 Santa
dear.
Why, very soon he will be
here;
_
I’ll telephone, I do
believe,
due on Christmas
Eve!
(Boy calls up Santa Claus.)
Hello 1 hello 1 Give me Santa Claus.
Hello 1 hello! Is that you Santa Claus ?
Here is a little Brownie who does not
in
what
that? You say
you will call for him?
...
, Y°“ Wl11 take h,m to nde in y°ur
s e'gk'
. You
let ,llm help you fill the stockings to-night? Hurrah for you! You are
a JolIy old Santa Claus!
AH* Santa Claus will come we know,
We hear his sleigh-bells tinkle
3. Piano Duet. Le Carillon 'Polka.
—Ringuet.
(Children march about, drape their
garlands and wreaths about the stage,
seated in groups while a child
enters with
small Christmas tree and
recites.)
4. Recitation.
—Selected.

The

Christmas

Tree.

Hurrah 1 we’vi : got him—the Christmas
tree,
That all the children love to see;
He stood forlorn in the copse below,
And his outstretched arms, they we:
stiff with snow.

These two go back to their places and
take part in the Dialogue.

should like to know what presents
bright
Will hang on his branches to-morrow
night;
But hush! we won’t ask questions yet:
To-morrow will show what each will get.

8. Piano.
Duet.
Sleigh-Bell Polka.
—Zitterbart.
9. Piano.' Winter.—Necke.
10. Recitation. Winter.—Selected.
Old Winter is coming; alack; alack!
How icy and cold is he!
e’s wrapped to his heels in a snowywhite sack,
The tree?k he has laden tiH ready to
He whistles his trills with a wonderful
For he comes from a cold countree.
A cunning old fellow is Winter, they
say—
A cunning old fellow is he;
He peeps in the crevices day by day
To see how we’re passing our time away.
And mark all our doings from sober to
gay;
I’m afraid he is peeping at me!
11. Piano. Christmas Bells.—Cade.
Recitation. Santa
Claus.
(The
Brownie falls asleep.)
Santa Claus has come to town
Santa is so jolly,
He will find the little elf
Asleep beneath the holly.
«omes with' hfa'T pack.
Carried safely on his back,
Oh, ho! the snow, the flakes of snow
All cover him from top to toe!

^anta

13. Piano. Duet The Arrival of Santa
Claus.—Engelmann.
(Exit all but the Brownie. Santa Claus

(The stage is darkened and the first
number is sung behind the scenes.)
1. Angel’s Song.—A. F. Loud.
2. Piano. Cathedral Chimes at Christ¬
mas Eve.—Engehnann.
3. Recitation. Merry Bells.—I. j| S.
(Bells are softly rung.)

Christmas time has come again,
Hear the merry bells!
“Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men,”
Loud the music swells,
All the joyous bells are ringing,
Sweet the message they are bringing,
Christmas carols we are singing.
Hear the merry bells!
(Six children with bell-shaped dresses
enter and stand behind her, ringing bells.)
Chiming bells, chiming bells,
Ring so soft and low.
Chiming bells, chiming bells,
Ring out across the snow.
Chiming bells, chiming be.lls,
Ring out once again,
Chiming bells, chiming bells,
“Peace, Good Will to Men.”

Christmas time has come once n
Hear the merry chime
Ringing gayly as of yore.
Welcome the Christmas time!
To be sad now would be folly,
People everywhere arc jolly,
So, we decorate with holly,
Hear the joyous chime.
Chiming bells, etc.
4. Violin and Piano,
Angel’s Serenade.—Braga.
5- Piano.
Bells of Christmas.—//.
Karoly (in this issue).
(Enter the Brownie, who comes under
the mistletoe and recites.)
6. Recitation (by the Brownie).-Selected.
( This article is continued on fate—)

Majestically BING. OITT, O BELLS!

Hurrah! the fields
are white with s
But green
his branches glow;
inter or summer no change knows

. Piano. Under the Mistletoe.—EngelHe s always our dear old Christmas tree!
2. Dialogue.
Boys.
the
Santa Claus
Who v

Santa Claus

5- Piano. Christmas Pastorale.—H. C.
Macdougall.
6. Piano. Santa Claus (Knight Ru¬
pert) .—Schumann.
7. Recitation. Sleigh Song.—Selected.

fur from top to

Jingle, jingle, clear the way,
’Tis the merry, merry sleigh,
As it swiftly scuds along
Hear the burst of happy song.
Into stockings who is peep- See the gleam of glances bright,
ESI* ,
, ,
Flashing o’er the pathway white,
While the children all are Jingle, jingle, past it flies,
Sleeping?
Sending shafts from hooded eyes —
Who comes very softly Roguish archers, I’ll be bound,
’
Little heeding who they wound;
Santa Claus!

ETUDE

the doorway, and s
appears
Brownie asleep.
He softly tinkles the
sleigh-bells that he wears and the
Brownie wakes, rubs his eyes and Santa
Claus beckons, and the Brownie follows
him out. Curtain.)

Jolly old Santa Claus!

I

We’ll sing of the holly, the bright green
holly,
For we are all jolly, for we are all jolly;
The bells ring low, we are glad and so,
We will hang up the mistletoe!

THE

ETUDE

Santa Claus!

•The opening measures are
taken from the-‘Bell Motive" in Wagner’s "
Bell Chorus to be sung witb NOt 8

SOME
EXAMINATION
QUES¬
TIONS FOR VOICE TEACH¬
ERS, WITH SPECIAL
COMMENTS UPON
THEM.
BY FREDERIC. W. ROOT.
(Mr. F. W. Root, the distinguished voice
teacher and author of the masterly series of
vocal studies, “Technic and Art of Singing,”
who conducts Thi Etude vocal department
for this month prepared the following list of
questions to Teachers of Vocal Culture for a
session In Normal Training held last July.
The success of the questions prompted Mr.
Root to give them the wider circulation
afforded by The Etude. Following the ques¬
tions Mr. 'Root makes some very valuable
comments upon the subjects with which the
questions have to do. Editor of The Etude.)
1. Name the three divisions of the body
that cooperate for singing.
2. What is the office of each ?
3. What is the general principle of
vocalization?
4. Define the process of breathing.
5. What name is applied to breath¬
ing when breath is managed by the
action of the lowest part of the
body?
6. What, when the management is prin¬
cipally at the sides ?
7. What, when it is managed as high
as possible?
8. What is the principal organ for
breathing?
9. Where is diaphragmatic action evi¬
dent on the body?
10. What is the order of the three ac¬
tions by which the lungs are com¬
pletely filled?
11. What is the residual air in the lungs?
12. Giving out the breath fully and evenly
for singing involves what three ac-

30. What physical conditions generally in¬
dicate this forcing to the eye ?
31. What kind of sounds manifest it to
the ear?
32. What are the four parts of the mouth
that the singer must regulate?
33. What are the fauces and the tonsils?
34. What is the uvula?
35. What use is made of the smiling
position of the lips?
36. What of the pouting position?
37. What is the principal mechanical
means used to obtain freedom of
the jaw?
38. What is the most common fault of
tongue action?
39. What is the relation of the soft pal¬
ate to nasal tone?
40. What is the natural relationship be¬
tween the actions of soft palate and
tongue ?
41. What are the three principal vowels?
42. Which favors radical tone; which
the tone focus, and which the cov¬
ered or head tone?
43. What shade of expression does each
favor ?
44. May all vowels be. either radical or
in focus or covered?
45. What part of the compass falls most
readily into radical tone, which into
the tone focus and which has most
need of the covered tone?
46. Which vowel is most likely to raise
the larynx?
47. Which to lower it?
48. Which vowel depends principally upon
jaw action'; which on lip action and
which on the tongue?
49. What modifications of . vowel elements
are allowable ?
50. In what three ways may one try to
add power to tone?
51. What discrimination do we make be¬
tween them ?
52. What is it to draw the tone?
53. Why is this better than pressing it?
"4. What are some of the manifesta¬
tions to the ear of impure tone?
55. What department of study is at the
foundation of education for musical
performance, singing or playing?
56. What are the other departments for
singing?
57. What is the first step to take in vocal
method for the development, of the
upper voice? What follows?
58. How are the registers united and
the breaks mended?
59. Name the more important of the seven
items in phrasing.
60. What are indicated by legato, stac¬
cato and martellato?
61. What is the general rule for the
use of the portamento or slur?
62. What is it to place the voice?
63. What is it to bring the voice for¬
ward?
64. Wh'at is it to “sing in the throat?”
65. What is breath support?
66. What is vocal method?
67. What is The Italian Method?

13. When breath is taken quickly and
noiselessly without striking the sen¬
sitive parts of the throat, how
does it enter?
14. What part does the larynx play in
breath management?.
IS- What is chief among all the bodily
organs involved in voice produc¬
tion?
16. Where is the larynx, and with what
is it connected above and below?
17- What are the motions of the larynx
as a whole?
18. What is inside the larynx ?
19. What are the vocal cords like?
20. What is the glottis?
21. What is the epiglottis?
22. How are larynx and windpipe pro¬
tected during the act of swallowing?
23. Illustrate the principle of register by
reference to horn playing.
24. How many registers are commonly
cited, and how are they named?
25. How many register divisions are per¬
fectly clear and unmistakable?
26. How many registers are there in the
closest analysis?
27. In voice teaching what two places in
the compass require most attention
by way of register regulation?
Sound is the organ, but the art of
28. What is it to force a register ?
sound, namely, music, is the conscious
29. Among what classes of untaught language of feeling—of that full, over¬
singers do we most frequently flowing love which ennobles the sensual
find the fault of iorced register? and realizes the spiritual.—Wagner.

COMMENTS ON THE EXAMINA¬
TION QUESTIONS.
For this number of The Etude the
Editor has thought that it would be use¬
ful and interesting to devote the space
mainly to a consideration of the topics
announced in these questions, questions
which touch very comprehensively upon
vocal education.
Voice culture may be taught by many
systems, all of which may prove success¬
ful with some pupils.
It may be by imitation: “Listen! Now
do it that way!” No! Pay attention!
This is the way it should sound. I’ll do
it for you again.” “There, that’s bet¬
ter!”
Or it may be done by means of a blind
stimulus: “Now, let’s have it.” “Don’t
be timid, you can do it.” “Come, now,
give out your voice; put your will into it.”
Or it may be done by the “natural”
method: “Now, don’t make any effort; let
the voice come of itself.” “Just sing
as you habitually use your voice in
speech.” Now, keep on that way until
your voice is strong and even; it will be
all right in time.”
Or it may be done by the physi¬
ological method in which the thyro-hyoglossus muscle, the ary-epiglottidean
folds, and many such mysteries are
fully explained to the pupil.
Or it may be done according to a single
formula like the one attributed to Lamperti, and acknowledged by many teach¬
ers: “To breathe well is to sing well;”
or that given out in Jean De Reszke’s
name: “Singing is principally a question
of the nose.” And there are others.
A competent teacher of wide experi¬
ence, dealing with all kinds of pupils, will
make some use of all these methods, se¬
lecting judiciously; but a common ten¬
dency,
especially
among younger
teachers, is to pin their faith too ex¬
clusively to one method of procedure.
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contraction of the chest is because of the
operation of air in the lungs; and it is
sometimes necessary to emphasize the
simple fact that the muscular expansion
of the body draws air into the lungs, and
that contraction expels it.
THE OFFICE OF THE LARYNX.

The office of the larynx is to turn
the outgoing air into vibrations for tone;
and at this point the question sometimes
■arises whether the fact should be empha¬
sized. Many .teachers decide this in the
negative, and even go so far as to give
pupils the idea that the throat is not used
at all in tone production, but that the
sound is developed in various parts of the
cranium. In the long run, however, bet¬
ter results can be obtained by exact state¬
ments concerning the process of vocali¬
zation; and the exact statement of tone
production gives us the General Prin¬
ciple of Vocalization, which is that all
vocal tone is made by the lungs and
the larynx, and that nothing else has
anything to do with originating tone.
The office of the mouth is to shape
tone for the purposes of art, that is to
raise it from the plane of mere sound to
that of culture and expression. In order
that the mouth may do this to the best
advantage, there must be entire flexibility
of all its parts, principally the lips, jaw
and tongue. This is a consideration in¬
cluded in the general, principle of vocali¬
zation.
Voice culture, then, so far as it is
physical, has to do with regulating the
manner of taking in and giving out
breath, with the adjustments of the
larynx for tone, and with keeping the
lips, jaw and tongue (or, in the con¬
sciousness of most pupils, “the throat”)
independent of the effort by which the
lungs and the larynx cooperate.
It is well to emphasize from beginning
to end of voice culture this idea of the
A GRASP OF VOCAL EDUCATION.
general principle of vocalization, includ¬
What some teachers have and what all ing normal effort of lungs and larynx
need is the comprehensive grasp of vocal
with freedom of the mouth. It is at first
education which comes of '(1) a mind
hard to keep this independence in any but
clear of the vaporous imaginings with
the lower and middle parts of the voice,
which the subject has become surrounded,
(2) definite knowledge of fundamentals, for with the effort to take high tones the
and (3) a correct terminology with which inclination toward sympathetic muscular
effort has a constant tendency to draw
to administer the training.
The above questions are designed to the parts of the mouth into a state of
ascertain, at least partially, to what ex¬ rigidity or distortion. One of the best
methods of securing relaxation of mouth
tent these three conditions are present.
The first question is given for the pur¬ necessary for all parts of the compass
pose of clearing the minds of students of is to work along the line indicated in
what Mark Twain calls “a lot of knowl¬ Question 41, which refers to the vowels
edge that isn’t so.” Books upon sing¬
ah,
e’ and “00.” If “ah” and other
ing and articles published in the music open vowels are habitually made with the
magazines make frequent reference to jaw active and the lips and tongue en¬
parts of the body and to physiological tirely passive; • if “e” and other close
subtleties of which the pupils can have vowels are made with the tongue active
but vague notions. They are told that while the jaw and lips are quite pass¬
some tones must resonate in the fron¬ ive, and if “00” and “o” are habitually
tal or maxillary sinuses, or that each made with the lips, without disturbing
tone of the scale must strike a different jaw or tongue, the sense of the singer in
part of the roof of the mouth, or that
uttering words is one of entire “relaxa¬
some of the stream of breath must issue
tion of the throat.” By this process the
from the mouth and some from the
singer is taught to relax that which
nose. Without discussing the truth or
falsity of such theories, let us simplify should remain passive without interfering
our teaching by calling attention to the with the due activity of those parts
fact that there are just three obvious which are required to give the effect de¬
sired.
and easily understood divisions of the
It very often happens tnat continual in¬
physical structure which are all that
are under the singer’s control for pur¬ struction to the pupil to sing with relax¬
poses of voice production, and, there¬ ation results in undermining that part
fore, are all that he need know about of the process which does not demand re¬
or pay any attention to; these are, the laxation, but should, rather, be stimulated
chest (containing the lungs), the and developed. This is another point
larnyx, in the throat (observable in in which voice culture has dealt with its
men as the “Adams Apple”), and the subject in terms too vague to express just
mouth.
what is required. The essential principle
A curious idea regarding the process of voice placing is often undermined by
of .breathing often crops out among a blind effort to sing in a relaxed con¬
pupils, namely, that the expansion and dition.
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TH E
TONE FOCUS.

The tone in its most effective form
seems to come as from a sounding board,
with a certain clarity, pungency,intensity
which is often called "carrying power.”
The name principally given it in these
questions is the “tone focus.” This ele¬
ment comes spontaneously in the finer
grades of voices, but even in these it is
often necessary to give it special atten¬
tion where the question of uniting regis¬
ters is up for consideration. Undermin¬
ing the most essential element of tone by
misguided relaxation saps the vitality of
many a voice. A distinguished European
voice teacher who made relaxation of the
throat the main feature of his teaching
once came to this country and let the
public hear the legitimate outcome of his
idea in his own voice. The exhibition
was a pitiful one—a fine voice strug¬
gling to recommend a ruinous method.
Another undesirable result of indis¬
criminate relaxation in singing is the

but exceptional pupils to procure correct
muscular action through a right concept
of tone.
“THE IDEAL METHOD?”
It is not, then, so largely a question of
strengthening muscles or developing any
physical condition that is not there
and a proper combination of some dozen
different functions. This is illustrated
rather plainly in the idea which is referred to in question 52. If one sings
with the thought of supporting the voice
by pressing with the breath he will use
the vocal organs to poor advantage,
whereas if the singing is done with the
thought of “drawing” the tone (which
is a method of expressing the opposite
of pressing the tone) he will use the
muscles to better effect. To use the
muscles of lungs and throat to greater
advantage by the second method it is not
indispensable that one should know anything about these muscles or organs-

which normally, for full, firm tones,
should be up. This fault of dropping
palate and uvula is also occasioned by
The ideal method of teaching singing
an unguided effort to get the tone more
and more in the head, with sensation in the studio is not yet discovered; what
about the bridge of the nose. The sen¬ it must consist of is a far more successsation of tone in the head with vibra¬ ful method of gaining mental cooperation at or about the bridge of the nose tion for the purposes of physical
is by no means incorrect, but in order achievement than we now have.
A consideration of many other points
desirable to make large use of nasal involved in the above sixty-seven questones, dropping the soft palate for the
it be deferred.
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SOME

EXPERIMENTS IN
RESONANCE.

NASAL

Nasal resonance, as it is called, has
the sanction of some very high author¬
ities, and it is often said that the “column
of air in vibration” should issue partly
through the mouth and partly through
the nose. It is hard to see this in any
other light than that of pure fancy or
unfettered imagination, for if any of the
vibrations carrying vocal tone are allowed
into the cavity of the nose, the tone is
nasal to ,the ear. It is easy to ascertain
whether or not a satisfactory tone has
any part of its vibration in the nose.
The experiment by which the present
writer long ago satisfied his mind upon
that point was made by means of a
French horn. The mouth-piece was re¬
moved and the small tube Inserted in the
nostrils of the one who was to sing,
the ear of the listener being applied to
the large end. The slightest vibration
introduced into the nasal cavity was so
magnified that it could be distinctly
heard, but there was no vibration heard
in the horn Unless the tone was per¬
ceptibly nasal. A pure vowel tone, as
good as the singer could make, produced
no decided vibration in the horn, while
the nasal tone occasioned great resonance
in the tube of the instrument.
All of these questions are designed to
get the thought of a student of voice
culture brought to bear upon the sub¬
ject effectively. It is sometimes rather
startling to a pupil to learn that all the
muscles and other tissue of the body
are ready at the first lesson to make
full, pure tones throughout the entire
compass of the voice, and the reason
that they cannot produce any better tones
than they do, or that they have such
uneven register, or are so limited in
their high range, or so awkward with
some vowel formations, or so indistinct
in consonant utterance, is that they have
not yet learned to think sensations and
sounds that shall direct those muscles
and ligaments to the right action.
'I'his being the case, teachers and pupils
have to work backward for a time and
get tone through a thought of muscular
action, not being able at once with any

ONE OF THE DUTIES OF A
SINGER.
Y FREDERIC V
It would almost seem in the case
of many who come to a teacher for
singing lessons as though voice culture stood in their minds as an end
ra“TCot,th”n
3 2W « ,
„
„
„ method,
placement,”
emissions are studied and thought
and discussed month after month and
even year after year with little if any
attention to anything else. If such a
student is asked now and then to contribute to the amenities of social life
with aa song or two the reply usually is
.__y:
y ;
i not ready
yet;” 01
acquiescence, the song performed is
something selected “to show the voice”
rather than for its musical and expressional value.
_ This class of
are vixen
often en1
» pupils
!.up„s 41C,
thusiastic workers and, usually make
good progress along the line that interests them. But.as time goes on the
results they obtain do not prove as
satisfactory as might be -expected,
Something indehnable seems to be the
matter with their singing; there is
something lacking. The appeal to the
taste of the hearer is not quite genuine;
the magnetic touch of sympathy, or
humor, or pathos is wanting. Good
tone may be there, and correct, even
ornate, style; but the performance
leaves the hearer who is not versed in
the specialties of vocal technic quite
unmoved.
The trouble in such cases would
seem to be that the interest centers too
much upon the mechanical side of the
subject, and that the pleasure derived
from study is that of physical achievement mainly—even register brilliant
hjffh tones, rapid execution, and the
.other items of mechanical technic.
.Now we, have all known cases of
singers who are able, without any
special training, to delight people with
their singing, always having a song
ready for every appropriate occasion,
. »ng whth cm b.whh
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without accompantm
^ enlivened
meeting of friends cou
by such contribution.
The difference between these tV'j"
cIasses of singers lies in the att’tude
of mind toward the subject. l«e °
class wishes mainly to acquire—tne
other thinks only of giving.

CARUSO’S ADVICE TO SINGERS,
On the nights when I sing I tab
nothing after luncheon except perhaps
a sandwich and a glass of Chianti,
until after the performance.
The use of spirits is sure to inflame
the delicate little ribbons of tissue
which produce the singing tone, and
then—addio to a clear and ringing high
C! Though I indulge occasionally in
a cigarette, I advise all singers, partic¬
ularly young singers, against this prac-

vocal study more as a meansa"d‘
as an end may also give ^nerously
an<f appropriately and eve
.
cessfully than the untaught singer,
A baritone who tries to increase his
Except in cases of bad vocal disor
upper range by main strength will
a singer is always wrong who says, I surely in time lose his best lower
“I don’t want to sing for people until notes, and a light tenor who attempts
I have studied a long time.” As soon
to force out notes lower than his
as they have anything to offer they
range will never be able to sing legiti¬
should be ready with it, leaving it, of I
course, optional with their friends mate tenor roles; and after two or
three years may not be able to sing at
whether they will hear it. or not.
The motives of the two classes may I all.
To have the attack true and pure
be equally good. The one may be as
conscientious in withholding a song one must consciously try to open the
as thc other is in giving jt. Even if throat not only in front but from be¬
hind. One can open the throat per¬
fectly without a perceptible opening of
aCtVated by n° higher motive than the the mouth, merely by the power o(
d®S|re % f,how f’ jhe C°T* J* respiration.
Ph‘los°Ph»cally nght and is preferableIt is the ability to take in an ade¬
to 1dle other.
quate supply of breath and to retain
So it may well be considered one
of the duties of a singer to learn and it until required that makes—or, by
keep constantly in memory a reper- contrary, mars—alt singing. A singer
toire of songs, simple and homely iM with a perfect sense of pitch and all
may be, humorous or touching, college the good intentions possible will often
songs, minstrel songs, church hymns, sing off the key and bring forth a tone
folk, songs, or the popular salon music with no vitality in it, distressing to
of the day, and, let us say it cautiously, hear, simply for lack of breath control.
The voice is naturally divided into
if any member of a boating or picnic
party should happen to break forth in three registers: the chest, medium and
head. In a man’s voice of lower qual¬
ragtime he would probably touch a
chord which would for the moment ity this last is known as "falsetto,"
but in the case of a tenor he may use
resPond pleasantly in the breasts of
a tone which sounds like falsetto, but
cven the devotees of the symphony
is really merely a mt::a voce, or half
concerts who might happen to be pre-voice.
This legitimately belongs to a
entman’s compass; a falsetto does not.
The young man or woman of the The most important register is the
hour is he or she who, on a rainy day medium, part cularly of tenors, for this
at a summer resort, or an afternoon
includes the greater part of a tenor’s
at the country club, or at any informal
voice, and can be utilized even to the
gathering can srive with renri'
spirit an^irrmromw
read'ness and top of his range, if rightly produced.
Singers, especially tenors, are very
ZM TP
program of popthat can^be M,nS e?“lpment. °f son« apt to throw the head forward in pro¬
” b
g wlth or without ac- ducing the high notes, and conse¬
companiment, especially bv one who quently get a throaty, strained voice,
can accompany him or herself when which is so disagreeable. To avoid
singing where there is a piano, will this one should try to keep the supply
often serve to bring comfort, even of breath down as far toward the ab¬
transport, to aged friends and relatives domen as possible, thus' maintaining
whose memories of early days are more the upper passages to the head quite
easdy recalled by strains of familiar free for the emission of the voice.
music than by any other means'
\ ‘ , Remember, also, to sing within your¬
the singer who with ready "kin.llm ■"
self as it were—to feel the tones all s
and intelligence ministers’ here m'l through your being; otherwise your
there to the less favored portion
mi
singing will possess no sentiment,
community with simple heartfelt -/ '
emotion, or authority. It is the fail¬
spiring song is not onl
,
ure to accomplish this which has pro¬
to the art of sinoW h l”?™? hon,,r duced so many soulless artists.
means taking important st **
y that . The artistic use of the "half voice”
sonal progress- forpcr' 's a very valuable adjunct in all
one mav aim Uitn
matter h°w high singers. It may be defined simply as
the essential elem V°Ca achievcment. the natural voice produced softly, but
abllit
1 T"* after a" is tin- 'vttli extra, strength of breath. It is
w'ty t0 .to”ch the heart, and this i!
this breathy quality, however, which
th*
^ those wh<t cultivate one must be careful never to exagger¬
tne nablt of giving freehate, or thc tone will not carry—that
ously of their music.
'
Rencr
Rives that velvety effect to the tone
,TheSe remarks upon the a.
Slnffers are not meant m
' ,lty of that is so delightful.
,
?***
is just a concentration 01
fact that in some cases it ':erI°ok th('
ie full voice, and it requires, after all,
PuPils not to respond
'S b6St for
sonff- A good teacher m cqucsts for as much breath support. A soft note
have ample reason
c*
t,mes which is taken with the “head voice,'’
response. But ml
" !°rb,d such without being supported by a breath
in technical voice trV eachers- skilful taken from the diaphragm, is a helpess sort of thing. It does not carry,
false guidance aW^T' givt' P«Pils
net is inaudible at any distance,
here pursued
Thf ^ lne °f th°ught
the sfngerwhich
attit«de of whereas the soft note which does pos¬
sess the deep breath support is pene¬
mote leads nJ \ hey hab'tually pro
trating, concentrated, and most ex¬
pressive.
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with a piano note properly taken in the
register which is proper to it, there
is no danger of having to change the
position of the throat, and conse¬
quently the real character of the note,
when making a crescendo and again
- diminishing it. It will be the same
note continuing to sound.
No singer can be called a great artist
unless his diction is good. Some per¬
sons claim that a pronunciation too
distinct or too much insisted upon
spoils the real voice quality, but this
should not be the case if the words
are correctly and naturally brought
out. I would aver that a fine enun¬
ciation, far from interfering with it,
aids the voice production, makes it
softer and more concentrated; but dic¬
tion should act rather as a frame for
the voice, and never replace it.
Many too ambitious students are
their own worst enemies in the cul¬
ture of their voices. Because they
have a large vocal power, they want
to shout all the time, in spite of the
repeated admonitions of their masters,
who beg them to sing piano. But they
hear nothing except the noise they
make themselves.
Such headstrong
ones will never make a career, even
with the finest voices in the world.
Their teachers should devote attention
to those who merit it and want to
study seriously.—London Musical Her¬
ald.
PUT IT BEHIND THEE.

though I have taught you to sing, yet
you will do the reverse.’ It is an old
axiom that he who knows not how to
bridle his voice can never learn to sing,
which indeed our gentry are very care¬
less about. Though to keep the voice
sustained in a certain key, or to raise
it to a certain pitch required by the
subject, is the great secret of stirring
up our affections, yet that they are
strangers to, being persuaded on the
contrary that all their skill is to con¬
sist in straining and splitting the voice
and in desultory transitions from one
note to another. Their object is not
to make choice of what will produce
the best effect, but of that which they
think most the extraordinary and diffi¬
cult in the execution.”
The conscientious, artistic teacher
must, however, set his face like flint
against the public demand for “noise,”
and the wise student who wishes to
become an artist will put behind him
the temptation to “shout a little,” with
its resultant “mob-applause.” Better
far, to please the few who know, than
to tickle or split the ears of the ground¬
lings, and spoil the voice. “Work for
quality, and power is yours.”
TAKE CARE OF YOUR BODY.
BY LOUIS A. RUSSELL.
I have often endeavored to bring to the
minds of voice students the importance
of looking upon their art in a sensible
way, and in a book, entitled “The Com¬
monplaces of Vocal Philosophy,” I have
given advice in that direction. I will also
advise you to read Dr. Frank E. Miller’s
excellent treatise on “The Voice,” as this
book is full of important truths for vo¬
calists.
Dr. Miller’s book is of the common
sense type of work likely to awaken in
you an appreciation of the wonderful
mechanism of the vocal apparatus and the
necessity for your taking proper care of it.
A few concluding thoughts on the per¬
sonal conduct of a singer.

It is so much easier to astonish the
groundlings—the uncultured crowd—by
stentorian shoutings or feats of agil¬
ity and vocal pyrotechnics, than to gain,
by hard work, the power to win hearts
by beautiful, expressive tones. And
the esthetically and musically ignorant
are so strenuous in their call for what
they like, and so largely in the major¬
ity, that young singers are apt to yield
to the temptation to work for power,
rather than beauty of voice. For ages,
literally, the judicious teacher of sing¬
Every voice must master the trill
ing has had to combat the evil influ¬ after a period, longer or shorter, of
ence of those who mistake shouting for proper practice. Stiff, strong voices
artistic singing, and applaud it. W. J. master it sooner than weak ones. I
Henderson remarks that so long ago as expended certainly ten years upon im¬
1748, Algarotti wrote:
“Pistoccio, proving it, because, as a young girl,
who may be looked upon as the head I had so very little strength, although
of the school, the Marini of modern li¬ my voice was very flexible in execut¬
cense making, thus rebuked Bernacchi: ing all sorts of rapid passages.—Lilli
‘It is very disagreeable to me that, al- Lehmann, in “How to Sing.”
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REGISTRATION.
BY CHARLES W. LANDON.
In changing stops, the student needs
to make himself skilled in changing
quickly two or three at once, with the same
hand and at the same time to bring on
one or two and throw off one or two;
the demand is, that there shall be no
breaking of the flow of rhythm. All
stop changes are to be made on the ac¬
cented portions of a measure. But at
the end of a movement and after a re¬
tard, extra time may be used for stop
changes. Changes should not be made
within a phrase. It often happens that
the notes on the manual can be taken
with one hand so as to liberate the
other for the Stqp changes. The first
great principle in musical expression is
to avoid monotony. On the other hand,
it is a standard rule that there must
be continuity. This, to the organist,
means stops are to be changed for a
definite-purpose, and not for the mere
sake of a change. No changes of stops
should be made until the composer's
thought is completed; until he. the
composer, forsakes the former idea for
one that is different.
Young organists are too much in¬
clined to rely upon their sight read¬
ing abilities for prelude, offertory and
postlude playing.
Many “improvise,”
but not always with as much satisfac¬
tion to their audiences as to themselves.
Both habits are due to indolence, or at
least to lack of preparation. It should
be 'considered, that in most communi¬
ties, the organist has it in his power tu
do a great deal to elevate musical
taste. Then, too, he is playing for
divine service, and one’s best .is none
too good for praise and worship. It
is a maxim that if a thing is worth
doing at all it is worth doing well, and
this is particularly true of organ play¬
ing. The organist should make it a
rule to practice his Sunday music thor¬
oughly, and get it well in hand. One
of the strongest points for the organi-t
is skill in registration, and neither in
sight reading nor in improvising is it
possible for him to get the best tonecolor effects.
It is related of a New England
church, that a city organist happened
to be in town during his vacation and
was invited to play. He was “giving
out the hymn.” and when about half
way through the organ wind gave out.
He asked the organ blower, the sexton,
why he quit blowing, and his reply
was, “I have blowed this ’ere organ for
twenty-seven years, and I guess I know
how many strokes it takes for Duke
Street.” This illustrates a common
fault, that of falling into ruts. Many
a time, a good organist has been invited
to play in a church that has had its organ
for a score of years or more, and has
used stop combinations and produced
effects that astonished the congrega¬
tion, it being a common remark that
they did not know there were any such
delightful effects in their organ.

It is a lamentable fact that there are
hundreds of organs in our country
from which the church people are get¬
ting but small value, owing to the fact
that the organist has fallen into a rut,
or has but little taste in stop manage¬
ment, or is too ignorant of his instru¬
ment to make it possible for him to
bring out its beauties and grandeur.
It is the height of folly for a congre¬
gation to put an expensive instrument
into their church and then get little
from it through the incompetency of
the organist.
The varieties of tone-color through
the tasteful use of lower and higher
octaves of the stops, is often over¬
looked. A full and well-brought-out
melody can be accompanied on a very
soft Stop, playing the alto to it an
octave above the usual pitch; this is
especially effective when the process is re¬
versed, and the melody is played an octave
lower than it is written. This playing of
a melody an ortave below where it is
written is sometimes effective when the
accompaniment is in chords above the
melody. These combinations are good
for “giving out” the hymn tune in the
service. Here too organists too often fall
into a rut. The hymns should be given
out in as many ways as the stops of the
organ will permit, even to sometimes
playing the melody on the pedals, us¬
ing the stops of higher pitch through
coupling to the manuals.
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LARGEST ORGAN IN
GERMANY.
BY EVERETTE E. TRUETTE.

One of the largest organs in Ger¬
many was recently erected in Reinhold
Kirche, Dortmund, by E. F. Walcker
6 Co., the original builders of the Bos¬
ton Music Hall organ.
This organ
has five manuals, 105 speaking stops,
26 pedal movements, 22 piston combi¬
nations, located under the choir man¬
ual, and 23 couplers, located over the
upper (echo) manual. All the stops
are controlled by tilting tablets ar¬
ranged in six tiers on either side of the
manuals, the lowest tier, being two
inches below the line of the lowest
manual. The action is electric.
Lack of space precludes our giving
the entire specifications, bu.t the great
organ contains 19 stops, 2 of r6 feet,
7 of 8 feet, 3 reeds (16, 8 and 4 feet).
3 mixture stops (12 rks.). The choir
organ has 14 stops, including 2 reeds,
a glockenspiel and 4 rank mixtures.
The swell organ has 21 stops, includ¬
ing 4 reeds, 4 mutation stops (12th,
17th, 19th and flat 21st) and 4 rank
mixture. The solo organ has 16 stops,
including 5 reeds (three of heavy press¬
ure), 4 mutation stops (10th, 12th and
flat 14th), and a gross cornet of 8 ranks.
The echo organ has 16 stops, including
vox humana trumpet, 12th, 19th and
4 rank mixture. The pedal organ is in
two sections, the first section having
17 stops, including 2 of 32 feet, 3 reeds,

3 mutation stops and a 4 rank mixture.
The second section has 5 stops en¬
closed in the swell box, one of which
is a 4 foot clarion.
The specification is built upon the
same lines as all the German organs
of any size which have been built for
the last fifty or more years—a super¬
abundance of mutation and mixture
works and a dearth of diapasons.
Notwithstanding this, peculiarity the full
organ is very satisfactory, for the reeds
and mixtures balance each other in
such a way as to give much brilliancy
and power to the full organ.
It is singular that a modern organ
of this size should have a manual com¬
pass of only 58 notes, as for a num¬
ber of years nearly every large organ,
and many small organs, which have
been built in England, France and in
this country have a manual compass of
61 notes.
This organ is No. 1500 of the produc¬
tion of this firm. The Boston Music
Hall organ, built in 1857-63, was No.

CHOIR TECHNIC.
BY HERVE D. WILKINS.
The ideal church choir is one which in¬
cludes both a quartet of soloists and a
chorus. The chorus should be as large
as may be consistent with the size of the
church and congregation, and with the
demands of the church services, but pref¬
erably should have not less than 20 voices.
The soloists should be the best obtain¬
able. Then there must be an efficient or¬
ganist-director,
It is only with a choir thus organized
that the complete repertory of anthems
and services composed for the church by
eminent masters of the art can be appro¬
priately performed. There are some mat¬
ters connected with choir training which
are elementary and which form the foun¬
dation for all subsequent proficiency.
PHRASING.
The subject of phrasing, which includes
beginnings and endings and everything
connected with the proper grouping and
delivery of words and music is best
begun by practicing beginnings.
The entrance of voices is sometimes
called “attack,” but this word is too in¬
definite to express the simple idea ot
every voice merely uttering the first sylla¬
ble of the phrase with appropriate full¬
ness and precision.
Beginnings can be studied in the use of
a common hymn-tune and everything in
this detail of execution can be ultimately
accomplished by the director insisting that
every voice shall be heard on the first
note. If every singer is alert and bent
upon singing the first word, there is
really no difficulty in making the start
exactly together, in hymn, anthem or
line of music.

The endings are not so easy to m;
age as are the beginnings, from the f
that whereas beginnings are more nea
uniform as to the precise moment
voice entry, endings differ greatly, acco
mg to the length of final notes and
•character of the music, whether grace
or energetic. The ending must fall uj
the last beat of the final note, or the 1
beat before a breath-taking, so that
every case a final note of two, three, f<
or more pulses will end upon its own fi
beat, as if the final beat were written s
arateiy, as a tied note and marked st
cato. The final staccato beat may h;
many kinds of expression, some endii
are extremely energetic, as in the line
Robert’s well-known anthem, “Seek

the Lord,” where the voices sing for¬
tissimo in double unison “And Return
Unto the Lord,” with a staccato ending
on the word “Lord,” followed by an im¬
mediate gentle beginning on the words
“For He Will Have Mercy.”
.

Church Organs
BUILT BY.

HUTCHINGS ORGAN CO.
BOSTON. MASS.

CUES.

A most important branch of choir
study is the rehearsal of cues. A cue
is the ending of the organ or solo part
preceding the entrance chorus.
The choir should be taught to follow
mentally the prelude interlude or solo,
so as to enter punctually with their first
note. When commencing with an un¬
accented word, hymn tunes are usually
written so that the first note and the
final note taken together equal in time
value a complete measure; thus, if the
organist plays the last line of the time
making the final beat staccato, it will
indicate to the listening singers the
exact instant for their beginning. This
is typical of all cues. If the phrase
preceding the entrance be closed with
exactness there cannot be the slightest
uncertainty about the precise moment
for the singers to begin.
There should rarely be a rest be¬
tween the ending of a prelude and the
entrance of the voices. The last stac¬
cato beat of the cue should be followed
by the chorus on the next beat. The
practice of silent counting or silent
time-beating before an entrance seems
awkward and in some ways objection¬
able.
When the choir is to sing without
accompaniment, a momentary chord on
the soft organ will indicate the moment
for entrance. In the choral service the
choir should respond without pause
after each final word of the priest’s
part. The study of cues gives a choir
confidence, alterness and precision.
RHYTHM.
Rhythm is a most important part of
choral study and must be practiced at
an even, steady, swinging tempo, pre¬
cise, but not rigid; flexible, but not un¬
steady; sometimes with flowing smooth¬
ness and again with strong emphasis.
Thus, under good leadership, a choir
soon learns to keep what is called
“splendid time.” This does not mean
the following of a time-stick. It cannot
be learned by sight- In order to have
a choir sing in perfect time the rhythm
must be felt and when a choir has gained
this habit and the sense of a perfect
tempo, not hurried nor anxious, not
languid nor dragging, then it will be
an easy matter for them to study ex¬
pressive rhythms, or accellcrandos that
are sometimes momentary and almost
imperceptible, again rushing almost
headlong. Likewise they may readily
study rallentando of like wide range, now
of lingering grace, and then again of
stately solemnity.

H. HALL & COMPANY
New Haven, Conn.
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open Diapason, also a metal open
unison, such as Dulciana or “metal
open” and a covered stop, such as
Bourdon of 16-foot tone; there should
also be a Trombone of 16 feet, and,
perhaps, a Fagott of 16 feet, which last
may be borrowed from the swell organ
if desired.

BV HERVE D. WILKINS.
Certain writers, in theorizing about
the organ, and certain organ-builders,
in their practice, have maintained that
the pedal stops are to be regarded
merely as downward extensions of the
corresponding manual stops.
Other authorities argue that a pedal
stop is not to be regarded merely as the
bass of a single manual stop, but rather
as the bass of combinations of stops,
whether loud or soft. That, while the
pedal organ is an integral part' of the
whole instrument, it must still be
special and complete with broader meas¬
urements and more robust tones than are
proper for the manuals.
Thus, in early times, organs like Old
Trinity, in New York, and some others
of importance were built with but a
single 16-foot pedal diapason of great
breadth of scale and tone, and powerful
enough to support the massive tone of
the full organ.

b"t \ Sl?°U,d Pea1 forth music
but should never be hard, inflexibl
noisy. Likewise, the Pianos should
be overdo"6. A choir can be taugl
tonefnrf
"’ithof ameaning
musical in«"
tone
and ay/ud
fullness
w
Paire^bS'C’ bU‘ b°th thes«
be
Pa,red b.v an unnecessarily soft tone.
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THE OCTAVE PEDAL.
The Octave, or 8-foot tones of the
pedal, are supplied, in part, by coupling
to the manuals, but there should be a
soft open Flute and a string-tone or
violoncello stop of broad intonation.
The fact that the pedal part in organ
music is usually in single tones or one
note at a time, permits the use of what
is called Augmentation, or the borrow¬
ing of the 8-foot stops from those of
16-foot. This is practicable in the case
of the soft 8-foot Flute, or Gedakt,
which may be borrowed from the cor¬
responding 16-foot stops, but the large
pedal Diapason should not be thus used!
Some builders extend the pedal Diapa¬
son upward to form a Gross Flute 8foot. This is not commendable, for the
Gross Flute thus borrowed is too loud
and heavy, and upsets the pedal tone
and detracts from the gravity of the

THE DIAPASON PEDAL.
This deep-toned unison Pedal Diapa¬
son of 16 feet is still the most import¬
ant of the pedal stops. It is so because
it is still necessary to have upon the
pedal one stop which shall be broadtoned and powerful enough to give
speech and character to the entire pe _’al
tone. There are in the organ repertoire
many finales and other full-organ pieces
in which the pedal part must be effec¬
tive against all the combined force of
the manual stops. The pedal tone must
then, as well as under all less trying
conditions, be strongly fundamental and
have good body and fluent speech, and
these excellencies can be secured only
by the presence of the pedal, wood,
open Diapason of large scale.
This is sometimes the only stop used
when the organ. is employed with or¬
chestra in instrumental music, or in
choral accompaniment. Being of deeper
and more imposing sound than any or¬
chestral instrument, it should, therefore
be found in every organ of important

There is no similar objection to the
borrowing of soft 8-foot stops from the
soft 16-foot pedal stops.
It is usual to have a 16-foot stringtoned stop, called Violone, upon the
pedal, presumably corresponding to the
Double Bass of the orchestra, but this
Violone stop, as usually voiced, re¬
sembles a Violoncello in clumsy hands,
rather than a Double Bass. The small
open wood, 16-foot stop mentioned
above and voiced as a Diapason is a
much better imitation of the orchestral
Double Bass, which is really more
woody than string-like in tone-quality.
Thus constituted the pedal organ will
have a noble, rolling effect, a serene
majesty of tone, devoid of jarring or
hardness.
The pedal sound is sometimes impaii c-d by the overwinding of the heavypipes or reeds of 32-foot and 16-foot,
so that they are not pleasant to listen
to, but when the pedal organ is rightly
planned, with powerful and varied
stops, it is a most attractive feature of
the organ, since it has no rival nor
competitor among all the music-making
devices which the mind of man has
hitherto conceived.

The demands of musical expression,
and variety suggest the addition of
softer unison stops to the pedal, and
these may well be a second wood 16
foot stop, such as Flauto Dolce or II
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Beriot, accompanied by an °has
directed by Gustave Luders, who “
since become famous as a composer
of comic operas, and who was
musical
director
of
the
Schtller

Department for Violinists
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE

Prep*iaring for the Career of a Violinist
By FRANCIS MACM1LLEN
Francis Macmillen,
and his career it
day able b
Francis Macm
Marietta, Ohio, O'
father was a jou
a singer of marke
had long wished
become a great violinist, and it was
settled at his very cradle that liis life
was to be given to the mystery of the
violin. He commenced the study of
the violin at the age of five, under
Robert Braine, the present editor of the
Violin Department of The Etude. He
studied with Mr. Braine for four years,
and also studied for some time with
Mr. Bernhard LLu-man, the wellk-nowii violinist. Both his American
teachers recognized his genius and predieted for him a great career.
Between the ages of nine and ten he
was taken to Europe, going (i
Berlin, where he
under the late
Mafkees.
where his
iction of Profcsso:
e great violin vir
tuoso, whose favorite pupil he became
During the Brussels period his genic
developed rapidly, and at the close o
his studies he rece
"First Prize with th< Creates
: the Roj
Brussels, and w; in addition
Van Hal prize, a ounting to 5,000
francs. Such horn s were unprecedented for an Amer
His debut as a
took
place in Brussels
his London debut later in^the ™tr,

were remarkably successful, and the
critics acclaimed Macmillen as a newly
violin firmament.
1 tfien the jifAKra
heard all over the continent of Europe
and in his own country, which he is
1 present
|,i- third AmeriCa;:°ULcmi.1en

most difficult works of Paganini, and
with the greatest concertos of the
world. His style is intensely dramatic,
and his tone is singularly pure and appealing. His left hand is a marvelous piece of human mechanism, the
fingers long and wiry, supple and flexible, and yet

ing
the instruraent from
his childhood,
His composi;
tions for the
violin are
noted forpurity and
elegance of
style,

SHOULD STUDY THE PIANO.
I am firmly convinced that it is of
great benefit for the violm student to
study the piano in connection with the
violin,
for the
ri, ior
txxc piano must play. a 11
>, bass, harmony, melody and a
parts. On account of this completeness, the mind of the pupil i
derfully broadened. I suppose if I had
not become a violinist 1 should have
been a pianist, since I have devoted
much time to study. When a child 1
received instruction from Clara Krause,
then connected with the
Chicago
College of Music, but now a teacher
of piano in a leading Berlin Conservatory. I remember giving a recital when
I was nine years of age, in which I
played piano solos during the first half
of the program, and violin solos in the
'
knowledge of
the piano is
of the greate s t possible
benefit to the
violinist.
The violin¬
ist should
know the pia¬
no or orches¬
tral
accom¬
paniments to
the works he
plays,
thoro u g h 1 y—in
short as well

AN EARLY
START.
The im¬
portance o f
the future
artist getting
at his life’s

the fact that
1 was pU{. to

Francis Macmillen.
** ^ °f the violi^M make

sionately
of the violin
when ®_mere
a mere HR
comes with
with , i v ,
tot.
anJ fond
at
°!’n Wfen
som?t,tunes
lmes comes

Tme rtr
of Mr-with v^^t^;:f£;:.,:
f?”1*’. wl>° has developed many success- accomplished, as in the
se
f t■ " "
™ artI8t8’ 1 r”d with Mr. Braine Poliak, a European violin* w , .n
w...r .f‘,’ur ?'cars’ , He took ,h« greatest menced at the age
1 ,
now

resides in Europe

-Tates

* <X

wh„, t, ha,
friends
tong prominent musicians, as well a
eminent personages in all walks of life.
HR,
: played recently for the Princess
iivm, of Battenberg, the sister of the
kite King Edward, who became much
interested in him. He has played in
important concerts in all the leading
, . , London,
.
•apitals of Europe, including
Berlin, Vienna, Rome, Budaith, and many others, and has everywhere been acclaimed as
-- •
. Macmillen posi ses a col
technic, hilly equal to coping WfthTe

“.."'Lf,!”’‘A'
'h'.
: ideals, and had me study only the
very best
violin literature. I also
studied for a time before going to Europe
with Professor Bernhard Listeman, a
noted violinist, and he also did much for
l116 !n awakening a love for violin playin£> and developing my abilities.
. ___
„ __
From
the age of
six_ _I w
appeared fre-J
qu’ently in public, as my “parents and
teachers believed that the future violincannot become accustomed to the
concert stage too early. One of my
Zl

H » -c^t'A
in London. Such ;
case as his, how¬
ever> »s so rare ;
to be almost un¬
Precedented.
WHERE TO STUDY
,°r one aiming at a hi1 violinist,
if- is ct;ii “ “‘s weer as
'iolinist, it
to Europe,
Proachin8' when a violini-,
receive
hIsentlre education in
At0 a8 teacher,
teacher the vn„«,
'
Car^Fleft,er-thii£lo
'him'"';

terjs .*•. STtitg
S'

rhcse three are

teachers of genius, and have all pro.
duced remarkable pupils.
The finishing years of my education
were under Cesar Thomson, who took
the most extreme pains in developing
my abilities. When he gets thoroughly
interested in giving a lesson he forgets the passage of time altogether,
and a lesson will sometimes run two
hours or more.
He often requested
me to play the piano accompaniments
for other pupils, and in this wav I
maae
lance ui
made me
the ctetjuajM
acquaintance
of the g
vj0jjn works from another standpoint
—that of the accompanist.
The American pupil going to Eu¬
rope must pot expect to get a cheap
education.
The average cost of les¬
sons from eminent teachers is $5, while
in one or two cases it runs as high
as $10 to $20, but these latter are not
the best teachers. Living in most of
the capitals of Europe is nearly as ex¬
pensive now as in New York with the
exception of Brussels, which is much
cheaper.
VIOLIN SCHOOL8.
There are now about six prominent
schools, with well marked character¬
istics; the Belgian, French, Bohemian,
Hungarian, Russian and good German.
Undoubtedly the Belgian school has
produced the greatest number of great
violinists in the past, hut present hon¬
ors belong to the Russian and Bohe¬
mian schools. In regard to the Sevcik
school, I do not personally favor it
except for certain styles of technic,
though great results have been achieved
by it.
ABOUT VIOLINS.
The choice of a violin is of very
great importance to the violinist. It
is just as if a vocalist had the privi¬
lege of choosing his voice. I consider
a first-rate specimen of Stradivarius as
the best violin in existence, so far as
tone qualities for the soloist are con¬
cerned. The violin I use in my con¬
certs is an Antonius Stradivarius. It
was presented to me by Lady Palmer
of London, and I find it a perfect
medium of expression. One grows to
love such a violin as if it were a human
being.
However, there are other Cremona
violms with great tonal beauties. In
regard to their value to the soloist
for tone qualities. I would rank, say,
five Cremonas as follows: Stradivarius,
Guarnerius, Guadagnini. Amati. Ber
gonzt, although other violinists might
have other preferences. Values of Cre¬
mona violins are constantly increasing.
Hrices are very high at present, and run
tor Strads’' from $2,500 to $12,000. and
r}»i.eXC^ptional cascs much higher.
,"er Cremonas run at comparative
Prices on a lower scale, excepting
uarnerius instruments, which often
run as high as "Strads.”
1 am often asked if it is absolutely
necessary for the violin soloist to have
Cremona instrument.
For a big
pareer.1
fay that it is. In the
_
a v'°Iinist who cannot afford

^

M

s best either
to buy an expense
Ise a cheap instrument ffrom $100 t
$200)—never
an intermediate violin.
THE CREMONA SECRET.
s„'

°/te,n

hear

stated that the

hcS‘ fsrxfs

nlich'j t^lat anVthing has been accofflf*®,,ed recently in that direction. It
the rKed ,hat. thc ftreat superiority of
a eve/6”10113 tnstruments comes from
ystem of tuning the tops and backs
tn*» Tru-xi:__
.r
whethl V[°U"9 to certain notes, but
knows f thlS ,S rca,,y the secret nobody
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Sue quality and potter to the best old ItaUaa mstru meu 1 s.
Sold Under a Guarantee
Vino Old Violins from 850.00 to 8350.00
w C. STENGER, Maker of Fine Violins
26 Van lluren Street,
•
CHICAGO.

VIOLIH STRINGS gpg^gjji
equalled for tone, unexcelled for strength aud dura
orders to jHE FARLANO STRING C
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It is sometimes claimed that Cre¬
mona violins are steadily deteriorating
in tone. This seems to be only the
case where certain Cremona violins
have deteriorated through abuse, and
some through over-playing, and it will
be the same in the future.
VIOLIN STUDY.
The number of American students
of the violin in Europe has greatly
increased within the past few years.
Probably the greatest number are gath¬
ered at Berlin, Prague, and Brussels.
The violin is in my opinion the most
difficult of all instruments to master
in its highest perfection, and the stud¬
ent must work hard. The teachers in
Europe require at least four or five
hours daily practice from the pupil pre¬
paring for the profession.

A certain amount of orchestral prac¬
tice will prove of value to the student
preparing for violin solo work, and
would not, I should think, tend to de¬
stroy his individuality.
This is an age of good music, and
the progress made in taste on the part
of the public everywhere, within the
past few years, has been wonderful.
As to tK great technical show pieces
of the type of Paganini’s concertos,
‘Witches’ Dances,’ etc., I would say
that Paganini’s better compositions
will always remain popular as violin
show pieces.

Rare

Old

Violins
The Lyon & Healy Collection offers'
teachers and students genuine old Con¬
cert Violins of the 17th and 19th cen¬
turies, ranging from

#50 to $250

ANSWERS TO CORRESPOND¬
ENTS.
L. B.; A. and C. H.—Franciscus Medari
Prof. SEVCIK’S Method
of Paris, and Ch'. Bagatella, an Italian
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE,
maker, are neither of them violin
makers of note. They belong to the
VIOLIN COMPOSITIONS.
Mr. STEINDORFF, 41 Westwood St„ Manchester, Eng.
thousands of obscure violin makers who
I have been asked if any really im¬
are unknown to fame. Many excellent
portant works for the violin, destined
instruments have been made by such
to take a permanent place in violin
makers, however, and many violinists
literature, have appeared recently.
use violins for public solo playing, of
There are a few; the Glazounow Con¬
whose makers nothing is known. The
certo, Sinding’s Concerto in A major,
value of such violins depends solely
and Elgar’s new concerto are all fine
on ‘ their qualities as musical instru¬
works, and are destined to live. There
ments, whereas^ those made by the rec¬
are besides, a number of shorter pieces
ognized great masters have an added
cf great merit.
value, since they are in demand by
You ask me to name my favorite
violin collectors, and by violinists who
concerto, and which in my opinion are
wish to possess and play upon noted
the six greatest concertos of the
violins.
world. Where all are so beautiful it
is difficult to name my favorite, but
G. H. T.—Kubelik, Kocian and Marie
I probably prefer the Brahms. The Hall were pupils of Sevcik, and Mischa
six greatest are, perhaps, the Bach E Elman and Zimbalist were pupils of
major, Beethoven, Brahms, Mendels¬ Leopold Auer, of St. Petersburg.
1
WE SUPPLY
•LY ALL NEEDS OF
i sohn, Bruch G minor,- Tschaikowsky. European teachers of the very first rank
During the past season in Europe the charge from $5 to $10 per lesson,
Beethoven has probably been played although in the case of pupils of extra¬
(VIOLIINISTSt the
most.
ordinary talent, concessions are some¬
1 PROMPTLY Al
WEST PRICES
HINTS.
times made, even to the point of teach¬
Many suffer from nervousness. To ing the pupil for nothing, provided his
♦ AMATEURS AND TEACHERS? such I would say, always be thoroughly means are limited, and he shows evi¬
prepared. Mental science will also help dence of a great career later on. Oc¬
SHOULD SEND
overcome it.
casionally a great teacher is willing
OF THE OLD ESTABLISHED HOUSE
Many persons advise the violin stu¬ to teach a pupil of great talent with¬
( dent to do much work in the gym¬
JOHN FRIEDRO &it BR0.
out immediate payment, but under the
nasium to increase his strength. I did guarantee that the- pupil will pay for
i 360 FOURTH AVE.,
* NEW YORK
much athletic work in my youth, play¬ his education as soon as he commences
;,l)
ing baseball and other athletic games, to earn money as a concert artist
using the punching bag, dumb-bells, etc., These arrangements are very rare,
and feel that this was an advantage in however.
developing my general physique; still
J• L.—If, 'as your letter states, you.
it must be' remembered that the mus¬
cles tijat are used in the gymnasium already possess a good knowledge of
are not particularly employed in play¬ the piano, and have a well grounded
ing the violin, and the student must technic on the violin, there1 is no rea¬
Fop $12.50
be careful not to do too much in rough son to doubt that you can attain con¬
INCLUDING:—
siderable proficiency on the cello, if
sports.
A FIRST-CLASS VIOLIN
In regard to the demand on the you apply yourself earnestly, even at
GOOD BOW
concert stage of the world at present, the age of 29. There are so many
BLACK WOODEN CASE
for violinists, pianists or other instru¬ points . of resemblance between the
AN EXTRA SET OF STRINGS
BOX OF ROSIN
mental soloists, I should say that there bowing, fingering and technic generally,
A COMPLETE INSTRUCTOR
is a much greater demand for violin¬ of the t.wQ instruments, that the violin¬
FOR VIOLIN
ists from every point of view. So if a ist finds that he is able to make very
ill sent securely packed by express for *12.50
boy or girl seenfs to possess equal tal¬ rapid progress when he takes up the
cash with order
ent for both instruments and is to be cello. Commencing so late, it is doubt¬
A Splendid Christmas Gift
developed for a concert artist, I should ful whether you could become a con¬
for Student or Music Lover
advise the choice of the violin, if the cert soloist on the cello, and able to
question is to be decided from a stand¬ master the great concertos, but is alto¬
THEO. PRESSER CO.
point of future engagements and earn¬ gether likely that you could attain a
1712 Chestnut Sf. - Phila., Pa.
very respectable proficiency.
ings.

The Art of Practising the Violin

and upward
Also a number of the world’* finest
Cremona masterpiecesfor Concert work.
TIME PAYMENTS IE DESIRED
Send for our New and Complete Catalog
Violins Sent on Approval
We sell instruments of unquestioned authen¬
ticity only. Musical value assured. Satisfacesuecially invited to this exceptional oppor¬
tunity- Address Mgr. A. R. N.

ROOT VIOLINS

Lyon & Healy
CHICAGO
Leading Violin Collectors of America (91)

_ OLD AND HEW VIOLINS
LUPSELLISG, EXCHANGING AND BUYING BY MAIL
in chemical

VIOLIN BRIDGE FREE!

!

v* A $25.00

VIOLIN OUTFIT

BAS-RELIEFS
Wagner, Liszt, Handel, Schubert,
Bach, Beethoven, Mozart
50 Cents Each, Postpaid

Brahms, Joachim,

•

65 cents Each

These placques are made of hard plaster, size 41/2 x 6%
inches, with a ring attached for hanging requirements.
They form an artistic and appropriate decoration for
the homes and studios of music lovers.

THEO. PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

CORDE DE LUXE
The Best
Hot Weather
Silk
USED BY LEADING ARTISTS
15c Each
$1.50 per Dozen
Catalog of fine violins sent free
MUSICIANS’ SUPPLY CO.
60 Lagrange Street
Boston. Mass

VIOLIN E

CLASS PINS
&

BENT & BUSH CO.,
15 School St.,

-

Boston, Mass.

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT
THIS CHRISTMAS ISSUE GIVEN FREE WITH EVERY
NEW SUBSCRIPTION PLACED BEFORE JANUARY 1ST NEXT
is "°.better H°Iiday 9if; for mUsic ,overs than a year,s subscr; |on f The
Etude. _ It is a constant reminder of your thoughtfulness. A dollar and a half canrnbeiVnrt-ed wl,erl a ffreater return will be given. Think of the music value
one—-175 pieces each year and at least 1000 timely, entertaining articles by the
greatest contemporary musicians.
B
y
Send the subscriptions early, and we will mail a beautiful
free to your friends, so timed as to arrive on
fSS&SSES
OUR CLUB PRICES ARE
1 Subscription
2 Subscription!
3 Subscript!.
Address THE ETUDE,

I
3.75

1712

I

4 Subscriptions
5 Subscriptions
10 Subscriptions

-

.
.

$ 5.00
6.Q0
11.00

Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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trusted in his father and thought that
he must he mistaken, since his father
admired it so much. His father'had
been more like a friendl than a- parent.
When
the tug brown
three years old,
violin when he
and begged to be
permitted to play
upon it, he came
even nearer than
ever to Padre
2 the Sidles vista <
Muzio.
blue waters with pretty little fishing
“See,” cried
boats sailing here and there loaded Padre Antonio,
with tuna fish. He could see the sun “he has it, the
shining through! the gnarled old grape divine spark—the
vines which . crawled over the stone
for sound
pergolas on the hills ; he could hear
vhich i the
old Scarpato singing at the door of
thing
his little shoemaker’s shop. He knew
makes all great
that everything seemed very happy |
musicians. Look,
ncl that t had all
free
l, look!
changed when he came w ith his father
So
; day he
■and mother through the 1<
f another
and cages of Ellis Island, l’ietri
Verdi,
a
Mas¬
six years old when he exchange
cagni, a Sgamblue waters of the buy of Naph
batti; ah, into
the endless brick walls of the
picerello,
he
York tenement
lothe and cried, grasping
a live
He v
_ father, Antonio Muzio, on the the child and
eighth floor of a tenement not so very
far from the end of one of those great “You shall have
bridges which stretch out from little your own violin,
Manhattan Island as though trying to and you shall
anchor it to the rest of the United play as much as
States, to keep the great city of New you please and
York front sailing out to sea, bound whenever you
for the hundred and one lands whence please.”
At night Padre
come the people who swarm the busy
streets. It was oh so different from Muzio went to
Trento, dear beautiful
Sorrento the opera house
where
he played
the
sun
seemed
brighter,
and
where
:he air
the
all seemed sweeter than any other among the first
violins in the
i the
orld. He \
the streets
of the business part of the orchestra. There
sti
city and watched the men and women he watched for
running
runnin to and fro. “Why do they every little de¬
so, father?” he asked “is it a tail so that noth¬
run sing might escape
race?”
“Yes,” replied Padre Antonio, “it is which would be
a race. The greatest race in the world. likely to have a
They are racing for money, power, part in helping
fame.
I, too, have come over to him win the
America to join in that race. I shall position he had
play every night with the orchestra. in view. “Had
I shall work so hard upon my violin, not Campanari.
and make the world see that I am a the great singer,
player. Some day we shall be
People will come to great halls *
1 "'c;,'. aH. -. Puccini and many
bring their money to hear me others been as unknown-as he was?””'
Every momint which 'Padre Muzio
i that such ; hall?”
did not spend in sleeping, eating and
attending to his duties at the opera
; seven hundred feet i > the house was spent practicing upon the
works of Spohr, Wieniawski, Vieuxsaid his father looking up. temps, Beethoven and. others. How
is a business building. They his fingers ached at night, ' and how
Id their temples to commerce and tired were his eyes! It - would
have
t to art, religion or patriotism. See seemed much harder for him had...
-it not
ader building is higher than the great been for little Pietro, whose talent was
. Peter’s at Rome, higher than the a constant delight to his father. Every
ijanilla at Venice, higher than day Pietro seemed-to advance, no one
other building in the world, knew just how, for he seemed to need
it beautiful?”
very little teaching. When his father
Pietro, however, could not see that was gone to the rehearsals Pietro found
it was nearly as beautiful as the orange the second best violin and he played
the sapphire waters or the the very things which his father had
vines of Italy. However, he been practicing. Once his father came

HOW PIETRO BROUGHT CHRIST¬
MAS TO LITTLE ITALY.

THE

etude
.
boy he
the Uttle
7
.h!s
fyes'Th; very
said with
tears i
Pietro, how do you do it-1
things I have worked montns
>alj
seem to get as quick as a ng
tq. the ground.”
.
t how
Pietro never knew himselt j
the music came. He listened andjh^
repeated just as another chdd
repeat a recitation or a .p° %v'rvthing
than-this he seemed to.g ® , ;Hres_
he played a kind of ^swmg^
thinksum which showed
’
' *that he was
ing for himself. So pleased; was tne
father that when Christmas came he stir
<,
with a
prised his Rgif^^ller than the
new violin. It was
^."‘utr'crline
great big fi^lelm had been strung
with.and_did not tire his a
American
'-They ^.already becomeand
enough to hue
n.
when Pietro awoke on Christma.-,

voice with which he had always made
his entrance when he came home after
rehearsals was often missing At times
he sat near the window looking 0Ter
the long ro'.s of roofs decorated with
tj,e streaming and napping garments
fresh from the tubs of the tenants below. Some days he never even touched
^ violin wbile at home.
«It is the sadness” said Pietro's
mother. ‘‘Oh. so many get the sadness
for home! He longs to see the wonderful Mediterranean again. He longs
to wander among the olive trees and
to breathe the perfume of flowers, it
is the sadness.”
That jnight when_ Padre Muzio carts
home Pietro’s mother threw her I
^ h|,n and saj(1;
“When we are rich. Antonio,
shall go back.
Then you shall
sunny Sorrentc
“I shall never see Si
said Padre Muzio. “Nc
“Antonio,” shrieked 1
means that look in yo
are not sick? Tell me.
“No, not sick,” said !
Muzio,
iuld r
He
he put his hand c
his
husband might never
Each day Antonio's sig
worse.
Then one evening
home and put his violin a
case and said:
“Listen t oh, Lucia, it has
have found out that I can
the notes. To-day we rehea
work by Puccini—a difficult
the little black marks seet
together. Heretofore I hav
to catch the tune with mj
day the conductor c
rrong notes and I am discharged.
Think of
Luci
e hav
dollars and I
Gloom came to
of the brightest 1
little families on
East Side, ail
with the dartcen
of the father’s |
sight, the light
kept them all i

Mruinenl lnln-in''.' 'l,,'”
'"al'"
tree. -Padre Mmi
’
UtU' Krec"
hfiw many luncheon'T' 1*°!? 1>5etr,>
himself toVnable him *
-lat ,Kl"e<l
the Christmas -present
pf?
ho-v
and played and tdaverl
f °, pl:'-v'd
next Christmas came hi* T' i %V,lcn the
the mother with
,f^hcr '?id to
sigh: “Perhaps it
c, hlnK like a

hospital brought li
future. The doetoi
groups of young
scribed him as a vei
but they offered no
operation involving
Christmas came
who had spent so i
his mother when no t in school, longed I
for the old days w len he had plenty [
pract • with his violin
Now he n*
tied except when
his father a
if the house. The
in seemed to make |
. One
Antonio
md r
ay when the
,|„
c bright and
'vcr‘‘ >'•”«
thing- -.
" -:‘”'1 ",,c»
with evergreens
but "n‘ e a yearthe MnH,,
Cittle particle

be great and famous and not
°"7’ n°nc|
if was th3t. he; commenced
r ,
Pietro’s mother did to keep hi
ticed scales and exer-i
-y- lu' ''
family from starving. These
father-had done and
i ,JUst a'
found their way to her lungs,
ing became mo ’
, c 1 day hifew days before the time of al
less childish
^ ^ m°rc r,ni"'n d an,
when everybody should be hai
Soon after tl •
Pietro and his m'nl fam°Us Chris^B
his mother'noticed
'that*
'V*
*
2*5
father seemed
t’7
7-”ict'<!
’
t
th
led to nm .,:rr ed.that the stairs, and canm ...
happy smil
lo ac‘ diffcremhTinHe <
ined the tnothc
bright
nging
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Our special price for this work to
As usual, we will have a
number of kinds of calen¬ those who order it in advance will only
dars that our patrons can be 30 cents, postpaid.
use as small Christmas remembrances. Music For Choir Directors are invited
We will have advertisements of two Christmas, to test the capabilities of
different kinds on other pages of this
our stock in the matter of
selecting Christmas Anthems for all
A frame, into which our platinotype voices, cantatas, services and solos suit¬
postcards are inserted, has been found able for the occasion. Many choirs are
very popular. A gray background, already supplied, but it is not too late
either 6x8 or 8x6 inches in size, to¬ to select and order for those who have
gether with a calendar pad and easel not been provided with special music
attached.
for Christmas. We are prepared to
A new one this year is in panel form, take prompt and intelligent care of all
size 3H x 9, lithographed in a number
wants of this kind. Write at once for
of colors and containing the portrait of an assortment for examination; and try
a great master; silk cord to hang by
the “Christmas Herald,” a collection
and calendar pad attached.
of appropriate and easily learned An¬
We have also the usual one made of
thems, fifteen in number, costing only
the portrait of a great master mounted
15c for the entire collection; for the
on a brown board with an easel and a
Sunday-school we have just issued a
pad attached.
splendid new service “Glad Tidings”
The price of all is the .same, 10 cents
(5c each, $4.00 per hundred), that is
each; $1.00 per dozen, postpaid.
already in the hands of pastors, super¬
Anthems of Prayer We take pleasure intendents and choir leaders every¬
and Praise.
in announcing the where; the music is by well-known
fifth and latest vol¬ composers and the words are full of the
ume of our highly successful series of real Christmas spirit; may be used with
anthem collections. We have so far or without adult choir or the primary
published “Model Anthems,” “Anthem department.
Repertoire,” “Anthem Worship” and
“Anthem Devotion.” The new volume Etude Binders. At the closing of this
year the question is
is entitled “Anthems of Prayer and
Praise.” In this volume we hope to thought over in one’s mind “what will
surpass all previous efforts. We shall I do with this year’s Etudes?” We
adopt several new and important feat¬ have tried to help our subscribers in
ures. All the plates will be especially former years with our “Etude Binder”
engraved for this volume. Wherever for keeping same together for ready
possible the “short score” will be reference. This year’s binder is gotten
adopted, thus saving space and simpli¬ up in a rich olive green cloth bound
fying sight reading. The new volume folio of heavy boards (for protection)
will contain a greater number of an¬ with a patent Weis Binder, which holds
thems than any one of the preceding from one to twelve copies, and may be
volumes. A number of new composers easily referred to at a future timefc The
will be represented and some positive price is $1.00, postpaid, cash with order.
novelties will be included. This will
This binder makes a very acceptable
prove an interesting and ideal volume Christmas gift.
for the permanent repertoire of any
New
Gradus Ad
The special offer
chorus or volunteer choir.
on this important
The special price during the current Parnassum Left
work will continue
month will be 15c postpaid, if cash ac¬ Hand Technic.
companies the order.
If charged, By Isidor Philipp, in force during-the
present ‘month.
postage will be additional.
The success of the previous volume,
Characteristic
This is a new set of
Studies For the
studies by a well- which was “Both Hands Together,”
Pianoforte. By
known
German will go a long way toward assuring the
F. Sabathil.
writer and teacher success of the entire series, which will
which we are now appear from time to time. It is the in¬
offering for the first time. These stud¬ tention of M. Philipp to have a volume
ies may be compared in general style covering each of the special phases of
and degree of difficulty to those of Hel¬ piano technic, such as octaves, arpeg¬
ler Op. 45; but they differ from the gios, scales, etc. These exercises are
Heller studies in being decidedly more selected from the works of the best
modern. They will serve as studies in composers of piano studies, and are
style, in phrasing, in expression and in edited and fingered by Isidor Philipp,
mechanism. The studies are all named who occupies a high rank among the
and many of them are so musical and teachers of Paris. The exercises are
so interesting that they may be used as intended for developed pianists. They
separate , pieces. There are studies in are all above the difficulty of Czerny’s
various characteristic finger passages, Velocity, or about on a par with
octave studies, staccato studies, left- Cramer’s Studies.
The special offer price on this vol¬
hand studies, double-note studies, etc.;
ume is only 20 cents, or. including the
all of the most interesting character.
The special introductory price of this volume of “Hands Together,” 40 cents.
work will be 20c, postpaid, if cash ac¬ Beyer’s
We will continue on specompanies the order.
Pianoforte cial offer during the cur-

Calendars
for 1911.

CHRISTMAS GREETINGShearty and sincere to the legions of friends all over the
world, who have done so much to make us grateful to them. Again—MERRY CHRISTMAS
32d Annual
Holiday Offer,

On another page of
this journal will be
found our 22d Annual
Holiday Offer of works suitable for
Christmas gifts. This year we have
eliminated all the unnecessary articles
and have included a number of new
things that have come out during the
year. Our prices during the present
month are greatly reduced. This offer
expires January ist, 1910, after which
time no goods will be sent at the prices
given in this offer. Our patrons have
from year to year looked forward with
great interest to this holiday offer, and
we trust this year will be no exception.
We only will ask in this connection
that the orders for Christmas goods are
sent in to us just as soon as possible,
as the mails are very much crowded as
Christmas time approaches, and delays
are almost unavoidable.
To guard
against this the orders should be in
just as soon as possible. All the arti¬
cles on this list are at the very lowest
price and delivered to your door free
of charge.
10 Piano Studies,
By George Eggeling,
Op. 175.

We will publish
some time during the present
month a set of
studies that are very much needed by
almost every teacher. These are stud¬
ies about Grade 4 in difficulty, and are
somewhat after the style of Heller,
possibly a little more difficult and more
modern. While they are technical, still
they contain exercises for phrasing and
expression. We will publish one of
these studies in the music pages of this
issue. A very good idea can be formed
of the entire book from this one study.
We consider this one of the most valu¬
able sets of studies that we have ever
undertaken.
Our special price will be only 20
cents, postpaid.
Grove’s
Dictionary,

This work has recently
had such extended notice
in - our columns, and is,
in fact, so well and favorably known
that we consider it unnecessary to say
much here, beyond calling attention
to the advertisement of the work on
another page, and to invite correspond¬
ence from those who wish to possess
this vast treasury of information on all
that pertains to music, historical, bio¬
graphical, theoretical or practical. Music
teachers and students, as well as music
clubs and earnest amateurs, are alike in¬
terested and appealed to. It is at once
expensive and inexpensive; the price is
large only in comparisdn with individual
text books, but is small compared with the
cost and bulk of the works (inaccessible
to the general reader) that have served
us its basis. “Grove’s Dictionary” is to
music what the “Encyclopaedia Brittanica”
■s to general knowledge, but costs about
one-fourth as much. Besides, it is sold
on easy terms, so easy that we antici¬
pate a lively interest on the part of
the musical public. See advertisement.

Musical Picture Book. We will pubBy Octavia Hudson.
lish some time
during., the
next month or so a little volume
of the very easiest pieces for • a
child. These pieces contain words,
and are the very first pieces that
a child could take up. They- are
intended to be used in kindergarten
courses and for very young pupils.
They are melodic in the extreme and
are pleasing and musical. Some of the
names of .the pieces are as follows:
“Evening. Bells,” “Little Boy Blue,”
“The Little Drummer,” “Sleep and
Dream,” .“Swinging,” “Merry Sprites.”
This work' will be gotten out in the
most handsome manner. The notes
will be large and the volume gotten up
so as to be attractive to the little ones.
Our special price for this volume will
be 25 cents, postpaid.
Imaginary Biographical
Letters from Great
Masters.

We
take
great pleasu re in i n forming our
readers that we have under way for
publication, a work which will1 be
known as “Imaginary Biographical
Letters from Great Masters.” These
very' attractive and human pieces
of epistolatory fancy come from the pen
of Ajathea B. Crawford Cox and Alice
Chapin. 'Much of the credit of ■ the
work, however, is due to Mrs. Cox who
withj her sister conducted one-of the
most successful music schools ’ for chil¬
dren and young folks ever known in
New York. City. Working with chil¬
dren all her life Mrs. Cox seemed to
catch the'child spirit and devised end¬
less books and teaching schemes for
little folks. This book is one of her
very best. In it, she has transported
herself, in: imagination, to the departed
souls of such great musicians as Wag¬
ner, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Lijzt, Schu¬
mann, Schubert, etc.; arid thus. written
letters telling the story of their- lives
in auto-biographical form.
She has
done this in a manner which chil¬
dren and even their.elders will enjoy
immensely.
The price of the book
until the date of publication is forty
cents.
Glad Tidings.

This is the title of an
excellent and entirely
original musical service for Christmas
intended for Sunday-schools; the, music
is bright, tuneful, dignified and effective;
it is also in' the highest degree singable,
and |an be rendered -ljfeli with a’?napderdiHr
amount of practice.1 ‘ We have1 spent
much thought and editorial work in
preparing this service, using only new
material and selecting the words of
the songs and the recitations with a
clear view to the requirements of those
engaged in Sunday-school work; a
sample copy will be mailed for a 2c
stamp; additional copies. Sc each, post¬
paid, or $4.00 by the hundred (post¬
age or express charges additional).

Preparatory Technic.
By Isidor Philipp.

The success of Instructor. rent month our new edition
the main work
of this very popular in¬
on Piano Tech¬ struction book. Since the publication
nic by this author has induced him to of the original edition of this work it
write a work preparatory to it, and we has been widely used and it still con¬
take pleasure in announcing to our tinues in favor with many teachers. In
patrons this preparatory work, which our new edition we have retained all
will always be in demand by teachers. the original material and features of
It contains all the essentials of piano thfe book but in the editorial work we
technic, such as scales, arpeggiqs, five- have endeavored to bring it up to date
finger exercises, double notes, etc. One and make it modern and practical in
feature of the work is quite exhaustive, eve<ry respect. The editing has been
and that ‘ is the preparation for the done by Mr. Chas. W. Landon, one of
scales. We predict even a greater suc¬ our leading educators.
cess for the preparatory work than for
The special introductory price during
the regular work, since it is available tne current month will be 25c postpaid,
for a greater number of students.
if cash accompanies the order.
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MUSICAL LITERATURE AS A
CHRISTMAS REMEMBRANCE
FOR MUSICAL PEOPLE.
On page 862 of this issue will be found
an advertisement of especially desir¬
able books for music lovers. We de¬
sire to draw particular attention to the
following:
Riemann’s Encyclopedia of Music and
Musicians. At this time of the year it
has been our pleasure to offer tins work
at a very greatly reduced price. We
consider Riemann's Encyclopedia of
Music one of the most valuable works
for a music teacher or music student.
It is a musical library in itself. It con¬
tains about 800 pages and it gives infor¬
mation on every subject in music. It
makes a most excellent present from a
class to a teacher or to any earnest
music student. The retail' price of this
volume is $6. Our Holiday Offer price
is only $2.75 postpaid. This offer, how¬
ever, is good only during the holidays.
“Gallery of Musical Celebrities;” 71
portraits of musicians, with a biography
occupying a page for each one. A care¬
fully selected list of subjects. Each
is framed with an ornamental
and the book is printed in two
colors. An art gallery, as well as fur¬
nishing biographical matter that is al¬
most constantly desired. The holiday
price is only 35 cents, a trifling one for
so excellent and so attractive a gift
book. A beautiful gift edition bound in
full leather for $1.00.
“Musical Essays on Art, Culture and
Education,” a volume of over 300 pages,
made up of the best essays collected
from The Etude’s pages, covering prac¬
tically 20 years of the life of The
Etude.. For a work of general litera¬
ture nothing can excel this work. The
holiday price is go cents during the
month of December.
“Merry Songs for Little Folks” is
possibly the most elaborate book which
we have ever published. livery page
is printed in a number of colors; every
verse and every melody is bright, origi¬
nal and attractive. The illustrations
: full pages. The special cash price
only 60 cents. The book is almost
:et music size.
'The Petite Library,” by Edward
ancis; “The Musician,” by Ridley
Prentice. Volumes of musical litera¬
ture, sold as complete sets in boxes,
particularly suited for holiday presents
and of a great intrinsic value.
The first set contains the life and
works of Handel, Haydn. Weber, Men¬
delssohn, Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt,
Wagner and Mozart in miniature form,
but nevertheless excellent biographies.
The holiday price of the nine volumes,
boxed, is $1.75; 'bought separately, 25
cents each.
The second set, “The Musician,” is
six volumes, containing an analysis of
many of the best compositions by clas¬
sical writers. The six volumes, boxed,
$1.75; or sold singly during the month
of December for 35 cents each.

*

Music classes desiring to combine
on an acceptable gift to the teacher
should consider “Grove’s Dictionary”
as an appropriate one. We suggest
that each member of any considerable
body of pupils contribute his or her
share toward the purchase; a little
quiet canvassing and a class of twenty
or over will be able to buy the books
at a small cost to each and be sure of
making an acceptable gift and a per¬
manent one. Or, if a smaller sum is to
be expended, there are a number of
bargains in our Holiday Offer, and we
have also made up special -editions of
Mr. Perry’s two great works. We shall
be pleased to answer inquiries on this
subject, or to sugges^t and recommend
hooks or other a
for gifts.

THE
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NEW MUSICAL LITERATURE.
We do not believe that more suitable
or more attractive Christmas remem¬
brances could be purchased for a mu¬
sical person than one of the following
works:
Mr. Edward Baxter’s sequel to his
volume of “Descriptive Analyses of
Pianoforte Works,” entitled “Stories of
Standard Teaching Pieces.”
Every
one who has the first volume should
have the second. Hundreds of orders
have been received for advance of pub¬
lication copies of this volume. Mr.
Perry’s analyses are more than tech¬
nical; they are from the sentimental
side,' a story of the pieces, and are most
fascinating—a gift book in every sense
of the word. The holiday price is $1.00.
“The Business Manual for Music
Teachers” will be found to be all that
the name implies. From first thought
this book might be most useful to the
young teacher, to the one just begin¬
ning; but we believe that the advertis¬
ing hints and the general information
as to how to get business, how to keep
business and the bookkeeping systems
will be worth to every teacher, to the
established teacher as well as to the
new teacher, many, many times the re¬
tail price. The holiday price for De¬
cember is 75 cents.
Our new work by Mr. L. C. Elson,
the well-known musical critic of Bos¬
ton, “Mistakes and Disputed Points in
Music,” will be of great assistance to
and will form a most valuable adjunct
to the library of any music: teacher.
This work is the equal of an expensive
course of lessons, which would cost
many times the price of this volume.
Our December holiday price will be 75
cents.
Elsewhere in these columns, and
likewise among the advertising pages,
will be found an advertisement of two
books, either of which will make the
most suitable present for the musical
person of all we have mentioned in this
issue. We refer to the “Life of Wag¬
ner” by Julien, a reissue of the twovolume edition, which formerly sold for
$10.00, made into one volume, for
which the holiday cash price will be
but 75 cents. Don’t gauge the value of
the work by the price. It happens that
this “Life of Wagner” and “Life
Stories of the Great Musicians” will
both' appear at just the proper time so
that for the month of December they
will not only be holiday offers, but
they will be at the advance of publica¬
tion price as well. They will appear
in time for the Christmas trade.
“The Life Stories of the Great Com¬
posers” is a compilation from a num¬
ber of authorities, a complete biography
with full-page portrait of each of
thirty-one great masters, a work such
as we have had almost constant de¬
mand for during our entire publishing
life. The cash price during December
for this work will be 60 cents post¬
paid.
Both volumes are manufactured in
the best manner possible, first-class in
every particular.
We desire to draw particular atten¬
tion to the new “Standard History of
Music,” by Jas. Francis Cooke, although
published but two months, and. which
has sold far beyond any like book ever
published by any firm. The holiday
cash price is 90 cents postpaid. For the
teacher, for the pupil, and particularly
for the lover of music, the amateur, no
better gift can be suggested, and we
know that the popular style in which
this book has been written insures its
fascination to every reader.

Musical Pictures. One of the m«„y
musical novelties in
useful gifts to be given during the hoijewelry.
iday season is a musical picture or
We know ofl^ore Pleasing or photo of some kind. These pictures
are of a superior grade and quality
popular gifts at very small prices tn
only, and have been very carefully
our novelties in Musical Jewelryselected from the many publishers of
Thev are made as breastpins, ladies
collar or cuff pins, stick pi^ and gen. Europe, and only from well-known
They cannot be compared
tlemen’s cuff buttons c°ntaining three painters.
with any cheap imitations, but are sold
sentiments: Never B flat, Sometime
B Sharp and Always B Natural
In ’in art stores throughout the country
two qualities, sterling sliver, natural
at prices ranging from $3.00 to $5,00
Roman gold finish, and hard enamel, each, while we will mail the same to
plated gold .finish. Breastpins in ster- you, postpaid, at $1.00 each.
ling are so cents; enamel, 25 cents.
We also have a full line of cabinet
Collar or stick pins in sterling 25 cents photos of musicians, which we will sell
each sentiment; enamel, 25 cents set 01 during this month at 20 cents each,
three sentiments.
Gentlemen s curt postpaid.
buttons, sterling, 75 cents a pair: with
In our Annual Holiday Offer on
stick pin, $1.00; enamel, 35 cents a set. page 863 you will find a list of only our
As a small gift nothing makes a more
best sellers, or we will send you free
suitable, attractive or lasting present.
upon
application a complete catalogue
In addition to the above s.tyles, which
have proven so successful, we have of all photos, etc., which we constantly
added an entirely new and unique line carry on hand.
Music Folios. This is something no
of musical jewelry. It includes a vio¬
lin, banjo, mandolin, drum, harp, lyre, home with a piano or organ should be
without, as it not only protects the
tambourine and cornet.
They are exact reproductions in min¬ music, but is always in its place when
iature of these instruments, for either wanted and does not allow the music
lady or gentleman, and can be used as
a pendant, charm or breastpin.
As a regular string folio; this is made with
pendant or charm the lyre, harp, man¬ strong board sides, covered with linen
dolin and tambourine or the mandolin and "Music” in gilt across the front.
as a breastpin are 38 cents. As a pen¬ The back is one and three-quarter
dant or charm the banjo, mandolin and inches wide, which will hold about 50
drum or the banjo and mandolin as a
of sheet music. The price is but
breastpin are 75 cents. As a pendant 50 t
or breastpin the violin is $1.88 and the
Another i
milar
cornet as a pendant is $1.50.
the (
We have a special circular giving a
e hav
nlarg
description and illustration of our com¬
half ii
plete line of the novelties, which we
will be glad to send for the asking.
Then _ we have the new Improved
String Folio with “handles." It is made
HOLIDAY GIFTS IN LEATHER. with heavier board sides and a strong
reinforced cloth back two and one-hali
Our stock of music rolls and satchels inches, with strings for tying and Irnis most complete. It consists of the
dies added.
This addition transforms
finer grades of selected leather, prices the ( rdinai
being figured when the leather market
■el. ;
was lowest._ Our large output enables the sheet 1
us to buy right. These goods make a price, 75 cents.
very acceptable Christmas gift. We are
Plaster Plaques. Something unique
pleased to quote these special prices
on our regular goods to January 1, 1911 :
Plaster Plaques, size four and oneMusic Rolls.
Special half inches bv six and one-half inches,
Smooth Grain Leather, size
' *C<> 1 r'CI ’
15F2 in. long, unlined.
^0lfTrbl^ckT
°r t>rown."
Smooth Grain Leather,
size ?i-5o
14H in. long, unlined...
1 2q
Music Satchels.
Smooth Grain Leather, un¬
lined, with handles, folds
the music once. Colors,
black or brown.
,
Seal Grain Leather, unlined,
same size and
color .7.
Seal Grain Leather, with
pocketbook as above.... 3.00
Seal Gram Leather full
sheet music size, with
handles .
Seal Grain Leather,'same 3 5
filled Ieather and colors,
.LL^LLLLl" 400
. metronomes.

at prices that no teachef
look. The metronome Js ha

$1.20
1 on

T
‘4°
.
1
2 25
2'50
3-50

“Hon.
mnOITles
d °':er'

Poser’s Intent° a™
'‘S"
composition too rapidly or\ P ay’,ng a
easily gives one an entire? 1
slowly
ception of its character yTh°ng con'
Pnces, cash with order anH
^oecial
during December, are $2
fg°°d only
ronome without bell and la
ta niotwith bell. Either one sent 5 for nnc
any address in the IT v !> prcpai(l to
Canad
t the"
^ .States or

i£i

v',y

filly te,!:

a suitable ornament for any home or
studio.
Our list consists of Bach,
Beethoven. Chopin. Handel. Liszt, Mo¬
zart, Schubert. Schumann and Wagner.
The price will be srt cents each, post¬
paid, during December only.
Panel Photos. \Vc still have on hand
a quantity of our Panel Pictures, which
few year-. These portraits can be cut
apart and mounted, framed or passe¬
partout. and in many other ways be¬
come very useful as small Christmas
remembrances.
Famous
Composers contains fow
cabinet size portraits on one sheet in
photogravure: Handel. Haydn. Rubin¬
stein and Schubert, or Bach, Beethoven.
Chopin. Liszt, or Mendelssohn. Mozart.
Schumann and Wagner. The price is
hut to cents per sheet, or $100 per
dozen, postpaid, assorted if desired.
Post Cards We earn- the largest and
most complete stock of post cards ot
Musical Celebrities in the country. Our
list of platinotypcs has grown from s
mere few to many hundreds in the pa*
two years, and wc are constantly addmg to our list, owing to the great de¬
mand for new subjects These card*
arLe of a superior grade and quality
1 hey have that rich delicate
wliich is next only to a real cabinet
Photo. The price
but so cents P?r
dozen, postpaid. Write at once for°w
catalogue.
Our vzwu mane
of a set of four
shoto and
Printed in nine colors wim a umn-■the birthplace of
c/momst. W

are sold in sets of fourteen, price 30
cents, postpaid, during December only.
Calendars. If you have a large class
or many friends and your purse will
not allow you to go as far as you
would like, to provide an appropriate
gift for each don't overlook our Mu¬
sical Calendar line. For this year we
have prepared to meet the usual large
demand with a much larger assortment
than ever before; but to avoid disap¬
pointment to those ordering late, please
mention at least two styles or give us
the privilege of substituting, which we
feel sure will meet with your approval.
We have the same styles as last year
with “1911” pads: No. 1. Dark gray
frames, size six by eight inches, with the
portrait of a musician. In this style there
are over three hundred subjects from
which to choose.
No. 2. Same as above mentioned, only
size eight bv six inches. In this style
we can furnish opera scenes or com¬
posers, with their birthplaces printed in
colors.
No. 3. Mounted portraits on cardboard,
with an easel on bapk. In this series
there are twelve Great Masters to
choose from.
No. 4. The new “1911,” a panel calendar
with a Dortrait of a musician in the
center, lithographed in colors and sur¬
rounded with a beautiful floral design,
making it rich in appearance; size four
bv nine inches. It has a tassel at the
top, to be used for hanging purposes.
There are but four subjects from which
to choose: Beethoven, Liszt, Mozart and
Wagner.
The prices for any of the above cal¬
endars are 10 cents each, or $1.00 per
dozen, postpaid, in any assortment.

reader. This he has done with remark¬
able skill. The book is abundantly
illustrated, not only with portraits, but
with many striking cartoons, and with
the famous Fantin-Latour etchings and
drawings depicting the poetical content
of various scenes from the MusicDramas. The book is handsomely
bound in cloth. The value of this
work to young people is like that of
drawing the curtain upon a great and
impressive play which will inspire the
student to accomplish great things.
The advance price of the work is 75
cents, postpaid.

Few . of the great
composers lived
commonplace
ex¬
istences. Most of them spent most of
their time in. a realm of romance and
fancy far mote engaging than that
which writers of fiction build up with
their imaginations. Spontini, for in¬
stance, although not so widely known
as most of the musicians of his time,
presented a kind of character-study
which one might think could have been
born in the brairi,s of a Dickens or a
Balzac. Entirely apart from the fas¬
cinating and interesting character of
“Life Stories of Great Composers”
(there are thirty biographies in all),
the reader will find a great amount of
musical information of the most prac¬
tical kind. It is the information which
comes from experience—real experi¬
ence of real men, and, moreover, men
who have won immortal success as
musicians.
Such biographies make
Anthems For
This is a book of
Congregational
short and simple character, make ambition, make knowl¬
Use. By Anderson, anthems arranged edge, and for this reason “Life Stories
in progressive of Great Masters” is a capital gift book
order. Many of them are so simple for young musicians as well as those
that they may be sung either in whole older ones who like to review their own
or part by congregations without the careers by comparing them with their
aid of a choir. There-are many unison illustrious predecessors. The book
passages throughout the book and the comprises 603 pages. The special in¬
main portions are very easy to sing. troduction price for this large and well
The anthems are all effective and the illustrated book is sixty cents.
organ accompaniments are interesting
The Quaker and
This interesting
throughout. The book is substantially
the Highwayman.
little work is now
bound.
By Herbert W.
ready and the speThe special introductory price during
Wareing.
cial offer is hereby
the current months will be 30c, post¬
withdrawn.
We
paid, if cash accompanies the order.
shall be pleased to send the work for
Recital Albuirt. We have decided to re¬ examination to all who may be inter¬
ested.
It
should
make
a
most
accept¬
tain the special offer
during the current month only on the able novelty for any program given by
Recital Album heretofore announced. a woman’s club or high school chorus,
We have been somewhat delayed in and we expect to hear of many success¬
preparing this book, but it is now prac¬ ful performances of it.
tically ready. It will be a large and
comprehensive volume of 128 pages,
containing many of the best modern
pieces lying in grades 4 and 6, inclu¬
sive, together with many interesting
novelties. It will be a thoroughly upto-date album for all recital purposes.
The special offer price is 30c, post¬
paid, if cash accompanies the order.
This will be positively the last month
at which this book will be offered at
special price.
A Most Interesting Our readers and
Biography of
customers
will
Richard Wagner.
doubtless congrat¬
ulate us upon se¬
curing one of the most impr'essive and
admirable works upon Richard Wagner.
This is known as the Life and Works of
Richard Wagner, by Adolphe Jullien.
9ut °*
great mass of Wagner mate¬
rial we have selected this hook as the one
m which the average reader is most likely
0 be interested. It is one of the most
comprehensive volumes of its kind in ex¬
istence. Nevertheless, Wagner’s life
was so full of incidents which are of
historical importance that it was difficu * Jor ^e author to select those
which would interest and inspire the

Life Stories of
Great Composers,

Business
Outlook,

An optimistic view as to the
future has developed through¬
out the country. Government
reports show that our farming classes
will receive rich reward from this sea¬
son’s crops. Reports from the leading
trade centers are encouraging in nature,
and the outlook for trade this winter
generally shows a healthy improvement.

This Contest Closes Jan. 11

$500 Prize Offer
Musical Compositions

Special Notices
RATES—Professional Want Notices five cents
per word. Ail other notices eight cents per
nonpareil word, cash with orders.
IVERS <fc POND PIANOS. Unequalled for
heauty, tone and durability. Where we Have no
dealer we quote lowest prices, ship on approval
and guarantee satisfaction. Easy payments. Pull
information and catalog free. Wide us to-day.
Ivers & Pond Piano Co., 141 Boylston St., BosA COMPETENT TEACHER WANTED
in every city and town to introduce the Russell
Methods of Music Study—Voice, Pianoforte and
Choral Class Work. These works are bringing
results everywhere. Reference, etc., required.
Address, Headquarters, The Normal Institute of
Music, Carnegie Hail, New York.
THE TATTSIG HAND EXPANDER, an
‘o pianists with small or stiff hands. One
er postpaid.' -E x Publishing Co., 853 Car¬
e Hall, New Y
CORRESPONDENCE LESSONS in Music¬
al Theory. Especially adapted to the needs of
and teachers. Stanley T. Reiff,
Mus. Bac., 1712 Ohestnu
™ ' '
'’hiladelphia and

Messiah. Must be complete__ __
condition for chorus work. Reply, stating
price. Albert Gerard Thiers, Atlanta Con-servatory of Music, Atlanta. Ga.
'■ Kellogg Bldg., Coffeyville, Kans.
MISS EMMA E. CLARK announces her
return from Europe, where, for the second
time, she has spent a year investigating
methods used by celebrated pianists, and has
.had the honor to give Musicales and Lectures
before the most cultured audiences, receiv¬
ing the highest press enconiums. Kindly see
LADY DESIRES position as organist.
Address. Organist, Care of The Etude,
reputation of 18 years' suecessfu.
leading American Colleges and Conserva¬
tories, desires a salaried position in some
musical Institution as Director of Depart¬
ment, etc., in California. Oregon or Wash¬
ington ; San Diego or San Francisco pre¬
ferred. Address “California,” care of Etude,
A MUSICIAN, teacher of voice and band
instrument, director of bands, choirs and
choral societies, cornet soloist, eomnoser and
arranger, at present employed, would like to
I'hiingi' lrn-atiun. T. Ivincich. Quincy. Fla.

musical composition and to de¬
velop the opportunities for gaining
the widest possible publicity for the
composer the publisher of this journal
herewith announces an

Etude Prize Contest
for Piano Compositions
Five hundred dollars will be divided
among the successful composers in
the following manner:
Class One—For the best Concert
Piece for piano solo we offer a
prize of
__

$100

Class Two-For the best piano
piece in semi-classical (modern or
romantic) form we offer a prize of

$100
Class Three—For the two best
salon or parlor pieces for piano we
offer two prizes, as follows:
First Prize, Second Prize,

First Prize, - $50.00
Second Prize,
30.00
Third Prize, 20.00
Class Five—For the best four easy
teaching pieces in any style, for pi¬
ano, we offer the followir g prizes:
First Prize, - $40.00
Second Prize,
30.00
Third Prize, 20.00
Fourth Prize
10.00

--CONDITIONSCompetitors must comply with
the following conditions :
The contest is open to all com¬
posers-of every nationality.
The contest will close January
1st, 1911. _
3
All entries must be addressed
to ‘ ‘ The Etude Musical Prize Con¬
test, ”1712 Chestnut Street, Phila¬
delphia, Pa., U. S. A.
All manuscripts must have the
following line written at the top
of the first page: “ For the Etude
Musical Prize Contest. ”
The real name of the composer
must not be mentioned upon the
manuscript. Choose a fictitious
name and write the same upon
your manuscript. Then write the
real name and full address upon a
slip of paper and enclose it in an
envelope.
Seal the envelope,
write only the fictitious name on
the outside of the envelope, which
must be sent with the manuscript.
Involved contrapuntal treatment
of themes and pedantic efforts
should be avoided.
Piano compositions only will be
considered in this competition. Do
not send songs, organ pieces, violin
pieces or orchestral works.
No restriction is placed upon the
length of the compositions.
No composition which has been
published shall be eligible for a
prize.
The compositions winning prizes
to become the property of ‘‘The
Etude ’ and to be published in the
usual sheet form.

work of the Russian master takes
This little book is able time to perform, but the best section
now ready and the of it (Adagio Lamentoso), played by the
Arthur Pryor Band, has now been recorded
special offer is hereby on
the wonderful Victor Records, and anv
withdrawn. It is a teacher, no matter how far she mav he lo¬
from a big orchestra, can nlav this for
book that should be widely used as it cated
her pupils if she has a Victor. The new
contains in condensed form the best records Gadslct. Witherspoon, Maud Powell.
Eran Williams, and others have de
pedagogical ideas of all the famous ■Jonrnet.
cided educational value.. The Victor Co
pianists and teachers of the past and pan.v. at Cn—o„n. nm-ennred a Terv ,
little booklet giving pictures of t
present. It is the best and most useful tractive
lending artists and foil particulars about the
new art-records which so manv teachers are
volume of the kind ever published.
now using for educational purposes.
Fritz Scheel Orchestra One of the
Catalogue for Sale.
largest cata¬
logues for or¬ Baud, n. Bauer, 185 East 84th Street, New’ York! °
chestra is now offered for sale by the
heirs of Fritz Scheel, who was the leader
of the Philadelphia Orchestra for many
years, and who has spent a fortune in
gathering scores and parts of all the best
THE CADENZA '
music publishers. In order to give some
idea of the extent of this orchestra cata¬
logue I will say that there are over 200
Overtures, and more than that of mis¬ WALTER JACOBS, Pu
cellaneous works. There are 65 Sym¬
phonies. This is of special interest to
orchestras throughout the United States,
and the music will he sold at a very rea¬
REGULATING AND REPAIRING
sonable rate.
PUgh.'practical instruction in repair shop, enstart for themselvc. ... „
For further information address Horace
18th year. Prospectus.
Churchman, 1313 Pennsylvania Building,
ALEX. SCHEINERT
Philadelphia, Pa.
2849 N. 11th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pleas mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
Master Rules
For Successful
Piano Practice,

A M AT E U R S ’

JACOBS' ORCHESTRA MONTH!!

SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING

$60.00
40.00

Class Four—For the best three
piano pieces in dance form (waltz,
march, tarantelle, mazurka, polka,
etc.) we offer the following prizes:

THE
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Reecham’h Covent Garden season Is pro¬
ceeding merrily. The productions are magnifi¬
cent, and the prices reasonable. The price
ot a seat in the gallery (or the “gods” as the
English euphemistically describe that emi¬
nence) is only thirty-sis cents I

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
ARTISTS AND TEACHERS
BECKER
BOGERTIS--^rS
BUDD“”“»%^r

cullis «&■ ..fletcher t

Mas Reger has been made a Doctor of

THE WORLD OF MUSIC

THEORY AND NORMAL COURSES
BISBEE “
BURROWEl.-.
DUNNING
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Ictor-Victrola

AH the necessary news of the musical
Id t Id concisely, pointedly and justly
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MAKE YOUR LESSONS ENJOYABLE

Stories of Standard Teaching Pieces
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY
Emil Pauk's Symphony, In Nature, has
SfetthTworkUCCeSS at Europenn Presentations

Part> OTn. and call to witness both the
history of music and the different forms

SkSSHS® Es • ~S3~s
ninetyi which

us toVope that

the predominating element be rhythm,
as in the music of.ancient Greece; har-

ay three are 1
It is a trinity v

Mr. Perry’sfamousbook,“DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES
OF PIANOFORTE COMPOSITIONS,” has helped and in¬
spired thousands of teachers and pupils. The new work will
prove even more useful because it deals with pieces from the
third to the seventh grades. The surest way in which to
awaken the interest of a dull pupil, is to place in his posses¬
sion a copy of,this work, which describes the pieces he playspieces like the gems from Grieg, Godard, Neviu, Rubinstein,
Schytte and other composers of immensely popular music.

Interesting Lessons are Successful Lessons
position pervaded by the living breath

THEO. PRESSER CO.,

Pa.
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-jisasaiil Learn Piano Tuning

k5»

LEARN TO COMPOSE AND ARRANGE MUSIC
^ $3? Stt

HARMONY and 1
COMPOSITION |

ilslE
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.

rOo You Desirei

LESSONS BY MAIL

Rapidly Learn to Play or Sing V

4632 Chester Ave., PIHladelphla, Pa.

„&* « ^MLl\Tl«uUaTTn-

SCHOOL OPERETTAS AND
ENTERTAINMENTS

r)CC

~sSnr!'a'«s

ISyy

-DREAM DANCES"

CLAYTON F. SLMMY CO.

Good sturdy health helps one a
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What Others Say

Forty Kmo’ C
Drama. By Rc
by the r

“We are advertised by otir loving
lently described by
r tia« been a man-

, M.D., published by the

uthor,
is in-

for the
n of a beautiful tone. The a
claims that the motive power of singing is
“wind,” and that therefore a perfect
development of the lungs is essential. This
is reasonable enough. He says in his in¬
troduction that “a pupil with a keen ear

a

very
Modern Orchestral Ins

■SaS

and one of the most complete

Christ™,
'15

A, Low Vc..

Glor»a\o^ADri SsL,?
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issr**
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Steft "
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pL: is
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“aah.’s.ass
In °“d^« ts^
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ing singer.” We cannot help feeling that
in making a statement of this sort the

tra. The writer has been successful in
her efforts to avojd technicalities. The

his work to get the better of his judgment. No system in the world can make
an artist in six months. In many respects,
however, there is much in the book that
can be highly commended.
m —md. By William JohnPublished by the John
Price, $1.50.
Mr. Galloway’s book is i

particularly clear manner. The com¬
prehensiveness of the work is shown
by the fact that it includes comments
upon the Virgil Clavier, as well as a
photograph and a description of the
remarkable instrument used to produce
the tre .tendons and unforgettable catheciral bell effect in the performances of

particularly because it is not a history
of music in England, but rather a

collection. * Both”as ^texdm.VaiuUs
a book of reference it will bo found of

sw-arua C0n<"“0” iurita

to-day.
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Two New Gift Books tor Music Lovers
AT SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRICES

RICHARD WAGNER SSL

Shakespeare.

“Standard Compositions,” Vol. VII,
Grade VII, was duly received, and I
wish to tell you I am delighted with it
in every way. It is but another revela¬
tion of Presser’s superiority. I will soon
cease to be surprised—you are accom¬
plishing so much for us.—Miss Valeria
A. Grower, Indiana.
The Etude proves more and more in¬
teresting every year. It is very valuable
to me—Clara McCarty, Indiana.
Am delighted with the “First Pieces.”
It supplies a long-felt need.—Miss S. E.
McKibben, Pennsylvania.
“Tone Pictures” for four hands, by
Jos. Low, is the best work of its kind
I have ever seen. It cannot help but be
a success.—Joseph Burney.
"Singer’s Repertoire” is a splendid
work, and it has filled a long-felt want
with me. There is not a poor song in
the book.—Joseph Burney.
“Singer’s Repertoire” received, and am
very much pleased with it. Also the
promptness with which you filled the or¬
der.—Mildred M. Potter, New York.
I consider the “Singer’s Repertoire”
well worth the price you ask.—Mrs. P.
P. Rusell, Massachusetts.
“Singeds Repertoire” is a good collec¬
tion of songs for medium voice.—Selma
Klein, Wisconsin.
Received “Singer’s Repertoire,” and am
very much pleased with it.—S. A. Matteson, Rhode Island.
I am enjoying The Etude maglfeine.
It is so interesting, helpful and instruct¬
ive I couldn’t get along without it. With
best wishes for its
success.—Cora
Diserens, Ohio.
The Etude is,of great help to me, and
I look for its coming with great eager¬
ness.—Melinda Worwade, Canada.
Have read all of the music magazines
published, and can truthfully say that
The Etude is far ahead of any of them
in the selection of pieces and the read¬
ing matter.—Paul Bell, Ohio.
Received “Studies for Left Hand
Alone,” and other works, at advance
prices, and find them as advertised. The
clear type is always a feature of your
publications.—Mrs. Edward M. Fithsan.
After examination I pronbunce “Stand¬
ard Compositions” for Seventh .Grade
the best of the series. I shall await im-

ark. The book is 156
pages in length, and in addition to the
sight-singing exercises there is an excellent collection of songs adapted to

Mipr
RubiMteln-DreM-

friends.”

■I. McLaughlin
Published by

S°n,R«f
and W. W.

Apostrophes, by Alfred Kreymborg,
published by The Grafton Press, New

V£;,r B —
ts only a little over a dozen pages in
length. It would make a nice little gift
book to give to any musical person who is

“Good Morning —
Pears’Soap?”
is a famous inquiry to which you should
be able to answer “Yes” if you value
comfort and wish your day t<
begun. Pears’ Soap is absoh
and possesses the delightful t
qualities which soften and be
skin; it is matchless for the ci

You Can Buy the Um
for 15 Cents
and so pay no more than for ordinary
soaps. There are other grades to suit
other tastes and different purses. But
Pears’ Soap, in any of its grades is
always of the highest quality in every
particle. All users endorse

•ears
S OAP
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To know the “greater Cl
how ingenuity may glorify genius, oi

Here are possibilities of tone-color such
“Ballads” could conjure. Immensity of to
but a whisper, a forte overwhelming by con
the gradations.
With Baldwin-tone, dePachmann, auth
heights denied by the limited keyboard of C
Highly-developed qualities endearing tl
the piano give it an equally royal place in th
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an who makes him feel jealthe only
_ ■
compositions he places far
above those of Mozart or of Rossini.
prom Beethoven’s music he gets great
pieaSure. In the ‘Lettres a IEtrangere'
he says that ‘the spirit of the writer cannot gjve such enjoyment, because what
we pr;nt js finished and determined,
whereas Beethoven wafts his audience to
the infinite.’ ”

~>S INTEREST IN MUSIC,
BALZAC’

EASTERN SCHOOLS
—.New York
■
Conservatory of Music

TUITION, $200 YEARLY
#500 Including Room and Board

181 Lenox Ave„ Cor. 119lfa SI.

TEACHERS’ COURSES
Latent and Beet Kindergarten and Primary
Certificates
* ° '
Diploma
—-CATALOGUE Marks’ Conservatory
2 West 121st Street,
NEW YORK
VON UNSCHULD
UNIVERSITY OF MUSIC

Author of the Hand of the Pianist, Method Leschetizky.
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Crane Normal Institute ol Music

POTSDAM. N. Y.
James m. McLaughlin

E. M. BOWMAN

h. j, storer

The Boston Correspondence School of Music
1 OO Boylston bt„ Boston, Mass.

Studio 12 (Dr. Mason’s), Steinway Hall, New York

THE FLETCHER
MUSIC METHOD
The Sincerity and
Truth of this Method
have won for it a place
in the finest and best
colleges and Conserva¬
tories of this country.
Every claim has been
verified and many
students winning lau¬
rels in our Musical
Institutes to-day are found to be the boys and girls who began
the study of Music in the Fletcher Method twelve years ago.
Mrs. Fletcher Copp is traveling and lecturing in England
and Europe this Winter..
During her absence she hopes
that many teachers and students will examine a collection of
“MUSICAL

THOUGHTS”

by Fletcher Method children, published without correction by
C. W. Thompson, Park Street, Boston, Mass.
c,Re!d xfe[Ul;y the “Foreword” and if the Ideals of the
Fletcher Method appeal to you, you are ready for the Success
and Happiness awaiting every Teacher of this Method
Then
decide to enter the first 1911 Fletcher Normal Class.

In the
English Musical Opii
__„„_
D. C. Parker has been writing on the
subject of Balzac’s interest in music.
As a rule novelists are woefully ignorant on the subject of music, and it
is only occasionally that poets show
anything more than a trifling knowledge of the subject. Browning is a
notable exception, and Shakespeare
dealt with music more tenderly than
have many others. Balzac, however,
atones for the shortcomings of many
of his brethren of the pen.
Mr.
Parker tells us:
“Balzac's interest in music was real
and sincere.
In his books there are
lnnuraerame references
reierences iu me ai i
innumerable
which he loved so greatly and they
give the impression that the novelist was genuinely affected by good
music.
In his early years his taste
showed itself in an emphatic manner;
as a child he showed great delight at
the terrible sounds whicl. he brought
out of a little red violin.
He thorougltly enjoyed this and would play
for hours at a stretch. But his relish
Of it does not appear to have been
shared by the household; for, as his
biographers tell us, even his sister
Laure had to put a stop to it and then
Honore would be surprised that other
people did not consider it as fine as
he did. Probably the only other mr-i which he heard in his youth was the
playing of military bands; but, when
we leave the child and come to the
novelist, there are one or two interesting facts about his relations to the art.
We catch a glimpse of him at one time
full of a craving for beauty—a craving
which cannot be satisfactorily' satisfied
because of his financial straits. How¬
ever, he purposes buying a piano; but
this raises another problem. His gar¬
ret is too small to hold one: but
rather than do without the luxury he
will move the wall- so that room ’can
be trade for it. Balzac seems to be j,,
grave doubt whether the landlord will
pay for this; because he remarks that
iif this
‘•ii tcgentleman
-- object, he will
win pav
pay
tor
it himself
"
or it
himself onrl
and nAA
add *.u
the„ amount. to
the price of the instrument. Herein is
some indication of a real love for
,

Bahac seems to have taken a great
deal more care in the mention of musi¬
cians in his novels than do most nov¬
elists. In another part of hh interest
tng article Mr. Parker says“In his ‘Massimilla Dour In- took ad¬
vantage of the services of a profes
stonal musician to enlighten him on
various points on which he was un¬
comfortably ignorant.
Whether thi had the effect of helping to form his
aste.or not tt is difficult to s„v luo
certamly he is not far wrong i„*
of hts estimates of composers.
Bee¬
thoven made a great effect upon him
and he spoke of the great
terms of tremendous
enthu^,After hearing the Symphony i
r
nunor, he remarks that Beethoven £

.

PUPILS WHO PAY BY THE
LESSON.
BY ALICE M. RAYMOND.
Schools or conservatories, and many
private teachers, will not accept pupils
who pay by the hour; and if your
teacher does so, as a matter of accommodation to you, it is unquestionably your duty to see that it does not
become an annoyance or a financial
loss to him. No teacher of good standing will give desultory lessons, unless
by special arrangement. He has sold
you a definite portion of his time, for
which he is entitled to prompt re—1
muneratior : whether or not you occupy
that time is your own affair. Few
take a regular course of less neglect their term bills, and when
the teacher has but
to place them in the hands of a lawyer;
but how often do the pupils favored by
“easy payments,” when absent, neglect
to forward the money for that lesson,
or even to bring it at the next lesson.
Incredible as it may appear, there are
pupils in good standing who do not
wish to pay for the lessons they omit,
because they have never troubled themselvas to view the matter from any
standpoint but their own. The teacher
has a right to consider the dues, for
all time engaged, as his assets, with
which to mi
hi-, liabilities. Hear this
in mind and remember when obliged
to absent yourself from your lesson,
to notify your teacher if possible, and
forward your money.
He calculates
the returns of his pupils who pay by
me lessons as ins %vc:ekly income; if
that be reduced several dollars by
various
disappointments
his olans
must be disarranged, and his pockethook depleted, to accommodate one
who has definitely agreed to buy a
stated portion of his time.
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Correspondence Lessons including fully explained and
illustrated lessons in the Weekly Analytical Class Work
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(Continued fiom page 848.)
suit, not even waiting to put on his
are than some doctors do, and heard hat. It was a warm December day and
with patience the story of their afflic- he did not feel the cold. Away he
tion The doctor had heard many such walked until he came to the part of
stories and had he not had a kind, warm the city where the rich, people lived,
heart he would have given up his work He played one tune after another, but
long ago.
although he could hear the bursts of
"If you don't be careful,” he said in merry music and laughter coming from
kind of broken Ertglish-Italian which behind the heavily curtained windows
he had picked up from thousands of no one seemed to notice Pietro’s playsintilar visits, “if you don’t be careful, ing. “Someone must hear.” he kept
you will have a case of pneumonia saying to himself, "and if they hear
l,ere”
they will say it is good playing, for
Pietro did not know what pneumonia my father would not lie to me and
was. but he knew from the way in tell me that I could play if it were
which the doctor looked that it must not so.”
he something very serious. When the
At Fifty-seventh street he saw a
doctor said that his mother should be policeman making his way toward him.
kept warm and should have plenty of Pietro stopped and tucked his violin
good food of the right kind. Pietro under his coat. “Arrah gowan,” said
winced. He knew how hard it had the big blue-coated officer, “sure I'm
been for them to get food as it was. not going to stop ye—it’s the most
Could he, by staying home from school, beautiful music I’ve heard in years. I
work fast enough and hard enough to tell you what I’ll do. I’ll take ye up
make enough money to get food and Fifth avenue to the very front of a
at the same time meet the landlord’s house where a rich old money-bags
agent when he came on Christmas lives. Perhaps he might have a little
morning? The landlord himself lived in Christmas in his heart.”
London with all the grandeur of a
Pietro went along with the policeprince.
The landlord had
never man and some hangers-on at Fiftyworked for the money he spent. He had
(Continued on page S60.)
simply had it passed on to him by hi- father. Little did the landlord think of
the families who were grinding their __
lives out to keep up-his useless and
wicked extravagance.
The Muzios’
KINDERGARTEN
rent would do little more than buy
TEACHERS
the landlord a bottle of wine, hut the
landlord had to have his bottle of wine
H
W
whether the Muzios lived or not.
Pietro did not know the why of all
this, nor did he realize that it falls to
the lots of hundreds of poor people to
slave for the baubles of a moment
which the rich think they must have.
But he did know that the rent was due
on Christmas morning, that his father
was blind, and that his mother was ill. PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY on page 852
Finally Christmas-eve
cam.'.
and Inserted 12 Times Before Half Million Musical
,
People for $15.00
Pietro was so tired from working that
lie could hardly keep his head up. All
day. in the little super-heated room,
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS
he had listened to his mother’s heavy
breathing. His father had gone to try
to get some work playing in a concerthall but had been turned aside every¬
ROYAL MELODIES
where. Now and then a woman who
lived in the next tenement came in
with some soup and a little food for
the afflicted family.
Suddenly Pietro was seized with an
ROCK OF AGES.
idea. He threw down the long feather
boa upon which he had been working
and kneeled down to the box under
the bed and took out his father’s violin.
CRIST MUSIC CO. ■ Moultrie, Ohio
Down the stairs he rushed in his ragged
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(Continued from page Hi)
ninth street thought that the child was
being arrested, and followed. At Sixtythird street the officer gave Pietro a
nudge and Pietro took out his violin and
played. When he had finished the crowd
applauded so loudly that the door opened
and a huge butler in livery made his appearance. The butler abused the policeman soundly for allowing a crowd to accumulate. At that moment the window
of a house across the street opened and
a voice of wonderful beauty was heard
singing the famous Christmas song

ment was heard from the crowd as
the door swung to. Pietro played, and
Vlayed and played. All were amazed,
They d.dnt know how little he had
had to eat for many days, and when
at the end of a long piece by Sarasate
he fell in a heap on the divan, the
guests realized that there was something else in the world on Christmas
besides music, laughter and good cheer,
when Pietro came to he told them the
story Df the tenement and begged to
be aIlowed to go back at once
«You shafl go back by the quickest

called “Noel.”

possible way, my dear,” said the beau-

,

,

.

^

some miraculous way seemed
to catch the tune at once. He swung
his violin to his shoulder and 'played
as he had never played before. His
music seemed to soar right up to that
very Star of Bethlehem which brought
the first message of “Peace on Earth,
good will towards men.” The crowd
had grown larger and all were very still.
Suddenly the music in the house
stopped, but Pietro went right |
Then the lace curtains were pushed
exeat irnn-hnnnd
aside and the great
iron-bound front
door swung open. A beautiful woman
clad in silks rushed down the steps and
led Pietro back to the room lighted so
bright that it shone like the sun at
Sorrento. A murmur of disappoint-
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That
Little
Italy had never known such a Christ¬
mas night. The tree was set up in the
middle of the street and hundreds of
children gathered around. A large conditorei (bakery) was soon emptied of
its dainties, much to the delight of the
owner and to the hundreds of children
who participated. Upstairs there was
a nurse with a snowy white apron buslly at work in the Muzio tenement.
Iietro was so happy that he could
hardly contain himself.
Money was provided to care for the
Muzios until the mother’s recovery,
and also for the operation upon the
fathers eyes, which proved entirely
successful. Pietro is now studying in
a big up-town conservatory and making
wonderful progress. His father is back
at the opera house again, but he has
given up his hopes of ever becoming
a great virtuoso. He is happy to know,
however, that his son is soon to go
abroad to study with one of the greatest of Europeans masters The future
he longed for win doubtless be reallzed m the career of his son. Who
knows but that Pietro Muzio may some
day become one of the most famous
or all violinists.

The mechanism of speech is practically
same as that of song as far as the
ax is concerned, though, of course,
action of the vocal chords is of a

lZ,'™P'CX

musical
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the sights oFLondon to h
St. Paul’s and the Emit
the National Gallery and all the places
they could get in free; and, finally, as

he played t
I really thoug
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“Well.” said young Tomkins, “didn’t
you like it?”
“Verra good, verra good, no doubt,”
nodded the old man; “but we country
folk canna be taken in so easy as- all
1 the time he wasn’t

“gosh,” I never heard such talk!
thought I’d find some pupils in
America, but Ach, mein Gotti
How can a fellow play who can’t pro¬
nounce it “Bach?”—Toledo Blade.
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PLAYING

FOR THE PIANIST
It has come at last

May, 1911.
For list of artists, terms and dates
address
ALFRED WILLIAMS
Manager of the Redpath Musical Bureau
Cable Building, Chicago, Ill.

-s of it: “You have my
Also endorse ! by Sembrich,Wi
Rudolph Yanz, Fritv Kreisler, C
Gunn, Georgie Kober and others
Suite 406 Kimball Hall, :: Chicago
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FINE ARTS BUILDING, CHICAGO
Piano-WM. H. SHERWOOD, GEORGIA KOBER and others.
V 1 Vi li p Ml Oroan-WAETER KELLER—Theory.

ANNA PARKER-SHUTTS, Secretary, Suite 612 Fine Arts Building, Chicago, III,

I?1 COLLECTION of r
, lnR great master- '

MRS. STACEY WILLIAMS

uy other form. It

the eminent teacher of singing has returned from her annual season
of teaching in Paris, and has re-opened her studio in Kimball Hall.
Only earnest, serious students accepted.

personailvTu qVe?sHontCt C°m'
d Programs for Recitals.
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THE MUSIC MASTER.
I’ve taught quite a lot of music pupils
in my time:
Some played the deuce, some played—
that’s all—a few could play in time.'
Some learned to say “Herr Wagner,”
but would keep me on the rack
By the horribleness of the way they
said “Sebastian Bach!”

•( - «.

with you.” Then she turned to her
guests and said: “Down with that
Christmas tree at once! Here we ai
a lot of grown people with a silly
Christmas tree which was only meant
for children. Williams, tell the chauff¬
eur to bring around the green car and
you pack the luncheon hamper with
the best things you can possibly find in
the pantry. Put in a bottle of that
Ti
Chianti, and h„rry up about
.
.
.
. 3
1
Now let everybody take a hand. Take
off those breakable things from that
tree and pack them in that box. Come,
you lazy fellows, help load that tree
in the automobile* We're going to take
it where it belongs, in Little Italy.
Leave all the pretty little electric lights
switched on. It will look nicer.’’

~r.MlCi‘.— Morcll Mackenzie.

Sight Reading for Pianists

WIT, HUMOR and ANECDOTE
“Oh, sir, will you please come at
once? There are three brutes of men
jumping’ on a poor organ grinder.”
“Is he a big organ-grinder?” queried
the old gentleman calmly.
“No, no, sir; quite a little man. Oh
come at once, or it will be too late!”
“I don’t see why I should interfere,”
replied the old gentleman. “If he’s a
small man, the three men don’t need
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Qualified pupils placed in Opera, Concert and Church work.
For particulars and terms write direct to
MRS. STACEY WILLIAMS
406 Kimball Hall.
Please mention Tas Studs.
Chicago, Ills.

American Conservatory

Kimball Hall

-

'»**“
*»*<* Wabash Ave.,
»— Chicago, III.
239-253

{(THE leading School of Music and Dramatic Art. Seventy eminent instructors. Course
rilhli
a? -ern
P^Pressive Unsurpassed Teachers' Training Department.
Public School Music. School of Acting, Hart Conwav, Director Diplomas and Teachers’
Certificates. Many free advantages. Terms moderate. Pupils admitted at any time.
Catalog mailed free on applici

JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, President
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SPECIALLY DESIRABLE
GIFTS FOR MUSIC LOVERS

Collect ions

Music of the better class, although popular.
Not one
dry, uninteresting piece in any volume.
POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM

EASY ENGELMANN ALBUM

A Complete History of Music
1
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Clallery of Musical Celebrities
ol

By W. J. BALTZELL
Price $1.75
Contributions from leading American
writers. Includes the most approved
ideas for teaching and studying history,
making it the best text-hook on the sub¬
ject from the earliest time to the present.

An art gallery of 70 portrait-biogranhies
’ the world’s foremost composers, singers,
piianists violinists, organists and teachers
w ho have lived during the last 200 years.
Price, in paper, 75 cents
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 35 CENTS
bound in leather
B eautiful gift edition,
and ailt
OLIDAY CASH PRICE. St.00 POSTPAID

Stories of Standard Teaching
Pieces

Llescriptive Analyses of Piano
Works

MUSICAL GIFT ALBUM
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By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY

By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY
Price SI.50, Cloth Gilt

J¥SK0£
' Special Holiday Cash Price. SI.00. PoUptid
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First Studies in Music
ByTBiographypER

1rhe Masters and Their Music
By W. S. B. MATHEWS
Price $1.50
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Pictures from the Lives of
Great Composers

f

Dictionary of Music and
Musicians

By THOMAS TAPPER

£fSgg|p£
Music Talks with Children

spHi141
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Price SI.SO

Merry Songs for Little Folks

Anecdotes of Great Musicians

?3:&Si

By W. FRANCIS CATES

BOXED SETS OF BOOKS

The Petite Library
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AT VERY LOW PRICES

The Musician
r In Six volumes, 7 5 cents each
Analyses ol many otthe best compositions

cult compositions written for the piano.

1

S -75!

E35'cente elT.d.*'
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A Message from
:f
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Paderewski
Of Interest

To Etude Readers
about

William H. Sherwood’s
Weekly

Normal

Lessons for

Piano

Teachers

and

Those Preparing to Teach
This letter from Paderewski refers to Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood’s
course of Normal Piano Lessons, given by correspondence through the
University Extension method.
Paderewski voluntarily sent Mr.
Sherwood this letter, showing his appreciation of the lessons, after
having them in his possession for a number of weeks.
Every Music Teacher should know of this opportunity to learn the
correct principles of piano playing and teaching as taught by Mr.
Sherwood and endorsed by Paderewski. When the great Paderewski
says, as he does in the letter opposite, that these lessons are
“AnExcellent Guide to Students, ’’and contain “Solid
and reliable advice for teachers,’’ and that they are
‘ ‘ One of the most important additions to the pedagogica l
literature on pianoforte playing published for years,”
you, as a Teacher, or as One Preparing to Teach, may know that this
course of lessons must be worthy of your investigation.
If you are an ambitious pianist and want to improve your work and
raise your standard, and cannot “go away to study,’’ Mr. Sherwood
will now teach you in your own home, by the same instruction and
exercises he uses in his private studio.
A weekly examination is
given on each lesson.

Solves the Problems of Teachers and
Those Preparing to Teach
This course of lessons will show you :
How to get more pupils.
9. How to teach time and rhythm.
How to get higher prices for your lessons.
. How to teach your pupils to memorize.
Why some teachers succeed better than others.
11. How to teach the proper use of the damper pedal
How to raise your standard of teaching.
12. How to teach the physical exercises necessary for
How to keep the interest of beginners.
't’l, a
technique and touch.
y
How to teach them interpretation.
How to teach them sight reading.
The best teaching pieces to use in various grades
and for various purposes.
The complete Normal Course also in- |j
r
...
i n
* 7”? and teaching.
eludes a course of lessons in n&TIIlOnyj vOIDpOSltlOIl And L-OUntcr point
ADOLPH ROSENBECKER
ill be
L« especially useful to many who are
---- and DAN,EL PROTHERO
This part of the course will
deficient in Harmony, as it will not only make them thoroughly familiar
with the subject, but will also enable them readily to teach Harmony to
their youngest pupils.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
.
7.
.

6
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WE GRANT DIPLOMA

Free Sample Lessons " ^SiSdySutee

lesson,. ^

within your reach for obtaining the best Normal Instruction at home; also free samnbf^
°PPortunity that is now
illustrated catalog containing much valuable musical information, including a Musical Dictiorf003’ &nd our beautiful
A few partial Scholarships still available, therefore write at once
nary.

Siegel-Myers School of Music ?Sao

Block
ILLINOIS
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IVER5 & POND PIANOS
SMALL GRANDS

PRINCESS GRAND

rpHE delightful pianos here illustrated are meeting with gratifying success in the musical
centers of the country. One shows extreme sim¬
plicity of design—to go with colonial interiors, or
for studio use, the other is lavishly carved—fit for
the most sumptuous drawing room.
In tonal
charm, ease and precision of action, structural in¬
tegrity, in fact, in every detail they reflect the touch
of master builders—a supreme achievement in fine
piano making.
Nearly 400 leading educational
institutions and 50,000 discriminating homes now
use the Ivers & Pond. Write for our catalogue,
showing these and other new styles.

FLORENTINE ORAND
DIMENSIONS
t, *sa inch long
4 feel, 10 inche. ,

HOW TO BUY ®ur ^arge B°ston establishment, factory and warerooms are at your service, if no dealer near you sells hers
& Pond pianos.
On our iiaiqile UN» Risk order plan” you can then try a small grand or an upright in \our
home, subject to approval. Easy payments, wherever you may live. Old pianos taken in exchange.
For catalogue and a paper pattern
showing exactly how little floor space our small Grand requires, write us to-day.

IVERS & POND PIANO CO., 141 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

£ 1.00 COLLECTIONS $ 1.00
Urge and comprehensive volumes, of handsome appearance, and
ibstantially bound. Including compilations of the works of all the stand•d composers Carefully selected, revised and edited. The list includes
assical, popular and semi-popular collections.
MASTER PIECES
The Best Compositions from the Greatest Masters Tn fw
MODERN DRAWING ROOM PIECES FOR THE PIANO
TRANQUllLntHPOnU0RMSU3iC forSoda,a"d
Piano Music of a Qu
MODERN SONATINA
A Pleasing Introduction to the Classics
CONCERT ALBUMS (Popular and Claa.ical)
Volume I.. Classic Volume II.. Popular
THE TWO PIANISTS
P
A Miscellaneous Collection for Pour Hands.

A Pure Product of a Perfect Process

BAKER’S
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ALBUWithpo1Jt™iPaRdbio^?yUS PIANO COMPOSITIONS, by Grieg
ALBUAc?mFp1eil^Re®°SIT10NS BY FRANZ LISZT
SONGS WITHOUT WORDS “(MENDELSSOHN r_i ,
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